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Dear Mr. Finch:

We have the honor to present herewith the report

prepared by the Commission on Instructional Technology.

This report is the result of the study requested

in April 1968 by your predecessor, in response to Title

III of the Public Broadcasting Act. However, in his

first meeting with us, the Commissioner of Education

broadened the scope of the study.beyond the precise

wording of Title III of the Act (a title for which a

specific appropriation was not made) by saying:

The scope of your work should be wide

ranging. Every aspect of instructional

technology and every problem which may

arise in its development should be in-

cluded in your study.

In the light of this mandate, the Commission has

concerned itself with the whole gamut of instructional

technology -- old, new, and future; mechanical and

electronic; automated and cybernated; from innovations

in print technology to computers; from classrooms to

multimedia centers.

In addition to investigating the status and

potential of each medium, the Commission has studied

instructional technology as a whole -- as a system

greater than the sum of the various media. Through-

out the study, our focus has been on the potential

use of technology to improve learning from preschool

to graduate school to adult education.
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WHAT IS INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY?

"Instructional technology can be defined in two ways. In its

more familiar sense, it means the media born of the communications
revolution which can be used for instructional purposes alongside
the teacher, textbook, and blackboard. In general, the Commission's
report follows this usage. In order to reflect present-day
reality, the Commission has had to look at the pieces that make up
instructional technology: television, films, overhead projectors,
computers, and the other items of 'hardware' and 'software' (to
use the convenient jargon that distinguishes machines fiom pro
grams). In nearly every case, these media have entered education
independently, and still operate more in isolation than in
combination.

The second and less familiar definition of instructional tech-
nology goes beyond any particular medium or device. In this sense,

instructional technology is more than the sum of its parts. It

is, a systematic way of designing, carrying out, and evaluating the
total process of learning and teaching in terms of specific objec-
tives, based on research in human ldarning and communication,
and employing a combination of human and nonhuman resources to
bring about more effective instruction. The widespread accept-

ance and application of this broad definition belongs to the future."

(From Chapter II, p. 27.)
* .;"c *

Note: The quotations included in the report were
selected to illustrate the range of judgments and
opinions about instructional technology, and do not
necessarily represent the views of the Commission.
The quotations are reprinted by permission of the
authors, and are subject to the usual copyright re-
strictions; all rights are reserved on behalf of
the authors. The boxed examples, unless otherwise

attributed, were compiled by the staff from various
sources including their own observations.

The repetition, sometimes verbatim, of ideas and
statements in the report is intentional in order
to make each section of the report complete in

itself.

Appendices A through E deal with specific aspects
of instructional technology and are intended for
the reader interested in further details on such
matters as cost or the application of technology

to special educational problems.



SUMMARY

The Commission on Instructional Technology was established

in the belief that technology, properly supported and wisely

employed, could help meet some of the nation's most pressing

educational needs. The Commission's task was to determine-, in

a study lasting more than a year, whether this belief in

technology's value for education is justified; and, if it is

justified, to recommend to the President and the Congress

specific actions to provide for the most effective possible

application of technology to American education.

The Commission took as the starting point of its study not

technology, but learning.. The heart of education is the student

learning, and the value of any technology used in education

must therefore be measured by its capacity to improve learning.

But today, we observed, learning in our schools and colleges

is increasingly impeded by such troubles as the growing gap between edu-

bation's income and needs, and the shortage of good teachers in the

right places. Formal education is not responsive enough: the

organization of schools and colleges takes too little account

of even what is now known about the process of human learning,

particularly of the range of individual differences among

students. This condition 'makes schools particularly unresponsive
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to the needs of disadvantaged and minority-group children.

Moreover, formal education is in an important sense outmoded --

students learn outside schools in ways which differ radically

from the ways they learn inside school. Educational institutions

make scant use of the potent means of communication that modern

society finds indispensable and that occupy so much of young

people's out-of-school time.

Today technology touches only a small fraction of instruction.

Colleges, universities, and schools have been nsIng television,

films, computers, or programed texts in instruction but to

a limited extent. The results are mixed, .6ith some institutions

making a creative and sustained use of the new media while

others, after an initial burst of enthusiasm, quickly lose

interest.

Examining the impact of technology on American education

in 1969 is like examining the impact of the automobile on

American life when the Model T Ford first came on the market.

The further ahead one looks, the more benefits technology seems

to hold out for education. The Commission weighed future promise

against present arAievements, and examined the discrepancies

between the science-fiction myths of instructional technology

and the down-to-earth facts.

Obviously, the problems that confront education have no.

one solution. But learning might be significantly improved if
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the so-called second industrial revolution -- the revolution of

information processing and communication -- could be harnessed

to the tasks of instruction.

On the basis of ,present experience and informed projections,

the Commission believes that technology could bring about far

more productive use of the teacher's and the student's time. Of

particular importance is its capacity to provide instruction

that is truly tailored to each individual student; the traditional

resources of .teacher and textbook are not sufficiently flexible by

themselves. Moreover, technology could help educators base in-

struction more systematically on what is known about learning

and communication, not only guiding the basic research, but also

providing the strategies for applying research findings.

There are other reasons for. harnessing technology fully to

the work of schools and colleges. New forms of communication give

man new capacities. Instructional technology could extend the

scope and power of instruction. It could help to bridge

the gap between the outside world and the school, thus making

learning more immediate and more relevant. Perhaps technology's

greatest boon could be to make education more democratic.

Access to the best teaching and the richest opportunities for

learning is inevitably inequitable because of the constraints of

economics, geography, or other factors having nothing to do with

a student's ability to learn. Through television, film, and other
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forms of telecommunications, however, the remote rural college

and the hard-pressed ghetto school could share the intellectual

and esthetic advantages of the best institutions and the richest

community resources.

In the conviction that technology can make education more

productive, individual, and powerful, make learning more

immediate, give instruction a more scientific base, and make

access to education more equal, the Commission concludes that

the nation should increase its investment in instructional tech-

nology, thereby upgrading the quality of education, and, ulti-

mately, the quality of individuals' lives and of society generally.

Our study has shown that one-shot injections of a single

technological medium are ineffective. At best they offer only

optional "enrichment." Technology, we believe, can carry out its

full potential for education only insofar as educators embrace

instructional technology as a system and integrate a range of

human and nonhuman resources into the total educational process.

To achieve such improvements, the knowledge of how people

learn must be deepened, and the capacity to put that knowledge

to effective use must be augmented. In the process the organiza-

tion and governance of the entire educational enterprise may well

have to be changed. So may the preparation and deployment of

professionals and other highly trained specialists. To make
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instruction productive and responsive to individual students, the

barriers that stand between the formal institutions of education

and the larger community may have to be breached.

The changes required will probably be as thoroughgoing as

those which .industry underwent when it shifted from hand labor

to mechanization. But a society hurtling into the age of the

computer and the satellite can no longer be held back by an edu-

cational system which is limping along at the blackboard-and-

textbook stage of communication.

The six recommendations proposed in Chapter V of this report

comprise the initial steps which the Commission on Instructional

Technology considers essential, beginning with a new agency to

provide leadership and focus for concerted action. Recommendation

#1 would establish the National Institutes of Education (N.I.E.)

within the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, with

broad authorization to support and fund greatly strengthened

programs in educational research, development, and application.

The N.I.E. would consist of several, constituent institutes, and

through them make grants to universities and other independent

research institutions, as well as conduct research itself. It

would also sponsor several strong autonomous centers for research,

development, and application, and a few comprehensive demonstra-

tion projects.
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A National Institute of Instructional Technology (N.I.I.T.)

should be established within the National Institutes of Education

to work closely with existing agencies concerned with instructional

technology and to establish such other regional centers and pro-

grams as it deems necessary (Recommendation #2). It would

concentrate on research, development, and application of technology.

One of its chief functions would be to encourage the production

of a wide variety of good instructional materials.

The proposed National Institute of Instructional Technology

should also take the lead in searching out, organizing, and pre-

paring for distribution high-quality material, in all media,

needed to improve education (Recommendation #3). To this end,

the N.I.I.T. should consider establishing a center or "library"

of educational resources. The center would take on additional

responsibilities, such as helping school and college libraries

transform themselves into comprehensive learning centers.

Projects'to demonstrate the value of technology for instruc-

tion (Recommendation #4) would be initiated by the National

Institute for Instructional Technology. These projects would

concentrate funds and other resources on a few carefully selected

communities or school districts, with the emphasis on pockets of

poverty or minority-group deprivation. The school system of the

District of Columbia might be invited to mount the first of such

model demonstrations.
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Improving the capacity of educators to make good use of

technology would be a major function of the proposed National

Institute of Instructional Technology. Recommendation #5 pro-

poses the support of programs, based on stepped-up research

and development, to train and retrain teachers, administrators,

and a variety of specialists.

Recommendation #6 proposes a mechanism whereby the National

Institute of Instructional Technology could bring education and

industry together in a close working relationship to advance the

effectiveness of instruction through technology.

The Commission has concluded that only the federal govern-

ment can undertake the major responsibility for the .expenditures

for basic and applied research, development,and application

required. in the years-immediately ahead. Furthermore, `we

believe that tide minimum initial financing required to carry out

the recommendations of this report is approximately $565 million.

Of this about $150 million would be required to launch the

National Institutes of Education and the National Institute of

Instructional Technology. The remaining $415 million would be

required for the first full year of operation, including approxi-

mately $250 million for the research, develOpment, and application

activities of the institutes, $25 million for the center or

"library " of educational resources, $100 million for demonstra-

tion projects, and $40.million for the training of personnel.
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The aggregate amount suggested would equal no more than 1 percent

of the projected total expenditures for American education in

fiscal 1972.

* * *

In October 1968, before his election, President Nixon

proposed the creation of a National Institute for the Educational

Future. Mr. Nixon said: "This institute will take us into the

space age in education. We are on the threshold of great changes,

many brought about by the possibilities inherent in new tech-

nology."

The Commission believes that its proposals will help

achieve this vision.
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d. Yet the outcome Of much of this endeavor and

ture has been, to put it mildly, disappointing. All too

innovations have been alterations in form rather than

stance, soon to be dropped in favor of a later model.

More recently, radical critics (and many students) have

begun to question the axioms of American education, suggesting

revision of the compulsory education laws, competitive

alternatives to the public schools, and abolition of traditional

instructional procedures. Maverick educators have set up

freedom schools, street' academies in the big-city ghettos,
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schools without buildings or classrooms or conventionally orga-

nized programs.

But for all the fanfare, effort, money, and good will, the

generality of schools and colleges is much the same as it was a

generation ago. Many people, educators included, have come to

the conclusion that fundamental and far-reaching changes must

be made.

..avemexrower,....

The establishment in lower and secondary edu-
cation is probably the most encrusted in the
entire world. They still are teaching children
as we were taught thirty years'ago. A child
today who comes into kindergarten has had
from 3,000 to 4,000 hours sitting in front of
that television tube, absorbing unstrudtured
data that takes him way past Dick and Jane.
And the system just doesn't respond to that.

omagyewNmmIIInllwll..,wlnwIPP....I.W.

Robert H. Finch
Secret'ary of Health,
Education, and Welfare

The cxisis in education has been a long time building. The

iceberg image is unavoidable: most of the troubles have been

with us for years -- but nine-tenths submerged beneath a sea

of public complacency and preoccupation with other matters. Today,

however, no one can ignore the problems which are pressing in from

every side..

To some extent the schools and colleges are victims of

conditions beyond their control: rapid population growth and
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mobility, country-to-city migration, unpredictable economic

and social changes wrought by technology, disproportionate mili-

tary claims on the gross national product. Added to these are the

pervasive malaise and uncharacteristic self-doubts manifest today

in America especially among the young, a condition resulting from

many factors -- a long, unpopular war, poverty amid affluence,

the bitter harvest of protracted racial injustice, and the menace

of crime and violence. If education is sometimes made the scape-

goat for the ills of society, the reason lies partly in the faith

that most Americans from Jefferson's day to the present have had

in the importance and power of education.

1.0awol...../110ownwa./.0..

Certainly it is not possible to spend any prolonged
period visiting public- school classrooms without be-
ing appalled by the mutilation visible everywhere--
Mutilation of spontaneity, of joy in learning, of
pleasure of creation, of sense of self. The public
schools -- those "killers of the dream," to appropri-
ate a phrase of Lillian Smith's -- are the kind of
institution one cannot really dislike until one gets
to know it well.

Because they take the schools so much for granted,
adults fail to appreciate what grim, joyless places
most American schools are, haw oppressive and petty
are the rules by which they are governed, how in-
tellectually sterile and aesthetically barren the
atmosphere, what an appalling lack of civility obtains
on the part of teachers and principals. The fact is
that schools are not organized to facilitate learning
(and certainly not joy in learning); they are orga-
nized and managed so as to facilitate order.

Charles E. Silberman, Director
The Carnegie Study for

the Education of Educators



Against this troubled background the Commission on Instruc-

tional Technology was appointed and assigned its task -- to

examine the instructional uses of such media as television,

computers, tapes, radio, and their relation to each other. Im-

plicit in this charge may have been the hope that here, in the

technology that had made America one of the most affluent and

powerful nations in history, could be found the magic 1:6 trans-

form American education. But the rationale for the Commission's

study was more modest and realistic: the belief that technology,

2122erlysupported and wisely. employed, could helpmeet some of

the nation's most pressing educational needs.

The Commission's aims were:

a. To determine whether in fact this belief in

technology's value fqr education is justified;

b. If it is justified, to recommend to the

President and the Congress specific actions

that may be taken to provide for the most

effective possible application of technology

to instruction.

Means and Ends'

The Commission's mandate concerned the means of instruc-

tion -- especially such, newer means as television or computers.

But in education as elsewhere means are inextricably involved

with ends.

13



How can powerful means of instruction play their proper role

in achieving desired ends, both the broad purposes of education

and the proximate goals of classroom instruction, without becoming

the dominant factor in the mixture? Technology has a way of

shaping the ends it ostensibly serves. To date, man' has not

been entirely successful in harnessing the machine to humane ends.

Instead, technological society has at times subjugated human

values to mechanical efficiency. It has adjusted men to machines

rather than machines to men, permitted communications media like

television to stablize at a low level, allowed industry and the

automobile to foul and choke and scar the environment.

Are educators so conscientious and clever that there is no

need to fear similar misuses of technology in education? It

would hardly seem so. The dangers of dehumanization are as real

for education as they are for other social institutions if

schools and colleges fall prey to a technological order in which

means determine ends.

As the current scene attests, there is also the constant

need to make the reality of schools and colleges come close.r to

education's goals. Much of the pervasive student dissatisfaction

today appears to stem from such discrepancies as those between

the rhetoric of college catalogs and what actually takes place

day after day in the classroom. Indeed, some critics hold that

American education 1.8 already dehumanized without technology.

Ii
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In determining the proper direction for America's educa-

tional institutions, the answers must be sought across the

total spectrum of human interest, experience, and value. There

is no single goal of education. Its purposes are many, to match

the pluralistic structure of America itself.

Education should be concerned first with the well-being of

the individual student and his capacity for a productive and

happy life as a person and as a worker. But education must also

be concerned with the well-being of the nation: its economic

and social integrity, its political wisdom, its security and

survival and growth. It must be concerned with the intellectual,

artistic, and spiritual values by which men live and by which

their judgments are made and their, purposes defined. Education

must help to answer the all-important question of how to achieve

and preserve a genuinely free society in which men are authentic

persons who are masters rather than slaves of the forces which

help shape their world.

It is important to come to grips with these large matters in

.order to set the perspective and direction for schools and colleges.

But instructional programs must also be shaped to fit more immediate

ends, goals which lie within the reach of the student and teacher.

The worth of instructional equipment:, materials, and techniques

must be judged in terms of their effectiveness in achieving these
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goals, as they relate to the basic types of personal experience --

feelings and actions, as well as thought.

Quite properly, the prime concerns of schools and colleges are

_thought, reason, and knowledge. But American education runs the

risk of neglecting the noncognitive facets of life. Western culture

has a long tradition of preoccupation with knowledge, reason, and

abstraction, a habit of mind that has produced a verbal-conceptual

type of education that relies heavily on language and language skills.

The ability to use words and mathematical symbols and to engage in

logical discourse with complex ideas is for us the chief mark of

educational achievement. The inner life 'of feeling and appreciation,

and the moral, esthetic, and spiritual values associated with that

life, deserve far more attention than they commonly receive, especi-

ally in formal education.

he is trying to think
to teach them to think

he tries it by a pond
to tell them why he likes it
to help them like it

he teaches them
he makes love to them
he dies with them a little

they ask no questions

after a while they all go away

"teechur,"
by Dick Higgins
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In conducting our study we have tried to keep this imbalance

in mind, looking for the potential values of instructional tech-

nology that go beyond the mere transmission of information.

Learning

Since the heart of education is the student learning, the value

of any technology must be measured by its ability to facilitate

learning. Learning therefore has been the Commission's touchstone

throughout. All our studies, inquiries, research, and deliberations

have begun and ended here: with the student as learner -- whether he

learns by himself, with fellow students, through a. teacher, or

through some other agent. This emphasis is consonant with the most

promising advances in education. "Less teaching and more learning"

has been a goal of enlightened educators since Comenius pleaded for

.it in the 17th century.

We have been making assumptions for centuries about
how learning takes place, how it is motivated, and
how the teacher should teach. I think we have
reason to believe that most of those assumptions
were wrong and that most significant learning has
taken place despite teachers rather than because of
them.

One only has to reflect on the magnificent way the
infant learns how to understand and speak his
native tongue without formal instruction or systema-
tic teaching systems. Later on, when he is learning
to read, under systematic tutelage with specially
designed materials and large amounts of time devoted
to it, he has much greater difficulty, and less
success.

J. Richard Suchman
Educational Consultant
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The Commission's focus on learning di

conditions:
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needs, and shortages of good

teachers in the right places.

The organization of schools and
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learning. This condition makes
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The ways that students learn out-

side school differ radically from

the ways they learn inside school.

Formal education makes only limited

use of the many means of communi-

cation which society at large finds

indispensable.
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Impeded Education

The factors which are impeding education will not yield to

conventional remedies. To be sure, it would be a giant step forward

if the nation could, double or triple its educational budget, find

the requisite manpower and leadership, and improve poor and mediocre

institutions. Better-trained teachers and administrators, more

modern facilities, better teaching materials in adequate supply --

there is no denying that sharply stepped-up outlays of time, money,

talent, and effort could go far to improve education and alleviate

some of its grosser inequities and more obvious failures. But "more

of the same -- or even "more of the same, but better" -- will not

get at the root of edUcation's troubles.

Education is beyond repair. What is needed is radical
reform. This reform is to include the nature of the
schooling process, the systems which control educa-
tional policy, and the institutions which prepare
persons to be teachers.

Teachers for the Real World
B. Othanel Smith, et al, for
the American Association of
'Colleges for Teacher Education

If under present methods education is impeded, if present

arrangements of time, space, teacher and student role are incapable

of resolving the major problems facing American education, the

answers must lie in fundamental change.



Unresponsive Education

Researchers in human learning agree that individuals differ

markedly in the ways they learn, in the speed at which they learn,

in their motivation to learn, and in what they desire to learn.

But educational institutions cater only fractiOnally to these

individual differences. Even in the best'schools, where students'

achievements in the three R's and the standard subjects are well

above grade, and resounding percentages graduate from, high school

to enter college, many thoughtful educators and outside observers

believe that institutions have lost touch with the individual student.

Most schools and colleges are still locked into conventional

patterns of grade structure, time span, and subject-matter division

that fail to exploit each student's individual capacities, interests,

and personality. Conventional practice is geared to some abstract

"average" or "norm" that penalizes both the unusually gifted and

the seemingly backward student as well as the spectrum that lies

between.

Schools are graded as 'an administrative convenience.
Such an organizational pattern merely permits us to
obtain prettier and neater statistical tables. The
question from the state superintendent is: "How
many children in the second grade?" Answer: "400."
So what? There is at least a four-year achievement
span among these children, and any "second grade"
teacher can attest to this There is no such thing
as a "second grade." Such nomenclature merely pro-
vides information for census studies or reports to
the country. It has nothing to do with the educa-
tion of children.

Robert M. Finley, Superintendent
Glen Cove Public Schools, New
York



How then can conditions of learning be designed that effectively

respond to the individual differences among learners? Although

research has pointed up these differences, it has not yet provided

adequate guidelines for the design of individualized instruction.

One thing, however, seems clear: the traditional mix of teacher,

textbook, and blackboard is not sufficiently flexible.by itself to

make learning an individualized process. Differentiated types of

instruction -- with less rigid student groupings and a more flexible

range of resources -- are essential.

Individualized instruction does not mean the end of group

instruction. It means shaping instruction to the needs and styles

of the learners and the requirements of the subject matter. Instruc-

tion geared to the individual calls for many different arrangements,

from independent study to large-group instruction.

Outmoded Education

Today's students are deluged by electronic media and many types

of audiovisual communications: _television and movies occupy more

of their waking hours than any other single activity including

school. The transistor radio pounds at their ears with .the'rock

rhythms and lyrics to which they respond as they seldom do to 'conventional

music and poetry. The telephone, the mass-circulation magazine,

the paperback book, the phonograph and tape recorder -- all are

integral and intimate elements of their lives. They shape the ways



in which young people think, determine whom they admire and whom

they scorn, what and how they feel about love, war, life, death --

and about education.

.Children learn, from television and from the ads,
just what is happening in the World, about the

pill and IUD and organ transplantation and tissue

propagation. They are learning about the possi-
bility of test-tube babies while the schools are
still cautiously producing a few carefully sterile

remarks about reproduction.

The prewar generation grew up trained to "concen-

trate," to work in quiet libraries where people
were punished for talking, to finish their lessons
before they played records or turned on the radio.

The postwar generation has leaimed to read and

study and think with several media going at once,
TV showing a game with the sound turned off, the

radio turned on to a radio commentator on the

same game, a long-playing record providing back-
ground music, as ninth graders glued to the tele-

phone compare notes on the problems they are doing.

Margaret Mead
Curator of Ethnology
Emeritus

American Museum of
Natural History

As a result of this communications barrage, today's child has

a world view entirely different from his parents'. To some

observers, this change in sensibility makes formal education

virtually obsolete as currently practiced. They argue that to

compete for students' interest, educators must 'reconsider both .

what they teach and how they teach it. For example, the child who
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has absorbed the rudiments of space rocketry from live television

broadcasts of the astronauts may not only resist covering the same

topic in class; he may also find that other subjects seem pallid

when presented by a harried, inexpert teacher unassisted by tech-

nology. Are we asking too much to insist that learning in school

should be at least as interesting and relevant as the learning

that goes on incessantly outside of school?

The young of many countries continue daily to
manifest revulsion against the traditional effort
to contain the educational processes in the bureau-
cratic and homogenized spaces of existing schools
and colleges and curricula.

Young and old alike now'live in unique service
menvironments of information. It is a many - layered

environment.

The inner layers are the .familiar electric networks
of telegraph and telephone and radio and TV. The
outer layers are jet and satellite.

To go on building 19th century spaces for the stor-
ing and dissemination of classified information is
perfectly natural. It is also fatal.

Marshall McLuhan
Director of the Center
for Culture and Technology

University of Toronto

Society employs a wide range of communications. America would

almost stop functioning without telephones, computers, and jets.

Communications technology has given man new powers that enable him

not only to accomplish existing tasks more efficiently but also to



undertake new tasks that were previously impossible. Space flights

could not have taken place without the instantaneous computer cal-

culations that control orbiting and reentry.

Learning and Instructional Technology

24

The multiple problems that confront American education have

no single solution. But learning could be significantly improved

if the technology and techniques of the so-called second industrial

revolution -- the revolution of information processing and communi-

cation -- could be harnessed to the tasks of the schools and colleges,

Can technology help the'mediocre teacher or
the one who really doesn't like young people?
I suppose our major hope for computers and
other technology is to compensate for the
imperfections of those who can be trained to
teach but who cannot be taught to be good
teachers.

John Caffrey,' Director
Commission on Administra.7
tive Affairs

American Council on
Education 41

Colleges, universities, and schools have been making a limited

application of technology -- television,.films, computers, teaching

machines -- to instruction. How has this instructional technology

fared? Has it shown the capabilities to tackle the complex prob-

lems of learning which can now be identified? Do the accomplish-

ments of the various types of instructional technology justify
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the belief that "technology, properly supported and wisely

employed, could help meet some of the nation's most pressing

educational needs"?
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Chapter II

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY TODAY

Examining the impact of modern technology on instruction in

1969 is like examining the impact of the automobile on American life

in 1908 when the Model T first came on the market, or the impact

of technology on farming a decade after the appearance of McCormick's

reaper. Western man may now be entering the post-industrial age,

but his children attend schools and colleges that are just catching

up with the industrial age, and have scarcely been brushed by the

communications revolution.. Indeed, the very term "instructional

technblogy".is unfamiliar not only to the public at large but to

many teachers and administrators.as well. .

Instructional technology is today largely
supplementary to the two primary media of
instruction: the textbook and the teacher.
Eliminate either of these and the educational
system would be transformed. Eliminate all
of the technology, and education would go on
with hardly a missed lesson.

Norman D. Kurland, Director
Center on Innovation in
Education

New York State Education
Department
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Instructional technology can be defined in two ways. In its

more familiar sense, it means the media born of the communications

revolution which can be used for instructional purposes alongside

the teacher, textbook, and blackboard. In general, the Commis-

sion's report follows this usage. In order to reflect present-

day reality, the Commission has had to look at the pieces that

make up, instructional technology: television, films, overhead

projectors, computers, and the other items of "hardware"

and "software" (to use the convenient jargon that distin-

guishes machines from programs). In nearly every case, these

media have entered education independently, and still operate

more in isolation than in combination.

The second and less familiar definition of instructional

technology goes beyond any particular medium or device. In this

sense, instructional technology is more than the sum of its

parts. It is a systematic way of designing, carrying out, and

evaluating the total process of learning and teaching in terms of

specific objectives, based on research in human learning and

communication, and employing a combination of human and nonhuman

resources to bring about more effective instruction. The wide-

spread acceptance and application of Chi's broad definition belongs

to the future. Though only a limited cumber of institutions have

attempted to design instruction using such a systematic, compre-

hensive approach, there is reason to believe that this approach
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holds the key to the contribution technology can make to the

advancement: of education. It became clear, in fact, as we

pursued our study, that a major obstacle to instructional tech-

nology's fulfillment has been its application by bits and pieces.

Instructional technology, by either definition, includes a

wide array of instruments, devices, and techniques, each with its

particular problems, potential,and advocates. Note, however,

that neither definition equates technology with "machines" --

an easy mistake to make. To put prime emphasis on equipment --

e.g., films, coaxial cable, teaching machines -- can lead up a

blind alley. Many observers believe, for instance, that fascina-

tion with the gadgetry of instructional television to the exclusion

of the idea behind it has often led to stereotyped and impoverished

uses of that medium.

Has all of this'made any real difference in
What teachers do in classrooms, in how instruc-
tion is managed, and in how children learn in
classrooms today? One could be gentle and say
that the answer, like the schools, is pluralis-
tic. But anyone who knows teachers and teaching
and who visits schools will report a negative
answer. In sum, it has made very little
difference. What God hath wrought -- from
telegram to transistor -- man has made little
Use of in the teaching-learning process that
persists today in the classroom.

Robert C. Snider
Assistant Director, Division
of Educational Technology

National Education Association
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Instructional Technology: Myth and Reality

In addition to encountering different views on the meaning

of'Instructional technology:' the Commission also encountered many

different judgments on instructional technology's present and

potential role in American education. The education profession

and the general public have been bombarded for some time with

rosy predictions of how technology could quickly. .transform our

schools and colleges. Such visions have been characterized

as "the myths of instructional technology" by Anthony G.

Oettinger, a linguist and mathematician associated with the

Harvard Program on Technology and Society. He describes

himself "not as a Luddite fearful of the Machine nor as a

shrinking humanist living in the past, but as a scientist and

engineer convinced that educational technology holds great

promise."

Of his recent book Run, Computer, Run Mr. Oettinger has

written: "My aim in analyzing the myths, the institutional

failures, the brazen exploitations, the oppressive self-

delusions that make a mockery of technological change in educa-

tion is not to deny the promise, but to rescue it from unmerited

disillusionment. I say there are no easy victories, no quick

answers, no panaceas. If we are to realize the promise, we

must not allow our human and material resources to be diverted

into showy changes in form that will continue to block change in

29
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substance. Fundamental ignorance remains to be overcome in many

realms that bear on the successful application of modern technology

to education and we must therefore be prepared to encourage long-

term investment in the exploration of diverse paths."

With changes coming so fast, definitive judgments and projec-

tions are almost impossible. While there is a convincing case for

instructional technology as a cohesive, promising new approach to

the whole problem of improving learning, examples are limited and

largely unevaluated.

Technological devices already introduced into schools
in recent years have had only peripheral impact,
partly because educational technology is as yet much
more primitive than is generally appreciated, so that

fragile, unreliable, and expensive devices often
gather dust in a classroom corner after an initial
wave of enthusiasm has subsided.

Knowledge about how to apply the technology is even
more primitive, in a number of respects. Even when
machines work and classroom attitudes are attuned to
their use. attempts to graft the new techniques to old
curriculums have proved spectacularly unsuccessful and
largely unrelieved as yet by imaginative technical and
curriculum innovation tailored to the new demands and
possibilities of education.

Emmanuel G. Mesthene, Director
Harvard University Program on
Technology and Society

In American schools and colleges today the major source of

instruction other than the teacher in person is the book, plus such
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ackboards. Consider this

million pupils attending class

an average of five hours a day, five days a week. In the aggregate,

for the nation as a whole, the to
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gramed texts, television, and
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Robert W. Wagner, Chairman
Department of Photography and Cinema
Ohio State University

To ge

tional t

neralize and oversimplify: the present status of instruc-

echnology in American education is low in both quantity and

quality. Rather than taking hold and gaining followers through suc-

cessf
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ul demonstrations, many ambitious projects have faltered and

led. Rather than boldly exploring fresh strategies to stimulate

earning, most projects have merely translated existing curricula and

teaching techniques into the newer media. Rather than filling a

functional role in a comprehensive approach to the design of instruc-

tion, most innovators have chosen or been forced to confine themselves

to their own special medium or technique. Rather than moving into the

center of the planning process in education, most technologically

oriented educators are on its periphery.
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The chief problems of using satellites for educa-
tion are now ground problems, not space problems.
The hardware has outrun the software. The tools
are so fascinating that we have tended to watch
them develop and marvel at them and to neglect
the more mundane and messier questions of how to
use them.

Wilbur Schramm, Director
Institute for Communication
Research

Stanford University

On the quantitative side, statistics are sketchy and often

inconsistent. Furthermore, without uniform criteria, it is often

difficult if not impossible to make useful comparisons or to arrive

at sound conclusions on changing patterns of use. There is a glaring

lack of data reliably indicating the actual use of the various tech-

nological media, as against their mere availability in an institution.

There is no doubt about the rise in the number of tape recorders,

record players, projectors, and filmstrips available for use. But

the Commission learned again and again, from school superintendents

and media experts, about the widespread failure of instructors to

use equipment and materials (including expensive installations such

as language laboratories bought with newly authorized federal funds).

"Gathering dust!' was the recurring phrase for what has happened to

agreat deal of technological equipment.

The evidence on the quality of most available programs is

equally dispiriting. For example, the National Instructional
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Television Center, established a few years ago to winnow out and

distribute good instructional television programs, found only a very

small fraction of the programs scanned worthy of national distribu-

tion. Comparable judgments apply to most instructional media, from

films to programed instruction.

As long as television represents for the schools
only a public-address system with pictures, there
is nothing but casual mediocrity to be expected.

John W. Meaney
Professor of Communication
Arts

University of Notre Dame

But there are recent reassuring examples, too, of good program-

ing and wise applications of instructional .technology. Some of

these examples are coming out'of the Research and Development

Centers and the Regional Educational Laboratories funded by the

federal government. The best foreshadow what technology's full

contribution might be to education: they integrate a range of

media old and new, exploiting tha special qualities of each; they

are based on sustained research and development, with plenty of

feedback from field testing to enable needed change and improve-

ments to be made. Moreover, they are designed so that the results

can be carefully evaluated.
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The fact is, then, that instructional technology is a mixed

bag. It can be anything from an audiovisual graveyard in the base-

ment of some school, to a successful computer-assisted course in

Russian, to the extensive instructional television network in

South Carolina.

Twenty-two Stanford University students in an
introductory Russian course during 1967-68 spent
about 50 minutes a day, five days a week, at a

computer console. A total of 135 lessons were
specially prepared and presented to the students

in .a combined audio and teletype format. The

students responded on a Model-33 teletype with

a special keyboard containing the Cyrillic

alphabet. During the period' prior to the final

examination, the computer assessed each student's

performance and told him the areas in which he

should concentrate his efforts. The student

could redo any lesson or portion of a lesson at

the computer console.

Costs of Instructional Technology

Any consideration of instructional technology in American

education would be incomplete without a look at costs. Occasionally,

technology saves money for schools or colleges -- for instance,

when closed-circuit .television makes up for unavailable art or

music teachers (as in Washington County,.Maryland) or reproduces

the lecturer in multiple classrooms (as in a number of public

universities which use television to handle overflow freshman and
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sophomore classes). Many believe that wide-scale use of certain

kinds of technology, with corresponding reduction of initial invest-

ment costs and well-planned opeiating procedures, could effect

economies in education. But a true technology of instruction that

integrates human and nonhuman resources into a comprehensive system

to improve learning is unlikely to save money. Quality comes high.

More dollars are spent in one week for programing
three major television networks than in a year
for all educational television.

Newton N. Minow, former
Chairman, Federal
CoMmunications Commission

To date, costs of large-scale demonstration projects making

extensive use of technology have been substantial. The Midwest Program

on Airborne Television Instruction cost $18 million (1961-1965). The

Children's Television Workshop, which will start broadcasting in

the fall of 1969, has estimated the cost of its initial series of

130 one-hour television programs at $8 million, including develop-

mental costs. The Education Development Center spent approximately

$6.5 million to develop a.single high-school physics course. It

also spent about $3.1 million to develop its widely acclaimed series

of films on fluid mechanics, and about $8.1 million for its elemen-

tary-school science course.
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The TV advertising budget for a fifty second com-

mercial selling a headache tablet is larger than

the annual budget for public television.

Gabriel D. Ofiesh, Director
Center for Educational
Technology

Catholic University of America

There are several factors which contribute to the high cost

of instructional technology, on top of the large initial investment

in complex equipment such as computers, television, and talking

typewriters; specifically, the cost of:

1. Developing and testing high-quality programs.

2. Providing time for teachers to gain an understanding

of technology,'to learn the technical skills necessary,

and to plan programs.

3. Employing media specialists and teacher aides.

4. Maintaining equipment.

Experiments which have not taken these factors into account

. have generally failed. Equipment too often wears out or succumbs

to casual vandalism; no one is available to repair it quickly and

few are willing to depend on it thereafter. Attempts to cut corners

by not properly training teachers or by not hiring enough specialists
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At present, cost data on educational technology are
almost nonexistent. The lack of these data severely
impedes the academic decision-making process. Regard-
less of costing procedures used, ways must be found
to place costs of educational technology in perspec-
tive. Present inadequate cost data are frequently
so subjective that they are nothing more than pious
hopes. The time is here to come to grips with the
reality of cost analysis in the academic decision-
making process.

The effort.to establish effective procedures for determining

instructional costs must be mounted. Its purpose has little

rela on to that once vaunted "cult of efficiency" that sought

to bring business methods to bear on inefficient schools. The

purpose of sensible economic practice in education has less to do

with efficiency than with effectiveness. It is a question of

education's turning out the highest-quality product possible

genuinely educated students -- for the funds, talent, and

time expended in their education.

1142znosis

High cost and inadequate costing techniques are clearly a

major cause of instructional technology's lack of impact on

American schools and colleges. There are other causes important

to identify. Some are quite tangible, such as insufficient time,

talent, and resources to produce effective and imaginative programs;

the inaccessibility of whatever good materials exist; lack of

specialists in instructional technology; inadequate preparation
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and in-service training of teachers and administrators; the tendency

of some commercial firms to sell educators hardware designed for

noninstructional purposes. Other causes are less tangible but more

fundamental -- such as the lack of sustained, well-funded research

and development in the teaching-learning process. Too little is

known about how human beings learn, still less about how to apply

what is known to the instructional process.

There is considerable "religiosity" associated

with instructional technology -- those that are

in the field seem to believe that the potential

is just lying there waiting .to be tapped. This

reveals an underlying assumption: that the

system is adaptable to instructional technology,

and that operations in this area will be welcome.

Such an assumption has not been wholeheartedly

validated.

.11111.1.0..1.0.111.M.1.111111101.1141

Richard E. Spencer
Professor of Educational
Psychology

University of Illinois

Obstacles to a more extensive use of instructional technology

also include negative teacher attitudes, lack of administrative

commitment, the pervasive conservatism of the education establish-

ment. The application of technology to something as "human" as

schooling smacks of sacrilege to many Americans, especially teachers.

Their opposition, or at least ambivalence, may well have been

aggravated by overemphasis on mass instruction, machines, and
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gadgetry, and by the expression "teaching machine" (now pretty well

supplanted by "programed instruction").

Resistance to instructional technology among students and

teachers appears to be in direct ratio to the grade level. This

is borne out by observation as well as by such studies as have been

made. Elementary-school children and teachers accept television or

films far more readily than college students and teachers. ("I am a

student. Do not fold, spindle, or mutilate," read the protesting

campus signs.) Primarily, fears center around prospects of

depersonalization, standardization, conformity, and the gradual

elimination of whatever diversity now exists. High-school and

college staffs are also constrained by rigid schedules, departmentali-

zation, and to some measure by distrust of "outside" materials.

Other negative attitudes toward instructional technology in both

students and teachers stem not so much from visions of a dehumanized

future as from actual unsatisfactory experiences with technology.

In the Midwest a determined group of faculty members

attempted to sabotage a newly installed computer
system for recording grades by punching random holes

in the cards used to report grades to the IBM machine.

At yet another university an embattled registrar

fought a proposal to introduce a streamlined com-

puter registration system, arguing that his office

could do the jot more efficiently with traditional

hand methods. Whether these reactions are justified

or not, they serve as a reminder that institutions
of higher education have begun to convert important

segments of their administrative procedure to elec-

tronic computers and that the effects of this con

version are being felt in all quarters of the

academic community.
Francis E. Rourke and Glenn E.
Brooks, The Managerial Revolu-
tion in Higher Education
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A 1969 poll, conducted for Life by Louis Harris and Associates,

Inc., showed a large majority of high school students and their

teachers eager for innovations. Both groups, for instance, wanted

more field work outside the school and more opportunities to work

directly in the community. But, according to the poll: "One

innovation got an overwhelming thumbs - down from .the students:

teaching by films and closed-circuit television. The reason, they

said, was that it cast them in a passive role and froze out class

discussion." Contrasting with this sampling are some earlier studies

on student attitudes toward instructional television (at Pennsylvania

State University, for instance, and other. colleges) that show students

taking a favorable or at least neutral attitude toward television

teaching. Generally the research shows that college students prefer

small discussion classes to television, but prefer television to

very large lecture classes.

There is a tendency among those working in the
field of educational technology to assume that
this is the only way to improve instruction and
schools. I prefer an overall system that allows
for alternate proven approaches, even if some
of them are traditional. Look at some first-
rate schools -- Bronx High School of Science (New
York City) and New Trier High School (Winnetka,
Illinois) might serve as examples -- and I suspect
you will find that the human element, the human
teacher, is still dominant.

Mortimer Smith, Executive
Director, Council for
Basic Education
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The Commission faced the basic question of whether instruc-

tional technology's poor showing to date is evidence that it does

not have potential value for improving education. Is education

justified in resisting the advances of technology? The spectacular

success of technology in multiplying productivity in'other sectors

of American society does not mean that it can or should do the same

for education. The growing number of social critics who see tech-

nology's detrimental effects on American society (air and water

pollution, scarred countryside, war machinery) fear that technology

could have a comparable effect on education.

Indeed, if instructional technology merely provided more

-potent means of conducting education as usual, ,it would .bring no

great benefits. It should be encouraged only if it promises, on the

basis of experience to date and on informed projections about the

future, enhancement of students' learning'and growth. The Com-

mission therefore undertook to review that experience and examine

those projections.

We have become victims of our own technological
genius. But I am confident that the same energy
and skill which gave rise to these problems can
also be marshalled for the purpose of conquering
them.

President Richard M. Nixon
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INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY 'TOMORROW

The further one looks ahead, the more benefits technology

seems to hold for education. At the core of the crystal ball

is instruction that is truly tailored to the individual student.

Patrick Suppes, director of the Institute for Mathematical Studies

in the Social Sciences; Stanford University, foreseeS the time when

"millions of school children will have access to what Philip of

Macedon's son, Alexander, enjoyed as a royal prerogative: the

personal services of a tutor as well-informed and responsive as

Aristotle."

Tomorrow's student might "get" his education not within

the confines of school or campus, but wherever he happened or

wanted to be. Videotaped lessons could be played on a home

television set. The computer opens up vast possibilities. It

is predicted, for instance, that computer terminals, including

teletypewriters with cathode-ray visual displays, might be located

almost anywhere. A "suitcase" terminal could be connected by

telephone line with a central computer. The student might engage

the computer in a program of remedial instruction, drill, self-

testing exercises, or a Socratic dialogue.

imi
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A broad technological innovation likely to affect
instructional technology in the next decade is
holography. This photographic technique, which
may employ lasers, records wave fronts of light
from an, object. These are then used to reconstruct
an image of the object in true three-dimensional
form. This will make possible three-dimensional
photographs, printed illustrations, projected
slides, motion pictures, televised pictures, images
at computer terminals, and microscopic slide's.

It is likely that in the next ten years breakthroughs
in the use of lasers, improvements in data transmis-
sion, storage, and retrieval, will play a part in a
more widespread and more sophisticated use of com-
munications satellites for direct broadcasts to
schools and homes. This, along with impi-ovements in
computers; tape players, and film projectors, will
greatly increase the potential for individualized
instruction in audio and video forms, programed
and nonprogramed.'

Hugh F. Beckwith, President
Beckwith and Associates

Television and satellite systems could turn the student into

an eyewitness of all manner of instructive events. Whether it

were a national election, a student rebellion, a moon shot, an

African lion hunt, or a Guru convention, the student would be

able to observe what was happening as it happened.

The "schools" of tomorrow might also use technology to

cultivate not only the student's cognitive powers, but his

esthetic and moral development as well. George B. Leonard,
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enhance through seemingly extraneous material, the central

nervo system's capacity to make connections which are not

nece arily conceptual, factual, or symbolic. He predicts the

us of the computer as an artistic tool in its own right, and

recasts its use to incorporate brain-wave information in the

creation of a total learning atmosphere of color and sound.

The day when we can alter the intellectual capac-
ity of children, and maybe of adults, through the
use of drugs may come pretty soon -- in all proba-
bility within ten years -- since we are likely to
develop chemical or pharmacological means for en-
hancing learning before we fully understand the
biochemical processes of the brain. Eventually
there may be a whole arsenal of drugs, each
affecting a different part of the learning process,
e.g., acquisition of information, short-term
memory, long-term m mory.

Seminar on the Chemistry of
Learning and Memory, spon-
sored by the Institute for
Development of Educational
Activities, Inc., and the
U. S. Office of Education
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Another area ripe for change, say the forecasters, is

information and library science. Tomorrow's information-seeker

could query a system which could search a collective fund of global

information, and deliver the answer within seconds. If a text
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were desired, it would be printed out. Educational managers would

have access to up-to-the-minute information on student characteristics,

behavior, and performance, as well as to the latest findings in

learning research and to actual materials available for instruction.

By proper planning and coordinated activity we can

work toward a time when information is unrestrictedly

and equally distributed to everyone, regardless of his

location, status, or wealth. It may come to be con-

sidered one of the rights of man to have immediate

access (by remote man-machine interfaces or the ter-

minals of a network), wherever he is, to complete,

correct, and undistorted information on any topic

of his interest.

James G. Miller
Vice President, EDUCOM
(Interuniversity Communications
Council)

Such is the visionary, long-range prospect for achieving vast

improvements in education through a full exploitation of

technology. But the closer one focuses the telescope, the more

clearly do the genuine obstacles, constraints, and flaws show up.

Much of the confusion and fruitless controversy in this whole field,

in fact, arises from the tendency to confuse the short-term outlook

with the long-term outlook, and to use one inappropriately against

the other. Thus, the long-range potential of computers in education

encourages the advocacy of using equipment available but possibly

unsuitable now. On the other hand, the failure of prototypes and
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poorly designed experiments encourages arguments that a particu-

lar medium -- or even technology in general -- has a limited

potential for improving education in the future.

Even in the short run, however, instructional technology

could strengthen our ability to deal with critical problems. For

example, it could introduce an inspiriting change of pace and mode

for the minority-group student in cases where the teacher, coming

from a different cultural and economic background, fails to sym-

pathize with him and his problems. It could help to accommodate

students whose learning styles make them unresponsive to a solid

diet of books and lectures. It could stimulate students who are

accustomed to the kaleidoscopic diversity and excitement of out-

of-school learning via television, radio, and recordings, and who

are bored by conventional instruction.

Moreover, as a labor-intensive system, education is growing

more expensive all the time without becoming more effective.

With the vast repertoire of communications media available, it

is high time instruction became more productive. If, as seems

clear, some of the functions performed by human beings can be

performed as well or better through other agencies, teachers

could assume more versatile, differentiated, human roles in the

schools.



A human being should not be wasted in doing what

forty sheets of paper or two phonographs can do.

Just because personal teaching is precious and

can do what books and apparatus can not, it should

be saved for its peculiar work.

Edward L. Thorndike (1912)

Various innovations have been introduced as ways to break out

of the rigid system which marches students, lock-step fashion,

through a series of identical classrooms in which teachers do most

of the talking and students have little opportunity to respond.

Among these innovations are team teaching and teacher aides, non-

graded elementary and secondary schools, independent study, curricula

focused on helping students discover things for themselves rather

than on trying to tell them everything, and schools designed for

maximum flexibility so that students can work alone, or in small

groups, or take part in large-group instruction via diverse media.

The aim of all these innovations -- organizational, curricular,

and technological -- is to adapt instruction more precisely to

the needs of each individual student. Many people who have an

aversion to organizing instruction scientifically and to bringing

new technology into the schools and colleges fail to realize that

the present system is in many respects mechanical and rigid.

The vast differences in the ways students learn are disregarded
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when they are taught the same thing, in the same way, at the

same time. There is no escaping the evidence that many

students themselves feel little enthusiasm and even outright

hostility for the present way schools and colleges are organized

and instruction is handled. Many of them resent technology, but

what they object to is usually technology patched on as an expedient

for handling a large number of students. Or it is programing

which merely reproduces conventional classroom teaching.

What instruction requires is an arrangement of resources whereby

the student responds and learns, reaching new plateaus from which

to climb to higher levels of understanding. Implicit in such an

arrangement, if it is to be effective, is the adaptability of the

process to the individual student's differences -- in pace,tempera-

ment, background, and style of learning.

Technological media can perform many of the functions involved

in this process:

O They can store information until it is needed or wanted;

. They can distribute it over distances to reach the student

where he happens to be instead of bringing him to the teacher;

They can present the information to the student through

various senses and in many modes;
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4, They can give the student the opportunity to react to the

material and respond in many ways.

In short, the student's opportunities for learning can be increased

and enhanced by using a wide range of instructional technology.

All the available resources for instruction, including the teacher,

can work together to create conditions for maximum effective

learning.

Much of the energy and intelligence which teachers currently

expend in the classroom can be profitably shifted toworking with

students in tutorial and small group discussions, and to preparing

potent materials which can then.be stored, transmitted, and

presented by nonhuman means.

A machine is not a sadist and does not suffer from

rebuffs or redundancy. Nor does a student feel

demeaned by having to take instruction from a

person of another class or race or sex. For

a boy who feels that, like Huckleberry Finn, he
must light outs for the Territory to prove his man-

hood,or for a black student who feels that a white

teacher is subjecting him to counterfeit nurtur-

ance and thus making him even weaker and more

deprived, or for a lower-class white student who

feels a similar uneasiness at being helped, the

machine can be a marvelously neutral substitute.

Few. teachers are sadists; they are, however, human

and naturally react to the adverse reactions of

students and to the constraints of conventional

school organization. The machine can spare both

student and teacher.

David Riesman
Henry Ford II Professor
of Social Sciences

Harvard University
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Many people see instructional technology primarily as a way of

recording, storing, transmitting, distributing, and displaying

material. But equally important is its capacity for response and

feedback and for reinforcement of learning. Some of the most

fruitful uses of technology for instruction aim at carrying out

these functions, in ways which may be beyond the capability of the

teacher. Programed learning, for example, provides immediate, con-

stant; and infinitely patient feedback. Another quite different exam-

ple is the use of videotapes in teacher education ("micro -,teaching"),

. which gives teachers ariefew"lay to sec themselves, to analyze small units

of their own teaching, and to improve their nethods.as a result.

The Benefits of Instructional Technology

On the basis of present and past applications of instructional

technology, and of informed projections by educators, scholars,

and specialists, the Commission has summarized the potential

benefits of instructional technology as follows:

1) TECHNOLOGY CAN NAKE EDUCATION MORE PRODUCTIVE

With the demand for education outstripping education's income,

more effective and efficient learning is vital. Instructional

technology has shown its ability to speed up the rate of learning.

It can help the teacher make better use of his time. It can reduce

the teacher's heavy burden of administrative tasks and take over

some of the teacher's routine job of information transmission.
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Thus, the teacher would be able to spend more time on teaching --

inspiring students to learn and encouraging them to apply newly

acquired information in useful and interesting ways.

At the U. S. Navy's Memphis Air Training Center,
where 25 courses use programed instruction,
training managers reduced training time by 28
percent after introducing programed instruction
and saved 235 man years in 1968 alone. At Fort
Rucker, Alabama, the United States Army Aviation
School redesigned the entire Helicopter Instrument
Flight Course by converting academic instruction
to programed format and adapting the technique
of programed, self-paced instruction to flight
and synthetic flight training. This redesign
resulted in a significant reduction in course
length.

Lt, Col. Howard B. Hitchens
Professor of Instructional
Communications

U. S. Air Force Academy

TECHNOLOGY CAN MAKE EDUCATION MORE INDIVIDUAL

Group-paced and group-prescribed instruction seems to be a

virtual necessity when resources are restricted to teacher and

textbook. But technology properly applied opens up many different

ways of learning. Individual differences can be taken seriously.

The traditional.rigid control and standardization of what students

learn, how they learn, when and at what pace, is no longer necessary.

One teacher per thirty students no longer has to be the dominant

c'
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p.attern for the public schools. The live lecture as the most

common medium of instruction in higher education can now be

questioned. Different combinations of teachers, students, materials,

space, time, and dollars can respond more to actual learning needs

and less to administrative convenience.

Freedom and self-direction have always been accepted as goals

of American education. The use of technology in education can

increase the alternatives and permit the student to find his own

direction more easily. The pluralism of educational, objectives

in a democratic society can only be reached by using a plurality

of means.

A freshman botany course at Purdue University has
been totally restructured with the aim of defining

clearly all objectives. Students, teaching assis-
tants, and academic and research colleagues have been

consulted extensively, and all identifiable "busy
work" has been eliminated. Most of the factual
information is acquired through independent study in

a specially designed learning center containing thirty

booths. Each is equipped with a tape player, an 8mm
movie projector, a microscope, live plants, test
tubes, diagrams, and other materials pertinent to the

week's study.

Learning activities may include listening to short

lectures, performing experiments, reading from texts
and journals, studying demonstrations, viewing short

films, discussions with the instructor and/or other
students, microscope study, dissection of specimens,
and any other study activity deemed helpful by the

senior instructor or the student. Since the indepen-

dent study is unscheduled, experiments do not have to

be designed to fit into a three-hour time interval,

and some expbriments can take the form of miniature

research projects.
S. N. Postlothwait
Professor of Biological
Sciences

Purdue University
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3) TECHNOLOGY CAN GIVE INSTRUCTION A MORE SCIENTIFIC BASE

Instructional technology could provide the framework necessary

for designing conditions of learning that are more closely based on

what is known about how human beings learn. Research reveals, for

example,the importance of reinforcement and reward in furthering

learning: instructional technology can help make reinforcement

and reward an integral part of learning. Instructional technology

has the potential not only to guide research into asking the right

questions, but also to apply research results to schools and colleges.

Oakleaf Elementary School, located in a blue-collar
suburb of Pittsburgh, has been operating an individ-
ually prescribed instruction program (IPI) since 1963.
Research and development for the IPI curriculum originated
in the federally funded R&D Center located at the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh. The purpose of IPI is to enable
each student to go through the curriculum at his own
speed, working independently much of the time. Courses
thus programed are math, science, reading, and writing.

At Oakleaf, the system is learner-centered and the role
of the teacher has been sharply redefined. Little of
the teacher's time is spent in lecturing to a group.
Much of the information transmission takes place
independently of the live teacher through the media
of booklets and worksheets and, in science, audiotape
cartridges and three-dimensional manipulative equipment.
The teacher's main tasks are evaluating individual
pupils' progress, preparing daily learning prescrip-
tions for each child, and tutoring children on a one-
to-one or small group basis.

4
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4) TECHNOLOGY CAN MAKE INSTRUCTION MORE POWERFUL

New forms of communication give man added capability. Instruc-

tional technology can extend the possibilities of education. The

live teacher cannoe"say everything." A physical-education film

using slow motion photography, a recording of diseased heart beats,

or a videotape of a presidential press conference enables the

teacher to communicate more to the learner.

The study of the 20th century need no longer be so dependent

on written documents when technology enables the student to see

New York City in the 1920s, or the battle of the Somme, or a Hitler

speech in the Berlin Sports Palace. By stressing instruction through

teacher and textbook alone, formal education has become overly

verbal. Many students particularly pooror minority-group

children -- are thus handicapped in their academic progress, find-

ing themselves ill at ease with the kind of language, oral or written,

which they encounter at school.

Teachers at our high school are committed to the
concept that their students want to learn. So we
took a careful look at their learning styles and
turned to, among other things, the Tube. Our
students watch as much as five hours a day, and
they like it. It occupies their minds. And because
that is precisely what we sought to do, many of the
staff turned to TV. Closed-circuit television
turned out to be an educational goldmine, for it
allows us to address ourselves to our students' cry
for relevance, to their surging interest in their
identity as black Americans. It gives us a vehicle
which capitalizes on how our kids like to learn and
how they learn most readily.

Marcus.Foster, former principal
Simon Gratz High School
North Philadelphia
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5) TECHNOLOGY CAN MAKE LEARNING MORE IMMEDIATE

Instructional technology can help to bridge the gap between

the world outside and the world inside the school. Television

and xerography can bring immediacy to the learner. They can make

possible a dynamic curriculum. If instructional technology is

creatively applied, the student's route to knowledge and.under-

standing can be more direct.

Knowledge and reality, filtered through the words of text-

book and teacher, all too often reach the student aspredigested

conclusions, neatly packaged, and thoroughly divorced from what

Alfred North Whitehead called the "radically untidy, ill-adjusted

character" of reality.

"First-hand knowledge," Whitehead wrote, "is the ultimate

basis of intellectual life. To a large extent book-learning con-

. veys second-hand information, and as such can never rise to the

importance of immediate practice. Our goal is to see the immediate

events of our lives as instances of our general ideas."

It would, of course, be idle to interpret Whitehead's words as

a wholesale attack on books and a prescient endorsement of tele-

vision. Nonetheless the words quoted above are typical of educa-

tional philosophers' constant plea for immediacy and diversity,

qualities which the newer media of instruction can bring to formal

instruction.
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In the spring of 1968, 17 ETV stations on the
East Coast, 495 teachers, and 13,650 students
participated in a live, interconnected educational
simulation involving telephone feedback from class-
rooms during the broadcasts. "Cabinets in Crisis,"
developed by the Educational Division of WGBH-TV
in Boston, was a simulation of the Yugoslav aid
crisis of 1950. Political decision-makers in the
United States, the Soviet Unibn, and Yugoslavia
were played on television by students in Philadel-

phia, Rochester, and Boston. "Political advisors"
in the classrooms communicated advice and votes to
the TV studio teams by telephone and letter. The

staff of WGBH reported to the Commission that par-
ticipation and interest ran high:

"A group of students from Boston became so involved
they came to the studio when it was all over and
announced they could construct a much better TV
simulation. We encouraged them to work on it
during the summer and they have come up with an
original simulation which is in fact an improve-
ment on our first experiment."

6) TECHNOLOGY CAN MAKE ACCESS TO EDUCATION MORE EQUAL

Equal access to rich learning environments is not possible

without some recourse to technology. Through television or film

nearly every school in America can have the luxury of seeing

.Sir Laurence Olivier play Othello. When the telecommunications

network envisaged by the Interuniversity Communications Council

(EDUCOM) is operational, the students and faculty of a small rural

college can have direct access to the greatest libraries of the

country. At the present time, via the National Library of

Medicine's Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System
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(MEDLARS), doctors in Denver can obtain as much bibliographic

information on recent medical literature as can doctors working in

the hospital across the street from the computer center in Bethesda,

Maryland.

Harvard has a beautiful Russian History Center and
Pennsylvania has a beautiful South Asia Center. If

I were in Pennsylvania and I wanted to know something
about Russian history, obviously the best professor
is at Harvard. But I can't see him.

There is no reason why the federal government
couldn't allow the educational TV stations to get
telephone wires at a lower rate than the networks
pay, so that I could listen to that lectUre when-
ever they give it at Harvard -- listen to it in
Pennsylvania and have everybody on the Coast listen
to it. Right now it costs too much money.

Richard Clarke, freshman
University of Pennsylvania

'CIT student seminar

Technology does not have to move people; it transmits the

impact of people. The limits to improving instruction through

technology are political, parochial, financial -- they are not

inherent in technology itself.

* * *

The Commission is convinced that'technology properly

employed could make education more productive, individual, and



powerful, learning more immediate, instruction more scientifically

based, and access to education more equal. We have concluded,

therefore, that this nation should make a far greater investment

in instructional technology. We believe that such an investment

will contribute to extendin the sco e and radin the ualit

of education and that the results will benefit individuals and

society.

I believe that instructional technology offers
unique and priceless opportunities. to bring to
every student in every classroom the kinds of
knowledge, the kinds of experiences, the kinds
of insights that can truly widen the dialogue
and help find the common ground for solutions
to our most pressing problems.

Wilbur J. Cohen, former
.Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare
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What form should this investment take? How should instruc-

tional technology be employed? What magnitude of investment should

be made?
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Chapter IV

TO IMPROVE LEARNING

To improve learning through the application of instructional

technology requires a course of action that will:

Deal with root problems, such as the advancerent of the

knowledge of how human beings learn and the application of

these'findings to instruction in schools and colleges.

Support sustained research, development, and application'

projects.

. Apply technology to the most critical problems in

education.

Encourage alternative approaches to the solution of any

given educational problem.

. Concentrate resources on action programs of high visibility.

Create conditions which encourage scholars and specialists

from various fields to work together.

The Commission proposes a course of action to meet these

requirements. Top priority should go to the expansion and improvement
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.

of educational research and development and to the application

of research findings to important practical problems in education.

Finally, the results must be packaged for effective use by the

schools and colleges.

It would seem that much of what we have so
laboriously learned about educational theory and
practice has been -- to say the least -- under-
advertised, poorly packaged, and thinly distributed.

Thus, our first goal must be to get the good, new
ideas and practices into use -- and get them there
quickly.

James E. Allen, Jr.
Assidtant Secretary for Education
and Commissioner of Education

Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare

The Commission was strengthened in its conviction of the importance

of research, development, and application by the findings of earlier

and concurrent inquiries into this field. Similar conclusions

were reached, for example, in the recent study, Innovation in

Education, by the Committee for Economic Development (CED), and in

the 1966 Congressional report on automation and technology in educa-

tion; in the findings of the Harvard Program on Technology and

Society; by outsiders at odds with the establishment as well as

spokesmen for such groups as the American Educational Research

Association; by a committee of the National Academy of Education;
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and in recommendations proposed to this Commission by scholars, the

professions, industry, instructional technologists, and practicing

educators.

The nation spends proportionately 20 times as
much on health research -- and about 60 times
as much on defense research -- as it does on
education research.

U. S. Office of Education

Advances in educational research, development, and application

have been made in recent years, as the Committee for Economic

Development report noted: "Much has been learned about relating

subject matter to instructional goals, refining the techniques

of explanation, cultivating the capacity for discovery, and

defining other aspects of the learning process." But the Committee

for Economic Development added that much more needs to be known

"if the schools are to continue to move ahead." It emphasized

the importance of development as industry understands the process,

of better ways to measure and evaluate the quality of instruction,

and of concerted efforts to package, disseminate, and apply signifi-

cant findings and likely hypotheses. Research findings must be

brought to the schools under conditions and in forms that make them

useful. There is no point in disseminating ideas which are not

packaged for practical use.

L
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We need a means of analyzing the needs of edu-

cation on a systematic and national basis; and

then of influencing the allocation of R&D

resources according to these needs, whether

the resources are in education itself, in non-

profit research organizations, or in industry.

Further, whatever mechanism is developed for

this purpose, it needs to be structured in such

a way that the independence of local or state

educational units is not jeopardized.

Robert W. Locke and
David Engler
McGraw-Hill Book Company

Harold Howe II, when he was U. S. Commissioner of Education,

described education's research and development needs to a group

of businessmen interested in the education market. Before the

"revolution" in education, however desirable, could get very far,

Mr. Howe said, much more would have to be known about the educa-

tional process: man has barely scratched the surface of man's

ability to learn. While warning his audience that no miracles

were around the corner, he stressed the double role that tech-

nology could play in dealing withthe unanswered questions --

both as an instrument of instruction and as a research instrument.
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An agenda for educational research:

How can we reach the children of the slums, who have
remained relatively untouched by traditional education?

How can we find out, for any group of youngsters,
whether we are teaching them the right orwrong things?

Can those who learn well learn even more?

How can we decide, in view of the explosion of knowl-
edge, what part of the whole field we ought to attempt
to teach?

How do we reach those presently unmotivated to learn?

How do we evaluate and alter school organization?

How do we come to a real understanding of what intel-
ligence is? And can intelligence be learned?

At what age should formal education begin? And do
parents have a real job to do in this connection?

How do we improve the education of two million teachers

without seriously interrupting their teaching careers?

How can we get' the most out of'the individual student's

ability to teach himself?

Harold Howe II, former
U. S. Commissioner of
Education

.Comprehensive Approach

Research, development, and application (R. D. & A.) should,

the Commission believes, form the core of a comprehensive approach

to the improvement of learning. This comprehensive approach shoilld
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include more and better training of teachers, administrators, and

instructional technologits; the production of better materials;

improved methods of access to instructional materials in all media;

and more fruitful relationships between education and industry

(see the six recommendations in Chapter V of this repprt).

aINIIINOIIMI101

The major issues in the use of technology in edu-

cation, as I see them, reside not so much in the
development of technologies as in the re-education
of teachers and educators in the value of technology

as an aid to instruction. When educators look at

technology as a resource for developing new alter-

natives and individualizing instruction; rather

than as d dangerous, mechanistic intruder, then the

existing wealth of technological developments will

have its desired effect upon the world of education.

Dwight W. Allen, Dean
School of Education
University of Massachusetts

The problems confronting American schools and colleges demand

a cohesive, concerted attack. It is not the parts of the educational

system that must be improved; it is the system in its totality.

The key remedy is not computer-assisted instruction or team teach-

ing or nongraded classes or educational parks or instructional

television: it is innovations like these wisely integrated with

each other and vith teachers and the more traditional resources

of education that may make the difference.
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Systematic application of communications tech-
nology to education provides the basis for develop-
ing new and economical means for coping with impor-
tant educational problems. Technology -- radio or
television, for example -- can communicate material
that is carefully organized, documented, and
planned. When technology can share with the
teacher the responsibility for making the lesson
effective, opportunities open up for designing and
carrying out new instructional strategies.

William G. Harley, President
National Association of
Educational Broadcasters

There are dangers, to be sure, in focusing prematurely and

unremittingly on the "big picture." A comprehensive systems

analysis is hardly required to know what has to be done to improve

a ghetto classroom where the windowpanes fall in on the students

and where there are no textbooks for the first six weeks of school.

In these ghetto classrooms pictured so Vividly in the news, in

novels, mcvies, and official reports, as well, as in the suburban

classrooms dissected by social critics such as John Holt and Edgar

Friedenberg, in the colleges under increasing attack as sterile

and irrelevant, in poorly equipped schools in the rural South,

in predominantly Negro colleges, and in many c)ther places -- there

is much obvious, everyday work needed to .make American education

decent and equitable.

* * *
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At the beginning of this report, instructional technology was

defined as "a systematic way of designing, carrying out, and

evaluating the total process of learning and teachipg in terms of

specific objectives, based on findings from research in human

learning and communication, and employing a combination of human

and nonhuman resources to bring about more effective instruction."

A significant improvement of learning depends on our ability to

organize our efforts in accordance with this definition.

John W. Gardner, chairman of the Urban Coalition, said recently:

"We have already developed and tested, many of the ingredients of what

will be a new era in education. But the pieces of the educational

revolution are lying around unassembled. Perhaps in ten or twenty

years we will be able to look back and find that these pieces have

taken shape into one cohesive whole."

Much of the Commission's study has dealt, by necessity, with

the pieces of this unassembled revolution. But the revolution must

eventually be assembled if education is to generate its full benefits

for American youth. The nation cannot wait. A massive effort, year

after year for decades ahead, is needed. This conviction underlies

the recommendations that follow.



CHAPTER V: RECOMMENDATIONS

RECOMMENDATION #1

WE RECOMMEND:

p
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A new institution -- the National Institutes of Education

(N.I.E.) -- should be established by_Sonosal.thilihLDaIrtal

of Health. Education and Welfare, reporting directly to the

Assistant'Secretary for Education.

The National Institutes of EdUcation should be broadl autho-

rized to develop, support, and fund .gt.:Ratliltlprostx.ams

in educational research develo ment and lication (R. D. & A.).

The National Institutes of Education should comprise several

constituent institutes Chroufjawhich_giants mould be made to

universities and_ other_ independent research institutions. The

institutes would also conduct research themselves. The N.I.E.

sinonothertalagLiouldsonsorazis'severalstronautonomous
4

res3AalLI...)2L1,.._cA.centers, plus a small number of comprehensive

demonstration projects.

The proposed National Institutes of Education -- well-funded,

broadly based, and building on present strengths and successful
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programs (public and private) -- would give concentrated leader-

ship and direction to a national effort to improve learning and

teaching at every level of education. The organization should

start with a few component institutes focused on critical areas.

This report proposes the creation of a National Institute of

Instructional Technology (see Recommendation #2), including a

center or "library" of educational resources (see Recommendation

#3). In addition, the National Institutes of Education might

create other institutes, as for instance one concentrating on

learning research, one on teaching and curriculum development,

and another on educational organization, finance,and management.

A prime function of the N.I.E. as the parent body would be to

snsure close cooperation and feedback among the institutes. Their

provinces would obviously overlap and it. is important to avoid

perpetuating conventional and unproductive divisions.

Instructional technology simultaneously draws from and cones

.

tributes to an underlying science of learning. The technology of

instruction is shaped by, as it will shape, the purposes and the

substance of education. Unless technological means are harnessed

to humane ends, with full regard for individual diversity and needs,

no real benefit will accrue to society indeed, the reverse is

more likely.

Furthermore, instructional technology is integrally involved

with the process of learning and the genuine individualization of



learning. Any sharp distinction, then, between research and

development in instructional technology, on the one hand, and

research and development in the basics of education, on the other,

appears to us to be arbitrary. In fact, this very division has

contributed to the disappointing impact thus far of instructional

technology -- so frequently heralded, so seldom realized down the

years since 1913 when Edison proclaimed the motion picture as

the prospective agent of complete school reform.

The National Institutes of Education and its component

institutes would undertake a limited amount of research, develop-

ment, and application themselves. This proportion should be

relatively small, however -- perhaps 10 to 15 percent. The majority

of the work should be executed through grants made by the institutes

to selected institutions, both public and private.

The Commission recognizes the importance of conducting both

basic and directed research. Basic research, in which the investi-

gator is free to formulate his own questions, can lead to far-reach-

ing discoveries which could not be defined in a blueprint for

investigation. On the other hand, directed research, in which the

questions are clearly structured, can be a powerful tool for

achieving specific desired results.

Each institute should establish subsidiary research, develop-

ment, and application programs, tied in closely with individual
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institutions and with existing and projected regional centers. The

National Institutes of Education and its component institutes should

work closely with state educational agencies, especially state depart-

ments of education, and with the Education Commission of the States.

To insure maximum effectiveness and influence, the National

Institutes of Education should be a strong arm of the Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare, reporting directly to the

Assistant Secretary for Education* as shown in the following chart.

The National Institutes of Education should be headed by a

director with outstanding qualifications appointed by the President

and aided in policy making by a small strong top-level Advisory

Board, composed of government and nongovernment representatives.

Each constituent institute should also be headed by a highly quali-

fied director. Together the Advisory Board and the directors would

act as a council to coordinate the work of the N.I.E.

Through its national visibility and stature, the National

Institutes of Education should build up educational research,

development, and application throughout the nation. Everywhere --

in universities and school systems and state departments of educa-

tion -- there are able, dedicated people working on new approaches

0.1111111411101........01110111Millw*

* Note: The Commission believes that the federal government's top

official for education should be upgraded to the level of

Under Secretary at least, and ultimately to a full Secre-

tary, either under the Secretary of Health, Education, and

Welfare or as head of a separate new cabinet-level Depart-

ment of Education.
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to solving educational problems. The National Institutes of

Education should strengthen promising work now going on, encourage

initiative and invention, and support a diversity of approaches to

critical problems. In Recommendation #2 we indicate haw one of the

institutes -- the National Institute of Instructional Technology --

could accomplish some of these objectives.

Tradition of Federal Research, Development, and Application Leadership.

The establishment of a federal institution such as the National

Institutes of Education would be entirely in the mainstream of

American tradition. There are outstanding precedents for federal

action of this magnitude in other fields. For instance:

Aiirislilture: Since 1862, when President Lincoln signed the

Congressional acts creating the U. S. Department of Agricul-

ture and the land-grant colleges, the department has initiated,

funded, and supervised a vast program of research, development,

and demonstration projects. Today, the department works closely

with state agricultural experiment stations, the Cooperative

Extension Service, industry, and other agencies in a complex

of projects related to rural affairs. Coordination of all

the department''s research and educational activities is the

responsibility of the Science and Education Director, who re-

ports directly to the Under Secretary. They include

direct research (for example, at Beltsville, Maryland), research

done in cooperation with the state experimental stations and
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other agencies, the Federal Extension Service which applies

research findings to day-to-day rural problems, and the

largest library on agriculture in the country.

The federal-state-local agricultural research program com-

prises comprehensive research and development in agriculture

and forestry -- ranging from basic research to direct applica-

tion of R&D results to individual farms, families, and business

firms involved with agriculture. The program is financed on

a matching-fund basis, with the states matching the federal

funds allotted and with counties also contributing to extension

services. Currently government funds for agricultural R&D

amount to about $450 million annually; industry provides an

equal amount in addition. As a direct result of agricultural

R&D, the productivity of American farmers has multiplied many

times.

Health: A large part of the nation's biomedical research and

training is concentrated in the National Institutes of Health.

Federal funds for these activities grew significantly during

the 1950s, as Congress recognized important new prospects for im-

proving the nation's'health through research (triggered in part by

the discovery of the Salk vaccine and spectacular developments

in the new sulfa, antibiotic, and other drugs). By 1970 the

total budget of the National Institutes of Health (including

ten separate research institutes and certain other responsi-

bilities, notably health manpower) is expected to be $1.5 billion.
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The National Institutes of Health is primarily concerned with

research -- not development -- and with education in the

health field. Nearly 90 percent of NIH-sponsored activities

is "extramural," i.e., it is carried out through grants to

universities, medical schools, hospitals, clinics, etc. The

remaining 10 percent includes NIH's own extensive research

activities at Bethesda, Maryland. Although the National Insti-

tutes of Health is part of the Public Health Service on the

official organization chart, the head of NIH reports directly

to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, through

the Assistant Secretary for Health and Scientific Affairs.

NIH-sponsored research has made possible a better understanding

of the underlying causes of cancer, heart disease, and other

illnesses -- an understanding which brings closer the day when

these diseases will be successfully cured and, ultimately, pre-

vented. Development of a rubella vaccine, improved treatment of

acute leukemia in children, and a successful cure of a rare cancer

affecting young women (chorio-carcinoma) are but a few of the fruits

of NIH research. Other developments, such as progress in the

deciphering of the genetic code, have.far-reaching implications

for the entire field of medical and biological sciences.

Need for New Effort in American Education

Education has long needed a national research effort, commensur-

ate with those in agriculture and health, focused on the improvement

of learning and teaching. Now is the prime moment to bring all

available resources to bear in strengthening educational research,
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development, and innovation, which for far too long have commanded

insufficient funds and talent.

While many basic questions still remain unanswered or dis-

puted, there are encouraging additions being made to man's under-

standing of the haws and whys of human learning in all its

variations. One important reason is the gradual coming together

of research specialists who once operated almost in isolation:

new findings from the laboratory studies of human and animal

learning, for example, are interacting with findings from actual

classrooms.

Today America needs to examine the basic assumptions (too

often unexamined) on which schools and colleges operate. If indeed

schools are to be humane environments for learning and not mere

institutional accumulations, if diplomas and degrees are to be more

than mere passes to economic and social acceptance, America's vast

decentralized educational "system" must undergo a revision that

draws upon the best insights that can be cultivated: from scholars

of diverse disciplines, teachers, philosophers, and artists, admin-

istrators, citizens generally, and from the ultimate consumer --

. the student.

.
In recent years, the federal government has spent increasing

amounts for education. Under the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act of 1965, for example,. about $4 billion has been allocated to
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upgrade education in deprived areas. But these funds were not

invested to get to the roots of education's problems, nor to

design a system with more adequate theoretical and technological

foundations. The money has been used primarily to repair and

extend the present system.

The Commission has concluded that the nation's investment in

education must be increased and its thrust changed if America is

to resolve its present basic educational and social pi.oblems. To

be sure, public expenditures on education are nominally accepted

as an "investment" in the nation's economic and social future.

But the situation today requires that substantial funds for educa-

tion be allotted for investment more strictly construed: as

capital to create an improved system of teaching and learning which

will produce more real individual and social achievement for each

dollar spent than is done by the present system.

The Commission believes that the problems of teaching and

learning could yield to an organized and systematic attack, and that

the refinement and imaginative use of instructional technology

could contribute signally to the success of that attack. Certainly

the solution of education's problems is as critical for the nation's

future well-being as is a cure for cancer, heart disease, or stroke,

or the development of more efficient techniques for growing and

harvesting wheat.
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A New Emphasis: Development and Application

Fully as urgent as expanded, sharply focused research is the

need to improve the essential follow-through known as development

and application. The process of successful innovation entails

several stages. First, there is specific development which produces

from a new idea a particular program -- for teaching reading to

children.in the early grades, for instance. Second, there is a

design-and-proving stage, to test the new program in the schools.

Third, training and follow-through enable key people to run broader

trials in the schools, and constantly feed back information on

problems and discoveries which may modify .the program. Finally,

there is a transmission of the new program in usable form to

interested schools throughout the nation.

There is, of course, seldom so orderly a process as this

sequenCe suggests. The role of creation, of, pure invention, is

all-important in education as in any other science or art. And

it would be stultifying if innovation had to wait on solid research

results and development procedures. The ideal process that needs

support and encouragement is circular: the bright idea, successfully

improvised by a teacher, administrator, or student can spur research,

as well as the other way around.

It is clear, moreover, that even the best programs of research,

development, invention, and application, if they are to have practi-

cal, large-scale effects, require improved efforts in packaging,
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disseminating, and evaluating. Therefore, educational improvement

could be furthered by concentrating funds and effort on disseminat-

ing outstanding theoretical and empirical findings in usable form.

Increased funds could be applied, for example, to quicker and wider

communication of important findings through televisiori, radio, and

other new media.

Further details with respect to the National Institutes of Education

1. The National Institutes of Education, through its various

constituent institutes, should take over the activities of the

Office of Education's present Bureau of Research, which include

the ten Research and Development Centers and the fifteen Regional

Educational Laboratories funded under Title IV of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act of 1965. It should also assume such other educa-

tional research, development, and application projects as clearly

fall within its purview.*

The recommendation that a new agency absorb the present func-

tions of the Bureau of Research implies no derogation of that hard-

pressed organization which in its brief existence has made a marked

contribution, quantitatively and qualitatively, to education.

Federal support for educational research, however, is still wholly

inadequate. The total for 1969 (all of it in the form of grants

or contracts) amounts to no more than $125 million, and goes largely

*
The National Institutes of Education should assume only the research
responsibilities now under the Office of Education. Operating pro-
grams (see chart, page 72), which now make up the bulk of OE programs,
should remain in the Office of Education.
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for applied research, very little for basic research, or for develop-

ment. Moreover, in the summer of 1969, the research program is in

the midst of a cutback.

2. The National Institutes of Education should also be expected

to maintain close ties with relevant research and development being

conducted in the many federal agencies outside the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare that operate education programs;* also

with the American Educational Research Association and with practitioners

in other relevant disciplines such as social scientists and engineers.

3. The National Institutes of Education could use the research

models in agriculture and health as guides. In its disposition of

research funds, for instance, the N.I.E. might well follow the lead

of the National Institutes of Health in concentrating research in

.universities and other research-oriented institutions through grants.

In other important matters, however, agricultural research and develop-

ment might offer a more appropriate model; e.g., with respect to the

close collaboration maintained with state and local agencies and the

emphasis on development and application as well as basic research.

4. The National Institutes of Education proposed in this re-

port may well be involved in research projects running three to

limomoos.

* Among these other agencies are the Atomic Energy Commission, the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National Science
Foundation, the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Department of

Labor, and the armed forces. (The U. S. Office of Education budget
in fact, has never amounted to more than one-half of the total

federal funds devoted to "education and manpower.")Another relevant

private-public enterprise of importance is the program recently

established by the Office of Education with the National Academy

of Sciences and the National Academy of Education to finance basic

research in education.
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five years or more in length. Annual funding in the ordinary way

would limit the effectiveness of such projects. The new organiza-

tion, therefore, should explore with the Bureau of the Budget the

possibility of obtaining authority to use "no-year appropriations".

for research programs, or forward - funding arrangements(100 percent

committed for the first year, two-thirds for the second year, and

one-third for the third year) similar to those developed by a

number of government agencies including the National Science Founda-

tion, the Atomic Energy Commission, the EnviroLmental Science Ser-

vices Administration, the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion, and the Department of Defense.
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as a constituent of the proposed

Institutes of Education. The purpose of the N.I.I.T. should be
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of 1965) which are conducting programs involving instructional

echnoloy, and should establish such other regional centers as it

deems necessary..

The National Institute of Instructional Technology should

increase significantly the quality and quantity of the research,

development, dissemination, and action programs needed to fulfill

instructional technology's potential for advancing learning and

teaching.
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Like its fellow institutes, the National Institute of Instruc-

tional Technology could be a new locus of talent, energy, expertise,

and imagination for American education, providing leadership and

initiative for efforts from many sources. It should bring together

scholars from many disciplines and experts from the Various media

representing divergent viewpoints, including talented people who have

hitherto dedicated themselves primarily to their own professional

fields and organizations and to their own communities and institutions.

The influence and impact of the National Institute of Instruc-

tional Technology, like the National Institutes of Education as a

whole, would derive principally from the. stature and performance

of the people mobilized, and from the initiative.taken in advancing

educational improvement. By its use of funds, its development and dis-

semination of new ideas, and its direction of selected pilot pro-

grams to achieve innovation in schools and colleges, the National

Institute of Instructional Technology should generate a new, more

coherent thrust toward continuing improvement throughout American

education. Its work and that of the other institutes should serve

as guides for the many programs carried out through the Office of

Education -- a cooperative way of translating researched, developed,

and tested methods and ideas into effective action programs.

In line with the general policies for the proposed National

Institutes of Education outlined in Recommendation #1, the National

Institute of Instructional Technology should instigate and sustain
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programs of research, development, and application relating to its

responsibility. It should encourage and support regional, state,

and local activities, encourage initiative and invention, and

provide a diversity of approaches to the critical problems of in-

struction in the schools and colleges. Of first importance would

be the National Institute of Instructional Technology's leadership

in finding effective ways to improve and expand the production of

educational materials -- perhaps through the creation of new pro-

duction centers that would draw on both public and private resources.*

The Commission cannot emphasize too strongly theimportance

of "a diversity of approaches." The National Institutes of Educa-

tion and its constituent institutes should constantly foster alter-

native schemes, in much the same way as system6 analysis encourages

alternative solutions to an objective that has been established.

The problems of education will not be solved by any one approach.

The very diversity of human beings and cultural patterns demand

diverse approaches. In the past, educationbas tended to overlook

this diversity and has been inclined to proceed on the assumption

that everyone should be able to learn in much the same way. We pro-

pose, therefore, a decentralized pattern for the programs sponsored

and coordinated by the National Institute of Instructional Technology,

and we envisage regional clusters of institutions -- universities,

school systems, state departments of education, production centers --

.00
*An example of combined efforts is the Children's Television Work-
shop, which is scheduled to go on the air in the fall of 1969.
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working together on projects of common interest and of national

significance.

The Commission strongly endorses the concept and objectives

of the Research and Development Centers and Regional.Educational

Laboratories.* In line with the institutional pattern outlined

above, certain centers and laboratories would clearly fall within

the scope of the National Institute of Instructional Technology.

All the laboratories make some application of technology, with

considerable variation in the degree of sophistication of the

various programs. A few of the Research and Development Centers,

such as Pittsburgh, Johns Hopkins, and Stanford, stress technology.

The center at the University of Pittsburgh has been outstanding in

combining basic research with regular programs in the local schools.

This center and others are in effect providing models and prototypes

for further development by the Regional Educational Laboratories.

But underfinancing has been a major handicap in the evolution

of these fledgling enterprises, both centers and laboratories, and has

* The Research and Development Centers and Regional Educational
Laboratories operate under grants from the U. S. Office of Educa-

tion's Bureau of Research. The R&D Centers, all located within
universities, were originally organized to provide basic research,

development, and dissemination. Each center aims to bring inter-
disciplinary talent and resources to locus on a broad problem of

particular significance to education and then to design programs

to meet it. The Regional Educational Laboratories, on the other

hand, were established as an effort to bridge the gap between

educational research and practice -- in effect, the "application"

part of R. D. & A. They, were expected to work much more closely
with local schools than the Research and Development Centers --
to select promising research and development activities, demon-

strate their effectiveness, adapt materials and techniques for

practical use in the schools, and disseminate their findings.



slowed down their contribution to education. In comparison with the

amount of federal support for major research and development instal-

lations in other fields, the federal support for educational research,

development, and application must be described as token. The Jet

Propulsion Laboratory, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration, and the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, sponsored

by the Atomic Energy Commission, each receive 20 percent or more

of the total federal obligation for university-administered research

and development; no Research and Development Center in education has

ever received much more than 1 percent of the total.

The Commission proposes that those laboratories and centers

making the most promising advances in the use of instructional

technology be funded by the proposed National Institute of Instruc-

tional Technology, that the institute be empowered to establish new

centers as needed, and that these laboratories and centers be ade-

quately financed, well-directed, competently staffed, and then en-

couraged to operate with genuine independence. The new centers should,

for the most part, conduct multipurpose research, development, and

application.* Exceptions would be R. D. & A. in high-cost experimen-

tation which would necessarily be more highly specialized.

* The centers could also provide facilities (and possibly funds)
for teachers and others with talent and ideas to experiment
with the production of instructional materials employing a
variety of media.
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The National Institute of Instructional Technology should

provide a meeting ground for the many organizations concerned with

media, such as the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, state

agencies including public broadcasting authorities, and the diverse

groups with some interest in the technology field.* -Although

increasing numbers of classrooms make some use of instructional

films, television programs, tapes, records, etc., the exponents

and practitioners of the various instructional media operate with-

out sufficient contact, coordination, and cross-fertilization.

"Media apartheid," as one expert calls it, has helped to subordin-

ate nonprint media to the hegemony of the printed book. Moreover,

professional associations and the organization of schools and

colleges (for example, the separation of the library, the audio-

visual center, the television stations, and the computer facility

from one another -- even though all of them should be collaborating

on instructional programing) have encouraged this separation.

Instructional technology needs a central agency with national

stature which could function as a base for those outstanding

practitioners from each field who want to work with others across

media boundaries to apply their knowledge, experience, and insight

to the solution of pressing educational problems.

* For example, the National Education Association, the American
Federation of Teachers, NEA's Department of Audiovisual Instruc-
tion, the Joint Council on Educational Telecommunications, the
National Association of Educational Broadcasters, the American
Association of School Librarians, the Association of College
and Research Libraries, the National Audio-Visual Association,
the Educational Media Council, the American Council on Education,
and the American Library Association.
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An essential counterpart to the efforts to use technology

for more effective instruction is research, development, and

application in the techniques for storing and retrieving informa-

tion in all media. There is need to develop better tools for the

analysis of library and information requirements and.improved ways

of measuring the value of existing systems and services. The Com-

mission, in considering this problem, finds itself in agreement

with recent redomnendations of the National Advisory Commission

on Libraries.* A principal recommendation was for a Federal

Institute of Library and Information Science to conduct basic and

applied research aimed at using technology to improve library

services. The National Institute of Instructional Technology would

be a logical location for these functions.

Another highly important feature of the research, development,

and application efforts recommended here should be worldwide coopera-

tion in the full utilization of instructional technology. If tech-

nology's potential can be thoroughly explored, analyzed, and con-

firmed in the United States, the results could be adapted to the

educational needs of other countries -- with particular impact on

the developing nations. Also of importance are the lessons the

United States could learn from other countries, a number of which

* In a report to the President of the United States, entitled
Library Services for the Nation's Needs, July 1968.
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are experimenting widely with instructional technology.* Inter-

national collaboration could reduce duplication of research, develop-

ment, and application and speed the advancement of education in

the United States and throughout the world.

Major functions and programs envisaged for the National

Institute of Instructional Technology are spelled out in further

detail in RecomMendations #3 through #6, which, together with the

details in this recommendation, reflect the following priorities

Fundamental research in technology as a total system,

both in helping to find answers about the learning

and teaching processes and in putting research results

into practical application.

Development of a system by which practicing educators

in schools and colleges throughout the country would

have ready access to the widest possible range of

materials and resources for instruction, in every medium

and subject.

Improvement of methods of evaluatIng the relative effectiveness

of various educational resources (human and nonhuman) and their

combinitions in the learning patterns of individual students.

* To cite one example, Japan has been a world leader in the use of
instructional television, and should have much to offer in the
way of advice, direction, and example.
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Exploraticn of means for developing high-quality educa-

tional materials comparable in sophistication to the machines

or equipment now available or about to be available.

Development and application of improved methods of prepar-

ing teachers, administrators, and many different kinds of

specialists in the best uses of instructional technology,

including access to reliable comparative economic and per-

formance data on hardware, programs, and technological

systems.

Collaboration with industry in exploring ways to develop

hardware especially suited to instructional, needs.

Concentration of all the foregoing efforts on helping

achieve, through technology, solutions to the nation's

most acute educational problems, such as:

Improving learning in disadvantaged schools,, urban

and rural; for preschoolers; and for the handicapped.

Developing the most fruitful approaches to making

instruction truly individual.

Revitalizing liberal arts and professional education

and relating higher education more significantly

to personal and social experience.
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Developing practical ways for community colleges

to meet the diverse and increasing demands being

made upon them.
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RECOMMENDATION #3

WE RECOMMEND:

Thepropsfelllational Institute of. Instructional Technology

should take the lead in efforts to identify, organize, and prepare

distribution the materials in all

media, capELg.ovi.neducat:i.on.ableofin

For this purpose, National Institute of Instilntional

Technology should consider establishing_ a center or "library"

of educational resources. Amonglhisalenalsresponslhilities

would be: identifying those areas in which there is a shortage

of educational software, and making public these'findinuj assist-

LIB school and college libraries to transform themselves into

comprehensive learning centers; and stimulatitigiRterconnections

E222 specialized libraries, data banks, schools, and colleges)

for comprehensive and efficient access to instructional materials

and educational management data.

The improvement of teaching and learning through the use of

instructional technology has been impeded less through the lack

of equipment than through the lack of high-quality instructional

materials designed for use with the equipment. The Commission

has learned from people in virtually every field -- teachers and

92
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educators, as well as experienced producers in film, television,

and the computer -- that the insufficiency of excellent materials

or programs has been a critical and persistent factor in prevent-

ing the development of a genuinely effective instructional

technology.

Yet there is a considerable amount of potentially useful

material in many media which could be made available to education.

The chief problem is that there is no effective system by which

materials can be identified, organized, and made conveniently

available to educators:* Such a system would provide a new wealth

of information for the improvement of learning and teaching.

The suggested center or library of educational resources

would not be a "library" in the usual sense of a repository of

books, magazines, and other printed materials. The most advanced

libraries today have begun to expand the usual meaning of "library"

by gradually developing into complex information storage and

retrieval institutions designed to be much more than a collection

of books. The center which the National Institute of Instructional

Technology might establish would perform a set of functions quite

distinct from collecting books and other instructional materials.

* This gap is in large part the result of the rudimentary state of

research and development in the techniques for handling informa-

tion transmittal in all media. As noted in Recommendation #2,

the National Institute of Instructional Technology should give

high priority to a program designed to meet this need.
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It would not itself store the vast amount of relevant resources.

Rather, the center would supervise and doordinate a wide range of

functions that would include finding, sifting, adapting if neces-

sary, and cataloging materials suitable for educational use. It

would provide educators with information about materials in each

subject field, for r.ach level of instruction, and in every

instructional mode and media. A kindergarten teacher seeking

manipulative materials to develop eye-hand coordination, a third-

grade teaching team seeking films and audiotapes about the American

. Indian, a middle-school curriculum supervisor preparing a unit of

programed instruction in mathematics, a high school principal look-

ing into televised courses in Far Eastern culture and history, a

college professor desiring to use language-labortory tapes for

teaching introductory Swahili, a graduate university seminar study-

ing the sociology of Latin America, a corporation developing a

literacy program for hard-core unemployed ..:- all would be guided

by the center to materials relating to their instructional tasks.

Because it would cover all media, all subjects, all levels

of education, the center's program would provide a needed synthesis

and augmentation of the various national organizations already

involved in this field, such as the National Audiovisual Center,

the National Instructional Television Center, the Great Plains

National Instructional Library, the National Center for Audio Tapes,



the 1\itional Educational Television Libraries, and the National

Medical Audiovisual Center, as well as pertinent collections at

the Library of Congress.

This agency should also assist school and college libraries

to identify, receive, store, and make available new instructional

materials. This would entail their transforming themselves into

comprehensive learning centers. Fortunately, many libraries are

already far advanced in this reorientation. Further' progress

should facilitate the development of more flexible, individualized

instruction at every level of education.

A central educational resource center would provide educators

everywhere with the fruits of "search/find" operations, and might

'encourage the establishment of working arrangements for exchange

of material within educational institutions, libraries, and clear-

inghouses. These arrangements should be coordinated on a regional

basis, with the aim of eventually becoming computer-based.
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Exchange of materials between libraries is an old practice.

The computer has made it possible to completely revolutionize this

process and has made the planning of networks central to the crea-

tion of any new national library facilities. In the last decade

a number of computer-based storage and retrieval systems, centers

for gathering and dispersing technical information in various fields,
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and cooperative interconnections of learning institutes have taken

shape. But there has been no comprehensive attempt to unite these

systems, libraries, and data banks to meet the demand for both

instructional materials and research information on the process

and management of education.* The National Institute of Instruc-

tional Tedhnology should take the initiative in exploring possible

arrangements for organizing such networks for instructional use.

In the immediate to shor--term future, a network could

feasibly develop the capability to provide bibliographic informa-

tion on educational materials and research, indexed conveniently

for the inquirer. However, the long-range future presents the

possibility, indeed probability, of full-text access to books via

computer, as well as instant transmittal of nonprint media. The

realization of this potential, however, requires the solution of

several very complex problems, among them .the development of princi-

ples and practices relating to standardization, compatibility, and

copyright.

Systematic coverage and analysis of whit exists in all

instructional media, subjects, and grade levels would yield an

* Educators are faced with the problem of accessibility with regard
to information about the process and management of education.
These data must be readily available if they are to attempt to
effectively design conditions of learning along "systems" lines.
The ERIC system is attempting to collect and make available such
information. It is limited by lack of funds as well as by the
difficult problem of reproduction of copyrighted materials. The
Commission believes.that the ERIC system should be strengthened,
and that it should be tied into any network plans established by
the National Institute of Instructional Technology.
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invaluable byproduct -- the identification of gapssin the supply

of instructional materials. The National Institute of Instructional

Technology could then keep the whole private sector (including

producers and distributors of hardware and software for every level

and area of education) informed and aware of the schOol' needs

and priorities. (This would be done in Collaboration with the

council suggested in Recommendation #6).
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RECOMMENDATION #4

WE RECOMMEND:

The National Institute of Instructional Technolo: should

support demonstration projects designed to improve instruction

through the wise exploitation of technology. These

should be concentrated initially on a few carefully selected com-

munities or individual schools -- including urban ghettos, impov-

. erished rural areas, and communities with populations that are

predominantly black, Mexican-American, Puerto Rican, or Indian.

The school system of the District of Columbia might be

invited to mount the first of such model demonstrations.

The National Institute of Instructional Technology should

invite selected schools and communities to participate in demon-

stration projects and should be responsible for coordinating the

use of public and private funds for this purpose. However substan-

tial the amount of money involved, the total number of projects

should be relatively small, in order to sustain a high-quality,

concentrated effort in each one with a saturation of available

resources.

Projects should be designed to achieve maximum visibility

and impact, and should initially be keyed to meet severe educational
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under the continuing guidance of the National Institute of

Instructional Technology and its regional affiliates. Purchase of
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hardware, physical changes to buildings, and preparation of new curricu-

lar material should all be closely interwoven, and the impact of these

developments might well stimulate even more fundamental changes.

As for demonstrations designed to benefit out-of-school

groups, we suggest that private foundations, industry, and educa-

tional institutions be urged to supplement federal, state, and

local government funding, and in addition, to provide professional

and technical aid. Funding and active collaboration could come

from a variety of sources, depending on the projects. For instance:

(a) A community agency could develop an educational package

in cooperation with a local vocational school, a local

television station, local employers, and a nearby uni-

veristy or community college.. Citizens could be trained

for specific jobs through special counseling and multi-

media presentations, including television and programed

texts. The "diploma" would be.a job.

(b) A day-care center could augment its usual activities by

installing individual learning carrels equipped with

imaginative programed materials for preschool children.

Here the children could pursue beginning reading, number

concepts, and entertaining introductions to other new

worlds -- nature, the arts, or certain sciences.
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Neighborhood housewives, college students, and retired

people could, with minimal training, oversee the enter-

prise without the need for constant attendance of profes-

s ion a 1 teachers. 1,

(c) A variety of distribution media (telephone, television,

radio) could reach adult audiences at home. Projects

for homemakers and workers could be mounted in subjects

as diverse as business arithmetic, health care, and

computer programing. Imaginative programs to acquaint

the public with the accomplishments and promise of

technology in education could prove of great value.

(d) The National Institute of Instructional Technology could

help design a Job Corps center that would use instruc-

tional technology in depth, taking full advantage of

the armed services' experience in job training, and

trying out 'various combinations and sequences to meet

each student's individual background, capacities, and

interests.

Technology could facilitate distribution, presentation, and

feedback. It could also encourage cooperation among several

agencies -- a critical aspect of any successful project. The

National Institute of Instructional Technology's challenge would
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be to bring schools, universities, industries, social agencies,

and individual citizens together in active participation and

involvement in the advancement of education.
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RECOMMENDATION #5

WE RECOMMEND:

The National Institute of Instructional Technology should

take the initiative in encouraging_tentaLpLpArEs

to improve the capacity of educators to make more effective use

of instructional technology and prorgSL!iiLs22221.alists.rar

To this end, the N I I T. should support new programs, based on

increased research and development:

(1) To provide administrators and department heads with

the knowledge necessary for managing technology effectively;

(2) To educate school and college teachers in the most

effective uses of instructional technology and in the

differentiated staffing patterns technology properly entails;

(3) To increase the number of ualified s ecialists such

as producers, programers, and technicians that schools and

colleges need if they are to exploit technology fully.

Besides initiating new programs, the National Institute of

Instructional Technology should also strengthen and expand the

best existing programs for training and employing educational

manpower in the wise application of instructional technology.

103
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"Teaching is the only major occupation of man," Peter Drucker

wrote recently, "for which we have not yet developed tools that

make an average person capable of competence and performance.

But education will be changed, because it is headed straight into

a major economic crisis. It is not that we cannot afford the

high costs of education; we cannot afford its low productivity.

We must get results from the tremendous investment we are making."

In order to increase their productivity, the nation's

schools and colleges require a larger supply of diversified,

highly qUalified manpower. They need administrative .leaders --

college and university presidents, deans. of instruction, depart-

ment heads, school superintendents, and principals as well as

state and federal officials, school board members, and

college trustees' -- who fully understind the prospects for

_improving education through technology;

In addition, the teacher or professor, from kindergarten

through graduate, professional, and continuing education, should

understand how new media can be employed to make instruction

more effective and more responsive to the individual student.

Moreover, supporting specialists and technicians of many

types are needed if a mature technology of instruction is to

flourish. The qualifications required.in these three categories- -

administrators, teachers, specialists -- are distinctive.
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Administrators

In the decades ahead, administrators will be required to

make many complex decisions which they are not now being pre-

pared to make wisely. The problems faced by the educational

manager are changing rapidly. Tomorrow's educational manager

will have to be able to handle a variety of responsibilities,

many of them outside the walls of the school or..college or

state education department. He will need a background in edu-

cation certainly; but he will also need training and experience

in the behavioral and social sciences, in finance and manage-

ment, and in the development of human resources. The thrust of

this recommendation is not toward reviving a "cult of efficiency"

for education. Schools and colleges are already overcommitted

to rigid formulas for efficiency which prescribe class size,

block scheduling, departmentalization, credits, etc. Technology

must free, not fetter.

Of great importance, then, is concentrated research,

'development, and application on the special knowledge school

and college managers can make effective use of: what tools are

required, what methods (of economic analysis, staff recruitment

and deployment, community and staff relations) are most

efficacious, how the essential data can be acquired, how pur-

poses and accomplishments can be best evaluated, how educational
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institutions can be staffed for maximum exploitation of television,

recordings, projectors of various kinds, programed instruction,

and other kinds of instructional technology -- ultimately, how

schools and colleges can redesign themselves to educate America's

young people most effectively.

The paucity of data even as to the functions of adminis-

trative manpower in education was recently emphasized by the

Office of Education's first report on the state of the education

professions, required under the new Educational Professions

Development Act. In the matter of instructional technology,

the educational manager should understand how to find out what

he needs to know about the potentialities and problems of

instructional technology, and how to recruit and use the talents

of people who can serve in this field effectively. Obviously

the school superintendent or university president himself

cannot and need not be a sophisticated judge; purchaser, or

user of hardware and software. But he should be able to depend

on a staff qualified to advise him or to act in these matters.

He and his associates should know also which technological
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applications have proved their worth, and which promising develop-

ments are imminent, whether in "older" media such as film or in

new ones like the computer.

In instructional technology, as in other crucial aspects

of educational management, the immediate need is for programs

that will combine down-to-earth experience with formal training

in appropriate disciplines. Various graduate schools of education

are concerning themselves with this task, but their efforts must

be multiplied and reinforced to make any real dent on the day-to-

day management of the nation's educational institutions. Schools

of business and public administration, architecture, and engineer-

ing should also participate. To this end, intensive efforts to

establish management-training programs should be mounted by

federal agencies in partnership with universities, school systems,

.state departments of education, and industry.

These management-training programs should command sufficient

money to produce a marked improvement in the use of technology

and in the way schools are managed. They could take many forms,

including summer institutes, continuing seminars, and longer-

term university internships and fellowships -- all informed by

constant feedback from the field.

One educational observer has suggested the creation of a

"staff college for higher education executives," adding that top

university officials "need both mirrors and windows -- so that
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they can look inward as well as outward." The National Academy

for School Executives' advanced seminars, which have devoted

particular attention to instructional technology, point the way

toward such a program for school administrators. Clearly, the

most promising of these programs now in operation or projected

should be supported by the National Institute of Instructional

Technology..

Sophisticated, practical pre-service management training

is also essential. The immediate concentration of funds and

ingenuity should, however, be on in-service training, since

most administrators, especially in the lower schools, come up

through teaching.

Teachers

There is evidence today that school:teachers, a traditionally

conservative group, are beginning to see the value of using

technology for educational purposes. Lois V. Edingdr,

professor of education at the University of North Carolina,

wrote to the'CommisSion:

The vast majority of the members of the teaching
profession have accepted the fact (or in some
cases simply become resigned to it) that education
must leave the era of "hand labor" and turn to
machines to help increase their productivity.
That we must turn to the using of power tools in
education to allow teachers to become more
effective is a fact accepted by the teaching
profession today, albeit with varying degrees of
pleasure .and readiness.

alow141.1

* The National Academy for School Executives is an adjunct
of the American Association of School Administrators.
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Dr. Edinger's words are of special significance since she

is a recent past president of the Natioiial Education Association

and undoubtedly expresses the view of many schoolteachers. It

appears to be true, however, that most college teachers continue

to resist the "inroads" of technology.

A central benefit (as well as prerequisite) of the compre-

hensive application of technology to education will be a more

systematic approach to instruction. The role of the teacher

needs to be more explicitly defined than ever before. The

teacher, therefore, should understand the far-reaching implica-

tions of technology in order to function at his individual best

as the central element of the total system. The.base for this

understanding should be laid in the teacher's own education,

not just in demonstrations and lectures on technology, but through

the actual use of technology in his courses.

Unfortunately, few teacher-training institutions give even

passing attention to the role which technology could play in

improving the quality of education. .Only infrequently does the

education of prospective teachers make use of such media of

instruction as television, tape recorders, or computers. And

the teacher who does have exceptional training in technology

will be frustrated if the school or college where he begins

his teaching career regards technology as a mere accessory.



Once on the job, moreover, teachers are apt to find that

daily pressures leave little time to "figure out behavioral

objectives" or to experiment with the best tools for meeting

those objectives. There is little incentive for the teacher

to innovate. And should the teacher decide that he indeed does

want to use some new medium, he is faced with the problem of

availability and maintenance. At worst, the elementary-school

teacher (probably female, and probably "allergic" to.machinery)

is required, for instance, to manage a 16mm film projector which

was designed by a male for nonschool purposes and which needs

mechanical expertise for operation and maintenance. Margaret

Mead said on this point:

Teachers will use machines for instruction
when they're as easy to use and as foolproof
as the washing machine.

In-service training for school teachers, while it may pro-

vide the new teacher's first brush with technology at work, is

often as unsatisfactory as pre-service training. Both are

centered far more on the mechanical "how" of technology rather

than on the "why."

The situation was summarized for the Commission by

A. W. VanderMeer, dean of Pennsylvania State University's

Graduate School of Education, as follows:

110
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The pre service preparation of the teacher must
be followed by a continuing program of in-service
education. It matters little whether these in-
service activities are conducted by the univer-
sities, by school districts, by professional
societies, or by a combination of these. The
essential thing is that they be conducted and
conducted well. Not only must education follow
current graduates into the field, but also the
existing instructional personnel presently
manning the schools must not be neglected.

Of particular importance is the use of tech-
nology itself in bringing in-service education
to the field. Modern extension work is
pioneering the use of video- and audio-tapes,
conference telephone hook-ups, and other
exploitations of instructional technology.
Such advanced applications of technology are,
unfortunately, in the minority.

Nevertheless, more and better training in itself will not

satisfy the diversity of demands on education and educators. A

true technology of instruction almost demands a re-ordering of

the instructional staff, to take account of individual talents

and capabilities among teachers and also of the range of different

jobs teachers are asked to do. One answer to this complex problem

is differentiated staffing, with which a few schools have begun

to experiment.

This new concept was set forth as follows in the Office of

Education's first report on the state of the education

professions:
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Differentiated staffing is based on carefully
prepared definitions of the jobs educators
perform, and goes beyond traditional staff.
allocations according to subject matter and
grade level. For example, a differentiated
staffing plan developed by Temple City,
California, has created a logical hierarchy
that includes not only teaching but instruc-
tional management, curriculum construction,
and the application of research to the
improvement of all systems. .

The aims of differentiated staffing can be
realized through a number of different
methods. Additional positions such as part-
time tutors and aides on one hand and educa-
tional specialists on the other could be
appended to either end of the hierarchy.
Organization need not be hierarchical, but
can be based on teams of peers. Whatever
the method, however, the aim is to permit a
variety of people to contribute. The

housewife - teacher, for instance, can make her
services available on a schedule satisfactory
to her, and without hindering the professional
advancement of the career-minded teacher.
Indeed, the career-minded teacher is stimulated
by such a system, which provides not only a
hierarchy of more challenging and more signifi-
cant roles but also allows for promotion and
advancement as a teacher instead of solely as
an administrator or supervisor.

Even short of fully differentiated staffing, schools and

colleges require specialists of many kinds. As the next two sec-

tions suggest, the full realization of technology's potential

for education calls for an array of staff members who are not

teachers. The'key figure may ultimately be a versatile and

highly trained specialist called an "instructional designer."



Specialists

Throughout American schools the need for talented people who

are not specifically trained as teachers is becoming more and more

acute. Specialists are needed to develop technology as an integral

part of the instructional process. Aides of all kinds are needed

to assist teachers in making the best use of technological media

and of their own professional capacities. Perhaps most important,

scholars in many disciplines and creative people in every area

should be contributing their special gifts to the instructional

process. "As the field of education assumes new tasks and broader

responsibilities, Harold Howe II has written, "there will be a

growing need for people with competencies in many areas, from

poetry to biochemistry, from plumbing to philosophy, people who

might be persuaded to offer their expertise on a full- or part-

time basis to the purposes of education."

Technology can achieve its fullest potential in schools and

colleges only with technical and paraprofessional support --

"media coordinators" serving as advisors on the use of instruc-

tional technology, experts on the production and procurement of

instructional materials, plus specialists in many different

disciplines working with teachers in research and development.

The lack of specialists to facilitate its use in the schools

and colleges could well be the Achilles' heel of instructional

technology. The urgency for designing machines for easy use in

instruction is equaled only by the urgency of having someone
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available to repair them if they break down. A language laboratory

is of little use if it is out of operation for several weeks because

chewing gum and bobby pins clog its vital parts. An investment in

proper operation and maintenance of equipment is good economy.

Nonprofessional assistants are also neededi especially in

the elementary schools. Such tasks as running simple machines,

playground duty, and routine clerical duties can be carried

out by teacher aides (who may be housewives willing to work

part time), thus releasing regular teachers to more adequately

employ their professional talents in advancing the quality of

instruction.

Planning for the development of instructional technology

should include the recruitment of such nonprofessionals. As

Professor Robert H. Anderson of the Harvard Graduate School of

Education told the Commission: "The emerging concept of auxiliary

personnel in education has already created an impressive litera-

ture, which has recently begun to focus on the important topic of

training auxiliary personnel. Not only can technology play an

important role in the training of such workers, but it seems

increasingly necessary for these people to be familiar, with

technology as an aspect of their work."

Whether a staff advisor in instructional technology is

necessary might be disputed by those who have been discouraged

by experiences with the typical audiovisual department of a
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school or college. It is the exceptional audiovisual department

that is integrated into the fabric of the institution -- with

qualified audiovisual consultants sitting in on courses, sharing

in the teaching methods and environment, and then contributing

to improvements through technology and otherwise.

Qualified specialists in the production of instructional

materials are scarce. Producers, graphic artists, audio techni-

cians, and programers are but a few of the professionals needed

to develop maximum effectiveness in instruction. Lack of expert

advice in the production of instructional television programs,

for instance, has often produced mediocre results. All too

little is known about how to present instructional material over

television most effectively. Creative use of the medium has

been barely attempted. There is nd doubt that the "talking face"

has been overdone in instructional television. But even this

technique has its usefulness and could be made more effective.

Outstanding lecturers who fail to come across over television

could improve their performance on the screen with help from

skilled professionals.

The scarcity of good programers for the teaching machine

undoubtedly tempered the initial enthusiasm for this device,

and may be seriously handicapping current efforts in the various

modes of programed instruction. Training and financial support

115
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for production and programing specialists should have top

priority.

Instructional Designers

The need for someone to work with teachers in their plan-

ning strategy as well as someone to help students in using

libraries, data banks, or computers to their best advantage,

is apparent. Institutions could combine forces and share the

services of one instructional technology advisor, who could

also conduct research and development in "instructional design."

Research and development in education are dependent upon

the interaction of specialists from many different fields. The

meager success of research efforts to date can be attributed

in part to the dearth of well-qualified research specialists.

If research and development efforts are to be relevant and

,fruitful, they must enlist the participation of behavioral

scientists, subject-matter scholars, engineers, educators, and

others. The central figure in this "mix" may well be an

instructional designer, whose role Robert Glaser has described

as follows:

It is highly probable that a unique occupa-
tional specialty called instructional design
will emerge in view of the current level of

heightened interaction among educators,
behavioral scientists, educational publishers,
electronics and computer industries, and
R&D organizations in educational technology.

This specialty will involve a person or

group of persons concerned with the produc-

tion of educational procedures, materials,

arid systems.
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Instructional designers need to pick off
appropriate research and development
activities from behavioral science know-
ledge, and behavioral scientists need to
pay attention to the fundamental problems
generated from attempts at technology.
From this interplay there will emerge a
body of pedagogical principles or a tech-
nology of instruction that will be funda-
mental to the task of instructional design.

As educational systems incorporate more of
the advances of science and technology into
their design, the specialty of instructional
design will grow, and there will probably be
many different sub-specialties; for example,
applied research and development, operational
materials design, computer systems, teacher
practices, language and linguistics, preschool
learning, etc.

Instructional designers in applied research,
development, and production capacities will be
in increasing demand in the near future. In-
deed, at the present time, such persons are
rare and eagerly sought.
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RECOMMENDATION #6

WE RECOMMEND:

The National Institute of Instructional Technologyshould

take the lead in bringing businessmen and educators to in

a close working relationship to advance the productivity of

education through technology.

To this end the National Institute of Instructional

Technology should consult with other interested organizations

and develop an appropriate mechanism. A possible course of

action, for example, Could be the establishment of a National

Council of Education and Industry that would focus on how

technology can best meet the needs of individual students,

teachers and administrators'. A small hi h-level council of

this nature, with rejsesentatives from key branches of education

and the education industr could het seed a pro riate advances

in the desi n, develo ment and a lication of technolo y to

instruction.

The free marketplace for materials and equipment has generated

great benefits in education, as in other sectors of American

society. However, there is increasing realization today that in

the major fields of social service, such as. medicine, the opera-

tion of the free market *must be supplemented by some mechanism
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to make sure that innovation and diversity are encouraged, quality

maintained and enhanced, and the most urgent social goals achieved.

Education lags behind other fields in providing help to practi-

tioners in making wise choices among competing products, and in

spelling out its precise needs.

Until a decade, ago, the "education industry" was virtually

synonymous with textbook publishing. Then, as substantial new

federal funds became available for the purchase of newer kinds

of equipment and materials, publishers began, through acquisition

or expansion, to branch out into various areas of instructional

technology. But the central fact remains that the school and

college budget for equipment and materials is still relatively

small.

What is called for is a closer scrutiny of the process by which

machines and programs have been developed and marketed. Educators

have played little or no part in developing new products. They

have not been informed on a regular basis of recent developments,

nor has industry devised an adequate process for obtaining their

advice and counsel. When new equipment comes on the market, many

educators are in the dark about the advantages and disadvantages

of the various options offered and are at the mercy of sales
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propaganda and rhetoric. Thus many purchases made by schools and

colleges have been inappropriate and premature. On the other

hand, educators themselves have not always demonstrated a realis-

tic understanding of technology's potential for instruction,

nor of industry's problems in meeting educational needs.

In general, these conditions obtain today:

Many technological devices offered to educators are

designed mainly for uses other than education; this

drawback applies particularly to the computer, which

needs distinctive features to be wholly adaptable to

education (for example, larger memory capacity, greater

simplicity, and better display capabilities).

Equipment prices are geared to what the commercial

market can bear; there has been no concerted attempt

to bring them down to levels acceptable to education

and the taxpayers who support it. Most schools and

colleges simply cannot afford needed equipment.

O Many institutions lack equipment they need (e.g., tele-

vision, computers). Some are overstocked with equipment

*(e.g., movie projectors, overhead projectors) which is

largely unused or, seriously underused; in many cases the

120
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school ann1 college 11

o The quality: of Most of t

is relatively poor. probleM is insuffici

talent for : the cone t aL-4 effort requiDed to

ls.

plogr

C , o
,

ti t4 r .

devices' 14

t

t 0 1.Tiee

4

so.awa that liras been c ovoloped

Nat 'al is often l 'Dated

t money and

prodfice,got:0

to use on r rlachine of one par-

tiCUlar `ittaJ 'z+,(B.. Fot a'nple, one" c /oH plOs videotape recorder

wilt not take another compan).s/,tap ,.. Until a solution
. -.,

can be found -6 the problem of i compatibklity of dquipment

and programs, the effectiven ss o instructional technology

will be correspondingly revardaid

As indicated earlier i

devices are: too complex,

this report, many technological

for teachers to use readily and

o t Men breakdowns occur,

av
1

//

.

lable. Na itenance

1

epairmen'a e not immediateiyi.

S a serious problem; lack of funds

and 'la 'Tower often renders egUipme t unusable.
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v
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'date

utsn.t'nr pies n o not su frOm 1-ac t
-

of quipp ot'tcn s'uffer Cray h vi g too nuchh'oTTi>eletc or unuse

equipment,, or the one kind /of egtiipment, or equt inert t43.th in

§uffiCient good software or incompatible equipc.ent equipment

too complex fer proper maintenance. ti

A` close. new woriclug relationship between industry and education/

*hould be_ possible -active-1,y dTrio styttes its willing-,
,

ness to cooperate, to uz derstand the other's problems, aid to make

hecessary compramises.

For his e sentiak_cooperation of education antl induct ~y to

bear
\ ....,

beatl fr cert isi changes in attitude and -app o ch are requirerh
,

r instance, industry must be t filing:

To ',forego iMmedliate profits, to eonceri trate on deve lop tt6nt

of.,,:sequip'ment and laterials for the long run, and t.6d abandon

the belief tl ecause a product .sells men., ;it is educa-

t- ion y utrd. (Since the .market for ePuestional materials
..--- , .

-.

is still relatively sMall, ststained 4e/Veloprnt t.,by industry' ,.

[

.. ',
, ../

may -well require federal pim-tp,,p
a * 1. C/

0/

eV"

4,4
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2 th e 1 /' avi-6 4
-oward solv b

ed I of ial's and equipm

To e -Inc ins t ucti 1 gobjept,i'.v clear y enough Aso th

mat rials and equipmeyit can Sc produc & to meet them,

and then to Cise items produceit that m et these sp

To help test new' devices a d to persevere with.innovat ons

until _th y'can be properly evaluated-.

To acquir . the necessary; mde ancling of tecl-ololo

InnoVations and develol; sound met ods for measuring their

t a media

to initia cativate such a cooperative effptt. We there7.

fore recommend that the' Natioiia:l. Institute of. Instructional
,

Technology take the t4ad in establishin an effective group.
Pt Mr,

to carry out these. objectives. One mechanism would be a small.,

strong, high -level national' council, with representatives iron),

key. branches of. education and the education indust y.- In setting

an appropriate and forceful group of,this order, the. N.I.I T

should'work with organizations stcli as the Corporatioh for Public
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o'ci,ation ::,sta.-tp, -de tinents,-. ,educat ionr, ry anal
, z.. .. 1

,, .. i, 1-

Assoct-P,Xlptn o 1;c1U6at,. .. Broad/ails ters and. i,h, Na/Ci'r, nil , Audio-. ,-.-=-

i
and

2. i
.,,I,T)).s2U61;Siociationf. , -kro cons ant; eeilbaCic fpom: the fi..61.dt

., :-
. /,... . -i -.. ., . ,

(teacher, administraltor.s.-sales an, malla cis.), a coon il
.

*
O

sort keeri) 5.1 touch,*ith- n81.7 aro:,.pereaitent proble s .a*
.47

with the most promiSing- lines of product develop-I-nerd:.

' 4

An-organizatioi representing educatiOh and industry Shbuld
. 7A

develowand institute improv wents in the de ign, aevelopment,

mbintenance.... anillutitization of insFructipcial technologx. The
0"167,

: functions of such:a.,gitotip

(1) The tstablishmeitt of stinaards
k,

(2) Coneereed
-

action tb meet`' -the-l'pecitic needs 'of'
el

instrvetIonal eqpipmen

and colleges.

:1* sC

(3) The development of nrac Atie th.66s to ma 6 egu] gent
4;

and -materials c-ompatiblei,
-,.--,.. 1 '. _,-,

,....,
,-.. 7:
7 .,< S'7:." -:7,3 ec!,77

. +

'. (4) The,.establishment of/ameeftanism S...Perhapp.a et arughouse..,

to provide epucation s manae'rs with/colvaraiive operating

and economic data on technological *nstruments and systems
.

'

designed for administrative es well s nstrqctional purposes

4 4,407! 7

,
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, x'oloration,pf 'new gth ds,f ptovi ding,
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districts with funds : f. . ins ructilOnal, teehno
/ ,i ..

/ /
including the/ 1-.) op sibil,iry), o lea's 1.ng. or refs ing

1

equipment/ , or the purbhae !Pof, equipmen 0
i

,b&si-as.-y9ugoill---s.-. ,

. .

under Ntional Institute of.Instru tion421, ehnolog
.

leader ship, ill estAblishirt- Frac Ica
. . . / ./train and retrain :be "nanagers of egue a. II.-/.

rains ;to
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ht4lilth and agricultural agencies,
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a have grdwri substantially

fir. 1 by manufacturers' performing some
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ese rci d elctiment activrttes that is approxi7

me y 18 b' ion a year) .
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ti f'117103 1 exbeniitL

.° *

spent on research thot is, bo ' IAD 1

-cent of total

ivolent to ost .60 pe

et income from fa spent on

researcik, develop, and application by govern-

went aencie ties .industry, auTlocal agricui-

.

that is, laboU0900 miilion/e year).

research expenditures amount' to no

.
/

.//
In education, llowev

more then one-four

schoOls, colleges, kl

f 1 percept/ f_theination s expenditures foir
16/

versiti 4.4 And other educational enterprises --

that is, a total of no` more than $125 mdllion a year: A few years

yago the ratio. was \tply.bile-tenth of 1. percent.

\ \
By 1980, the Commission believes, eOucat

development, and.appi'cation should reach the, proportions

oral research,

already

achieved in industry,

4, to 6 percent of total

griclulture, and health

-PxP

to' take appropriate step

outlay.

41411

/.
/

/

in other words

nditures for education. It is essential

not4 toward meeting this greatly inc' eased

a

Obviously a progratho the se dimensions must be phased in
%

.gradually.. Even if all the money which education needs for

=, 4

4

0.
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.
c wre ilable..:firs 'ately,

. . ,

*141 pv, cr ell appropr\i.-ate----.1.-.4
r
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. ...
, .... .

haekg- nd, ink or N eri to Puts ti Honey" to use

effectively y. 'ni c.d Statt, i just= egun to

apply to-e c tion the research, .deveiopment, and ,applitation

their wor th in ,o tiler

for example, nsect $tee

Research and Development Cet ters:.and Regional .Educational

Laboratbries have made'advances:ifi the tTlepry.and practice of in-
.

truetio It will be necessary to strengthen and expand such

adv ces(

educationa 1. sys ten..

. ,

building upon them to achieve a more fully effectime,

In educational research and, development we must am by,

doing. As. in *the space, program, there is no other way. The

formulation and refinement of new. basic theories are essential.

But biaic research' enCompasses only part of the total research-,

and-development effort required. Sustained development and the

applicatin of findins to: thousands of practical school and.
.

M.' ' 0

; ' f ,

college problems are also essential.
4.

MoreoVer,` research findings.
. ,

ha

must corrc.to the schools and colleges packaged for practical use.

The aommission has copcluded that only the federal government

can undertake the major responsibility for the expenditures for basic
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d i% I # e i-1i t ''recia .

t 1 6111. rs /.... .71
. e, b. 7:aevc that thet.o.--

0

cd o .carry out the coRmeni tions
- .

... 7
of VMS report is .app=

_

oximately, $565 millffoi 4; Of this "about $1500 mid

wbild bes National Institutes-of Education

nd-the Nation I Institute of Instructional Technology. 'The7remain-

ing= $415. 11411 io ould be requir4 for the first `iulI y4-aF of

operation, 'i.ncluding approxi. r t ly $250 niii1iot t foi, the
4

search,

development axed application activities" of the in itutes, $25 mil:

lion for the ,center or "libraxyly of educati ,1 resources $100 .

lion for .demonstration projects, and $"1:- milliOn for the, tiainiiig.
_

of personnel. The egate amount, suggested 4uld equal,no more:c

than I percent of the projected total expenditures for AmeridAn

education in-fiscal 1972.

This proposed budget it should be noted, includes') the present

research activities of the U. S. Office of Education; it is, however,

n addition to other authorizations .err education programs by411..
governmeiit. and private agencies. It assum, thlt. existing programs

as .authorized by Congr ss and other "appropriating bodies would .be fully

funded, including specifically those provided by the Public Broad-.

casting AcC6k. 1967 for the .,construction, of eiducational televisien

9.nd radio .stations and fOr the continbed ope ation of the Corporation

for ,Public Brortdcasting..

7 /
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C tali of t

. pared the magni -udc. ofv.1

a -4hole.r

on tr.ticti on I

eau sys r rein

St !Plc, .some.5&-millio
.

cIass in--elememtary s pd secondary schools every day for an average

of -five hours. each. amounts in the aggregateslo a .t.46tal

n the Unitc

of 256 million pupil class hours e 'cry day, or a grand; total of

1050,000 000-1;upil class hourts-every week from ea,ly Septenber
, k t e,

.

Y ..",

to mid7June..A 'reasonable guess s that in/pAY week notiore t,Mah

/
.. .

.

5 percent of the time involves media -QV/instruction ci,tbei. tifarttlie-.
/

.

teacher, the-bookt the blackboard 'and pictures, charts, and maps

hung on the wall. 'or higher `educatio*th'ecestimates .are, of tlie

samoprder. There are kany observers who .say that a'cloSer esei

to
.

..

.

. .

.. ..

mate would be 1. percent. These low estimates reflect the yell-
.

i

attested,J,fact that even 'schools that are equipped-with \techilolo-,

/
.

gical media,may use them -: little if at all.
1 0

Research indicfates that a large part Of the

existing hardware now'n
4

our nation's sehools-, -'-

is not being aged, or ed properly. Thi's has

'come about paitly beCause the,national audio,-,

visual,thrus'e has been 'toward the acquisition

of'-equipment and materials, with Very little

concern toward the developme4hofprograms
that increase the proficiency of their

utilization."
a

'''.Ira Polley
Superintendent of Public Instruction

Michigan Department Of Education

1,



well infoimed specialisk ps repare repo t

on the present stitns of the va

structiopal purpoads.

jous technological Media used for in-
,

in addition, the staff assembled information on#

the use of technolOgy, from. individual institutiona-from manufacturers and

distributors, and from state, and federal government agenoies. TrieflY,

the situation pith respect to the triaj7 media. and their applications is

as follbw,b:

Today most schools and colleges have some audiovisual.equip-
,

ment ; This ranges from two or three record-playdrs in the library

and one, broken 16mm projector in the auditorium, to an active audio,'

visual facility with an extensive film library, many well,,Maintained

production unit for,Slides and transierencies.Trojectors, and a

e growth of Some audiovisual departmnts in ''recent years has

been dramatic. In 1955 for example, the Unlvetsitxof tolorado's

film library awned one projector'and 1 200"films'and.had a staff

f three people; By. 1969, the film library had grolqft into a regional

cetiter 'with 2 a001pieces of equipment, between 8,000 and 000 films,

a computerized fill booking system ,altd, a full time staff of 45.'

* A diagnosis the causes of the.current low status of instruc-
tional.techno ogy will be found' in then next appendix.

,

For convenience, this-accoint'f011ows the'6commoni:if unsatisfactory

usage that reserves the term "audiovisual media", fOrAhe oldest

of':-the newer media-such as 16mm and 8mmfitM and projectors,
slides and film strips, telephones, audio tape - recorders, records

and recbtd-players and overhead: projectors. -These are the

"audiovisUal aids" that most parents'and some teachers thiklk

7-'of subiect.of instruct;=.21,iechnology is 41Sed.



11% !Increase n equipment for thekl nation as a .% hole hai been -

n. in this e;cample, bdt it has \been constant. Some

hdTVidual types of equipment appear in the next two

The- table 'shows the present stock of selected items; the

graph .shows the tXend'in'expenditures for audiovisual equipment

and taterialS.*

The statistics do not by them elves reveal how often the

various media are used, nor for.wha purpose.- According to informed

opinion, audiovisual mediaare generallyemployed intermittently

apd then only.to enrich and supplement the familiar patterqs of

classroom instruction. For the most 'part, they b?erely-augm'ent

the conventional teaching strategy which has hardly changed fot

more than a century. "They are used Olmarily to give data which:,

the reasonably effective teacher could give anyway and/or at least

t!) furnish a momentary diversion from buSness as usual,"1Wilbur

. Rppy, curriculum resourdes specialist at; nk Street College of

Education wrote to,the Commission.

.111%. MI.OMM M .1 Om ...M. 0111/ 1$=land.

Except for the promise of the applicatioie of programed

instructional principles to conventional audiovisual

production, few innovative breakthroughs have been

made to involVe the learner actively in earning from

audiovisual presentations. Active participation by
the learner has been shciwn to increase learning sig-

nificantly, 3'7-et our audiovisual materials ,show no

signs of recognizing this fact,.

William H.*Allen Adjunct
Professor of EducatiOn and
Cinema, University of
-SouthetnCalifgrnia

611,01.
* Including, in this case., adio and television,.



1.33. -

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF ITEMS OF
AUDIOVISUAL iATERIALS ,AND, EQUIPMENT

.--014NED BY U S. PUBI.IC SCHOOLS, JULY .1969

Selected Equipmeot. Selected Materials

, I

Scredns
Record Play Ors
Earphones
Overhead prolectors----
Slide and filmstrip -

919 000
698,000
576,000
453,500

. Filmstrips

.Still and flat
picture's

01...80.0.0010...

21,700 000

12,400,000

projectors '

repe recorders .

426,000,
320,000

Disc recordings 7,200,000
4

16mm projector's 251,000 Ov'erhead tran-
,Learning carrels 171,000 pareficies 5,230,000
Slide or filmstrip,

- viewrs 16i 00b MapS ,anii globes 4,200000

Reading devices 98,00- 2'. slides 7' 2,400,000
Opaque projectors , 91,600
Transparency makers, 71,200 :rape! recordings 2,020,,000
8mm projectors 58,600
35rimt slide cameras 27,200 -16mm films 1,315 000
Rear screen projectors, 22,200
16mm. cameras 14;100 Reading programs . 336,000
Drymount presses 11,750
8mm cameras 7,200 &Tun films 104,000
Microprojectors 6,180

Source:

Note: .

Loran Ti4yford,

The total number of
at 92,540.

New York State Education Department _1969

public schd'ols operating in 1969 was estimated

,



Millions

C

r-4 BY E

OR AUDIOVISUAL_ EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL§

NEpARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS
1955 TO 1970 I

ith projections to 1975)

4,59.

421

40

375
M.N111

350

325

300

275

250

225

200

175

150

5

100

Dollars

67.7

4245

25 25.0

ipss

425.6

Total Expenditures*

1.90.1

39

290.2

/
13-9_.J0

306.0

46.6
,

Q.
. 24..8

20..5
15.2

1966' 1965. 1970. '1475

E U1 vent

Materials'

"4
,. 4

*110e: Total expenditures,include'equipment and materials plus

other it,Oms,suCh as maintenance and general overhead.

Totals are'plrpbablyilow but-trend is.indicati,ve of recent

developments. Datamionot ificlude\computers or programed

textbooks, but do Include radio and television.

Source: U, S. Offiee of Ed catidh

It

4
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Overall it is asonable to Say that despit..! increasing

demands for g ter individualizatj.on of instruet o and for more
t

'34emphas on learning rather than teaching 'audiov .s 1 technology.

is seldom used. co bring about education IP iv still
ptedominantly a subsidiary and supplementary ,elearit group

,.
paped, group prescribeci instruction where one teacher. aces

20 to/30 sttidents in 45-Minute units of time in classro

prising around 1,000 .square feet of enclosed space..
f

tl S COM-

A miniature self-inspructiorial system using mm
cartridge fiims has keen d'evelopea Sr.?,, Jose
State College and w,as applied tir\teach-
ing audiovisual techniques. This method. hais
proven that for many "how-to-ido-it" and infonna-
tional 'topics collitge students can ..usp,:tbdia' to
learn successfully by themselves.. o; "he 8.mrn methods
developed for.audiovisual 'production and equip7
ment orferation techniquei have been extended 0".
teaching the operation of 'keypunch .machines 3,
industrial arts woodshop and craft skills, use
of advanced- chemistry ,laboratory enuipient, and
occupati(knal therapy practices-: \.%

Richerd. B. Lewis -, former
director, Audiovisual-
Services'

San Jose .,State College

-r-cent gears some .seho_ols and colleges haveAemonstrated. ,;
the ability of phes, audiovisual media to liberate teacher. and

4,

*
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student from the educational locke-step. Audiovisual storerooms

that once served only the classroom teacher bore been transformed

in1.4.0 rich and rosponsivelearning-oentbrs f lot t' ac ers and

students. According to Colonel Howard B. Hitchens--; Jr. ,the tradi-.
1

t onal audioVisOal media have Seen integrated into the

that uctional processes at all ofthe millary academies.
'141-

Harvard's Project physics' has used 'audi(bistal 'media to fuse

stutlentsthe realitY\qf P/Ys lq$ with the requi reMents Of Indi-

teachers. Overhead 'transparencies, Elmm flint- loops,

films, , and labora ory equipment are combined'. with

teacher, standkrd---p t,nted materials.and pro ta exti in

urse which provides maximum flexibility.

Gerald Holton,. director of the projea;

Va I...

9`°:;---

It should be possibl
fullyliscindted with t

give /content of the disc
graiatation, and its crse

.be
Re
d

t

ords of

for a given: student to become
straightforward quantita-

ssion o the law of univeriai
'ences' in physics; he should

ble to pursue, this by f*ther ',reading, (as in the
der excerpts on gravity experiments) and/or ity

ing a CaVendish experiment, br at_leasi\ getting the
data from. And for this a,rticul'ar student tHis.,:
involvement iight be at-the; en e of the study

-of the historical background/ of tie k, which
in his case might not be of/primary interes But

,hi&I.:,neighbor, in the same Class, shall-
gtee` be allowed. (and furnished eqUally
have somewhat the reverse experience, a

,; 49es not slight the minimum phys-iCb c6nt
set` out for himl.n. the course.

t ?
.

n. a small number 'of schoOls, photography, and f msiniaking are

to spine de-
ood tools) to
long is he
t

encouraging an active, participatory type of educe io . There
r

,
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evidence that 'filly-making linked. in with -fiam-watching., "speaks"

(partiOularly to the deprived child) in 'a way that normal- book"-

oriented instywtion does not.,

..- Doing, hovever, is even more fun than viewing.
And doing with the ttew media is4where the sex. .. iappeal is at. Kids with still and motion.pic-
ture c'ameras, kids with audio and video recorders

(Ire having more fun than other kids.
1

John !..4. Culkn,,S.J.'
Director, center for C0111.-
munications

Fordhani 'University.

Its 1Teld*R.

Ly

Today instruction4 tele-W./ion fills less than 3 percent of

\
total classroom hours in the elementary and secondary schools of

..

,..
..,

the,,AVY's 16 lax:gest cities. In Boston, home Hof one of the

Most successful edUcat ional tplevis ion- stations,,NGBH, the city' s.

148 elemental* schools-own only 150 teleVision receivers,
. .

another 50 spread among its 36 junior and senior high schools./
Ohib'State UniVersity's radio station, which helped pioneerthe

I

Use-of radio in ;schools- in the 1930s wfs .transmitting two programs

a week to ichopls by 1967-68.
.

f

lq

01.

er
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One is /tempted to § that television courses
today are in the Mc uffey Reader stage. For
nearly half a cent y educational films have 'corn-,pressed Paige amou td of pictorial inforMa4on
into /ten-Minute r is with a narrator "tellingit. "r TheyAreak the class routine; then it ' s
overland done out much relatsiOn to course or
lesion plan.

Robert B liudson-, ,, (---

Senior ViCe P1-:81denp d
National Uucational T io isi,on

r.

38

. ..

El4melitar-rachoolai are the major 'audience' for open- circuit

instructional televisi n (as.differentiated from:closed-circuit,
.,

it ..-:= ,,
,

television and 2500 m gahertz). The all-purpope:' teacher in the se
.... .

i 4
contained classroom tilas teen willing to get qcvie;specialized help,

4..

in subjects like muss; art, and science, fr4keducationaf stations.

Secbndary 'schools M4kesignificantly /less 4-e of 'instructional.

broadcasting, beca se of scheduling diffifiulties and 'also because
-1 ,

secondary- schools f any size have such Specialis s as art and
music teacherd,. adjo and .televidion /appear spasmodically in

adult ,(or 'conti wing) education. /

'lath ew. exceptions, tel vision is. ,usually simply
imp() ed on long-establ oed curricula. and adminis7
trat ve systems. As, s h, television.become.s.`an
fdd.endum, an adjiince, and. ultimately an iptignifi-
cant litAe, item in the/ school budget. . Solid
attempts .to use the iedium'''effeciively for
instructional.put po s. are .f

/. Frederick Bteitenfeld, Jr.
Executive Director/ Maryland Center fot Public
Broadcasting

r

4



circuitrb`television was
vio/

educational institutions identified

as likely television nsers. ?I:ye years earlier 403 such institutions

were found to be (ming closed-circuit television. One major.

ftinction of closedicircuit, televialon in colleges is to distrib-",

ute, the normal classroom lecture to overfloW studerts in the

crowded' first-year and second-year courses. At Michigan State

University for example one or the largest users of closed- circuit

- /
televisrion in higher education ,-- 13 3 percent of, student credit hours

/.

freshman and sophomore classes are earned-via television.

'Generally, television and radio, like older. audiovis,ua

m tertals and de:vices, are being used to "enrich" btit at change

traditional education. In most school"" television th screen time

is filled with the face of the studio teacher, who is almost

certain not tc:.be one of the great minds 'to:irking on th
.

s/frontie
..

of the subject matter presented: Despite the growth of videotape
,

libraries and regional networks, ,the dream of shared res/ources and
4. if

the widespread exposure to a4corpb of real master teacherehas'not

O

r

been fulfilled, Moreover, '-the large number of local p.roductioni.
. .

units have led to a .dissipation of. talent ancrdoltars. *.Undernsed*
.r 0 ,-

. status'Studios are iconstant reminders or 'televiSoniV,- stat4ts in_American
. ,.

n_;American

education at the present time.
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been demonstrations, however, of television

440 .

megiriatively and effectively. Some-colleges of me' ` 'ne

and denti-tryfor example,-are realizing. 'one .'constructive potent al

of television: image magnification and image transportation. Psy-
,

chiatr sts also find television a useful research tool. A North

Texas,network is using televiaion with telephone talkback to take

postgraduate education from the campus to trAauate engineers who
4 4

have gone out into industry. Low-co-st videotape recorders are'

-

giving some student teachers the, oppor
Y
tunity of watching themselves

.

teach. In a few tchools and colleges, television brings visu.

. ,

.

materials
,

rimary sourte to -- live Meetings of theP ,

kl

Security Council of the. United Nations, for example or taped,

presidential press conferences of the past.

In American Sam_oa., -for a number of Years, television has ben
,

* . part of and an enabiling agent fOr-,-e...a comprehenaiwl reform Of
,

elementarysand,pecondary -education, along syse6s,lines. i'This

e

mprehensive reform included a major overhaul of curliculum,

move away from rote memorisation in. the classroom the production

of high quality integrAted print and nonprint a ,

4,41

cop ete4' dminiscrative and .logistital rg9rganization the cOnstruc-
.

tion of niurscyools.4 4,M1601*11inch.vogram, and systematic:' in- service
o /

training and .I for the classroot teadhers..

was designed as .the gore of4nstructiono'part of an oVerall instructional
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strategy worked,fout by teams of specialists.* Samoa contrasts strongly

with the highly -fragmentO.organization of school's on the Mainland

where it is customary for one committee to deade on textbooks,

another on televidioo lessons 1 a third on school

with minimum cooperation and maximum autonomy.

architecture,

.1The scope and limits of educational radio _today--areclearly
indicated by .the range of operatingebudgets available to the
medium. Almost 50 percent of the stations operate on budgets
of less than $20,000 a year. As might be expected;the educe
cational radio medium is beset with manpower problems. These
arise, from the obvious budgetary limitations, the lack of`
salary and career incentives, and the powerful attraction
to the young, of, television, hich has 'overshadowed the aural
medium for almost two decad . Moreover, there do not
/appear to be many manages w o function full-time in
station operation! Most often the school -connected static
combine station management with other fuv.etipind,,,,sucli as
teaching, departmental administration-, ,TV management, and
so forth.

Management, staffing; and budget limitations are in the final

froward

directly related to .school administration attitudes
froward the medium. With few exceptions-, institutions of-
higher education do not accord radio the game degree of con -
cern they do other interests, -and -thus fail to develop it

ly as an educational resource.'

The Hidden Med.'uxn: ..ducational Radio.
Prepared for 'National gducatiartal'Radio
by .legman- J Land /A.ss-ociates, 1967

kedital College, through WAMC, has Been pioneer-

ing the use of two-Way radio for the continuing. education, o doctors;

* The report from the new Governor of ,Samoa, iri July 1969, was that
the change rinAhe management contract for the Samoan educational--
program would not affect the achievements deseribed abOve.



There are now more than a half doien 'of \thes

.:

acros's the country. The Wisbonsin State Radio Network. uses part
', ),

t q 0 r k s

r\

of its frequenty allocation to provide,specialized programingjor

'nurses and a French program forligh-sdhool students,.thrqugh,P,
40`

system called murtiplexing which permits normal prograping to

continue undistuOed.,

............________._

A typical: WAMC two-vay radio conference includes
.

0
,

an announcer; a studio moderator, the network

audiende (located at 70 hospitals in a-100,000

square mile area), a moderatorNat each hospital,

and faculty drawn from one otOmoteof 28 medical

colleges. kTheiaud ence in theconmulAty hospi. ,

tal isable.to fol ow the prpsentation Witsh the

aid of mimeographed outlines and sets of 35m
slides'previously Mailed to each hospital.

-

At :the completion, of; the "lecture" the community

hospital moderator gathersieritten questions and'

comments from his associates and alerts theiptudio'

moderator, using an electronic alerting systen.

Replies to the questions are made directly by the

faculty. Unanswered questions are mailed to

Albany for transmission to the faculty who ,Phen

mail replies dire ctly to the questioner.,

Multiplexing, 2;500 megahe i television (Instructional Tele-
.

vision Fixed Service),scimmunity--antenna television arrangements

low cost, recorders, tatellites,'and Electronic Video gecording

,all have great potent *al for education. To date; however; their

use and effectivenOss have been limited -- both in'qUatt ty and

quality.
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The current sum total of all applications of-tele-
,

vision to instruction .has not made any lasting,
iMportant, or basic impact on,any part ofAmeri.pan
education.

Detailed arguments supporting the learning effec-
tiveness of televised materials are not needed in

'this paper. Suffice it to say that *there is a
veritable mountain of research findings to indicate
that people can learn any number of skills, from
television-facilitated instructional systems.

* * *

Television provides the potential of allowing mass-
scale educational programs to -ea. carried forward,
with Uniform basic opportunities and standards for
all participants-. It caw'be the facilitating means

of mass education ka'q genuinely'democratie age'.

The fact that the medium has beedseldom used to
carry out this important function in no way denies

the truth of these assertions.

The National Associationtf
Educational Broadcasteri

Programed Instruction

During the second half of the .1950s, programed instruction,

embodied in the teaching machine/. njoyedla short period of

jenthusiasm which .quickly waned. In the 'words of Susan Meyer Markle,

a.p oneer and authOrity in the field, "The impact of.programed

inStrimetion on the educational systeiiiha:s been minimal quantita-

tively and qualitatively."
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One;",important reason for the decline in the use of programed in-

struCti n'was that the teaching machine came onto the market.1Ong in

advance of the appropriate softqare. Also, according to a 1965 survey

of recent programs produced for schools, 40 percent provided no evidence

of preteqting, despite the fact that programed instruction claimed to

be theAirst real appliation of scientific principles to learning.

By 1967, a sampling survey showed -that the situation had actually

deteriorated -- 70 percent of programs had not been prevalidated.

e -r

The computer tan be an exciting ACational tool withtout

requiring tremendous financial Investment. Student's of

.every age use it and have a wonderful' time with it. For

instance, they can try' out arithmetic problems on the com-

puter, and it will give answers. Used this way', the com-

puter creates a responsive learning environment and is

thus a very powerful system. And the price is t.ot high,

because this kind of sciftware is not expensive. If we

limit its instructional use -to the programing of full--
courses, however, the fate of the computer could be stmi:-

lar to _that' of programed instruction: a good idea that

was more or less ruined by poor and prematura exploitation.

J. C. R. Licklider, Professor of

Psychology and. Electrical

Engineering
NhssachUsetts Institute of
Techi.uilogy

Today the tale of programed instruction materials, to education con-

stitutes only a. small fraction of,thetotal dollar sales voluMg\for'

\textbooks. However,-prograMed instruction has had Considerably more

pact:on training programs in-the ned services and in industry.

The technology of programed instruction challenges,traditional

teaching methods. The teaching Machine and 41e programed text

which =has now largely reylaced it present the7subject or.skill to,



be earned in Many small steps

1 *
the student to make responses a

orrect. The learner moves at

pace of, the groUp, and some

branch.,off on different. tr
. '

ith regular opportunities for

nd to knoN imthediat.ly if he is

Jiis own pace, instead of at the

programed materials permit him to

ticks.

When a study at Michigan State Unixersity revealed
inefficient use of laboratory time in Advanced
Mammalian Physiology, the Instructionall/edia
Center developed a preparatorptourse in basic
laboratory techniques. 'Audiotapes and slides --

supported by programed texts and 8mm single
concept films -- are incorporated in a course
through which each student can .proceed at his
own pace = prior to entering the action. 1
most notable result of the- ystem was to
reduce the time needecrin the-regular lab from
--i--hours to four: The hour saved was used for
the discussion of experimental results, which
before tended to be crowded out by the time
taken,just to set the experiments up. Student
nterest and appreciation for the course were
greatly improved.
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e

But too often, instead of changing educational procedures

in the direction of greater individualization programed instruc-

on has become an addendum to conventional educational offerings.
,

.

Recently, proponents of programed_instrUction have redirected

the thrust.. of the moVement., According to Douglas Porter of

Harvard: eduoators think of programed tstruct.on'as another

imediumiof instruction 'like television or tape., It is not._ Pro-

gramed instruction is ,a process for the.specification design,
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-perfeeti 1 and validation of instruetion-i'a*p ocess which is applicabl

,

ee6 all media. The full implication of, programed instruction can be

appreciated only when,this point is understood."

Prpgramed instruction'thus becomes synonymous with instrucO.onal

technology in its 'systems*.apptoadh" meaning. "The concept of
.

pro-Lamed instruction," according to Robert Glaser of the University

of Pittsburgh, "should de-emphasize the present orientation around

educational 'media,' e.g. films, television, and,languhie labora
,

terles and place-emphasis upon the process of instruction-in. which.

the special advantages of various media can be 'assessed."

When considered in relation to their proposed intent to

truly individualize instructiol, the quantity of programed

materials available to the schools is still miniscule.

Given the wide range of objectives which school systems

might wish to reach and the wide*variance in student

characteristics, we are a fong way from the "well-stocked
shelves" that would enable teachers to diagnose and pre-

scribe, as promised by the technology. Small doses pf

*elf-paced instruction prove disruptive within the normal

lockstep progreision, but individuOized instruction'

without appropriate materials also has disadvantages.

Susan Never Harkle, Head
Programed Instructiod
Office of Instructional Resources
University of Illinois

Languaje Laboratories '-

....0...m.m*

Language laboratories began to appear'at some of the large

Universities in the early 1950s. Alter 1958 when the passage of
-

the NationalDefense Education Act provided matching funds for the
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every?part of the Country

dusands of schools an-

began to install it.

However,: there was a serious lack of software.

was that the classroom teacher could write the

time and record the tape

147

colleges in

The assumption

script in' her *spare

that would be. needed. "Th"., resulti were

sometimes disastrous,' Elton.Hocking, Professor of Modern Langeage

Education, Purdue University, told the- tOmmission. -"Lacking the

-facilities and techniques for successful recording, the high-school

,

teacher prgduced a soundtrack that was amateurishoat best.`. More
/

,important, the content was often merely copied from the textbook,

which was never intended-fiDr such use."

.After a few years, despite' the establishment'of IDEA Institutes

for the training of teachers in the use of the new equipment, the

early enthusiasm for.language' laboratories declined. Interest was

'reawakened only after the arrival on the market of_commercially
t.

produced integrated maleaals- c ued films and filmstrips'

along with tapes and textbooks. Although, these packages promised

to be. effective, they were expensive, and many school boards there-

fore purchased "just the.book and tape combinationsc'foregoing the

films° and filmstrips. Moreover, the teachers, now released from the

heavy tasks of recording tapes, found themselves almost-as, busy

cataloging, bookkeeping ordering supplies, andarianging for repairs

e
required as the result of breakdowns'or vandalism.

d.
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Today, aftei qaarly a dozen years of intensive experien e,

it is clear that language'laborator es have realized only a f action

of their educational poientiaL. Moreover-
' 4 ,

to depend to a large extent on ccmprehensive reform in the 'method

of teaching .anguages. The traditional grammar-based method is

likely to be changed only over a c

a.

tool

cam
. \

1 exploitingtudenis. in many disciplines are increa&ing y the computer's"

4.1,1.4eY.

onsid rable period of time.

"The langdage la.b as a4 teaching Machine" was, a
perfectly sound concept o& the programer., but, -

the public and to many schooImen it meant that the
,MaWine, Gould teach. Not a few teachers
actually feared for ,their jobs. Today it is COMMbii
knowledge l that the Machine can only_ _repeat-th-e
prcigram /into it, and-that-a-gOod program
requires almost infinite tare and time po prepare*,
try out, and revise repeatedly.- 4

Eltonilocking
'Professoi of Modern Ling4ge

Education
Purdue University

The

omputer has -three main uses in educaAon: it is W a research

is a matagement tool; and it is a teaching-learning

a research and studytool, especially in higher education,
sk

puters have been in use since the m14-1950s Today faculty and

power of computation, data processing, problem solving, and simulation.

In tnib usage the computer's firncfio4 is not to "teathi" as it is in

compute -assisted/inseructici'n (CAI)2 \but to Provide:-the student with
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new ways of exploring and manipulating the subject matter he is

studying and the data at disposal.

One problem, however, is that computers -- both the machines.

themselves and the skilled manpower they require are expensive to

acquire or 'lease and to operate. Their use foi research".and study pur-
,

\

poses is concentrated, therefore, in a relatively small number of institu-,
.

tions. The President's Seience Advisory Committee in its 1961v report ,.

4, _,,x-

on Tco*PNIRKLLLIqi124LJItisaPlan, noted:

. at some fortunata and forward-looking colleges

and universities the educational use of computers is

uldespread an effective. But this does not apply

to the ma.ugty,mtere computing facilitiestere often

absent or. nad4uate

Recently the computer has en playing an increasing role in

the development ofinformation-retrieval systems-for research purposes.

Information-retrieval services for eduyational needs -- to date,
/2-k

highly-st)ecialized are beginning to appear. Some examples of

research -diretta-information retrieval are:

The NatiOnal,Lib ary of Medicine's Medical Literature

Anal s s and Retrieval System (MEDLARS), baSed"in Bethesda,

Maryland, with.various regional stations. MEDLARS indexes

the contents of approximately 2,300 biomedical journals

published throughout the world =and stores bibliographic
%Os

details on magnetic tape. Doctors andwvesearch workers

can retrieve bibliographic information both by subscription

to bibliographic publications and by computerized demand.

searches.

A



Chemical Abstracts Service, based in Columbus, Ohio, has
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been collating and publishing information about chemistry

and chemical engineering since 1907. Now becoming- increas -
r.

ingly computerized, it has alull-time staff of about a

thdugand and an annual budget of over $12 million.

A consortium of institutions of highe4ieducation, with

-headquarters at the Univetsity of Michigan, has develdped

a eomputerized, systeth for political-research data.

*Educators have already begun to consider the broader applications

of computerized information retrieval for schools and colIegesi. .At

the higher educatibn level, the Interuniversity Communications Conn,

cil (EPUCOM) has.among its cpiiguns, y t unrealized, information

retrieval-for research, instructOnal and
: CCif

7

purposes.

Computerized

operations already

,.'

information retrieval could also upgkade the few

serving the needs of .educational researchers.

adirlinistrative

The Educational Research- Information Center "(ERIC), set up by the

United States Offic of Education,-and comprising 19 regional centers

is the outstanding xample. "ERIC on Line," at the Stanford clear-

)10 _

inghouse which conc ntrates'on instructional tectinology, is an eipari-

mental advanced caputeriied retrieval system that permits searching.

more than 12,000 do cumenta in the ERIC system and viewingselected

O



tbstracts on a cathode-ray screen. ERIC-looks oivard to further

development of computerized services.

The extensi

hier education 'particularly in larger institutions, is not su

use of computers for management purposes in

prising, considering bulging enrollments and increasing amounts o

data to be ,processed. Administrative uses of the compute vary from

the.kairly straightforward keeping of scholastic recordS to the more

complex problems *'of forecasting fOture building and staff requirements

via simulation techniques.

In eleMenta'ry a ic1 secondary sChools, the computer use in

administration ig less widespread, but growing. New England

Education Data Systems (REEDS), based inWaltham, Massachusetts,

provides computer services to help member schooliiiith file

creation and maintenance,schedule construction, attendance

accounting, .test scoring and analysis, and student marks.

_ -

NEEDS has found tiftt the introd=uction of computers for such, adminis-
.

trative purposes can open the door to instructional uses of the

computer:

The...computer may prove to be essential for schools wishing to

Introduce flexible scheduling, with classes of different sizes

.meeting for different lengths Of time. A truly individualized

system of instruction, which tracks the student through his own

-



curriculum at his on pace using an_approprlate range of different

media, will generate -- sand require -- masses of data which must be

manipulated if: the system is to work.

A few pr
,

ograms are exploring they use Of computers to relieve

/the increasingly heavy burden placed o&guidance counselors.

The computer can advise a;.!,student'on course selections as well as

on future edU tional and career decisiofts. David V. Tiedeman of

Harvard University carefully notes that the computer, ip itself, can

"only help individualS understand egar career development. To this

end`machines are instruments .not masters, in career development."

Computer-assisted instruction, although it dominates the head-

lines, has to ,date had much less impact on education, both quanti-
.

tatively and qualitatively, than the other two uses of computers.

One of themation's most publicized CAI systems operates in New York

City. Here there .are 200 terminals in 16 schools operating at an

annual cost ofHabout $1 million a year. At the host, 6,000 ',children

one milrlion childrep in daily-attendance in the city sischpolsout of

:.are `getting' an average of 10 minutes of CAI im one subject per day.

Despite the claims that,the computerAs a highly flexible

teaching-learnrhg machine, OA keominant application thus-far of

CAI in sch6ols and colleges is for drill and piactice. Don. D.

*Bushnell of the Brooks Foundation told the Commission .that most



such s4ste s'-do little more than dispense 'instruction -in a

preprogramed sequence of graded instructional material..

to perpetuate the standard, classropm.prOCedures.1

modes of computer-assisted instruction tutorial

simulation -- ale used much'less frequently.

fixed,

designed

The more creat'live

jnquiry, and

Lawrence N. Stolurow, director of the Harvard Compter-aided In-
.

struction LaVoratory, observed-, in a paper prippared for, the Committee
o

for Ecbnomic DeVelopment: "The available' software both' computer

and educatioryat, is in a-very priMitive state of. development."

The lack of an empiriically validated theickyof learning and teach-

tug has beena major obstacle to the development of computer

assisted Inatryctlon But CA es hold out. the promise of help-
r .

in& to make learning a, truly individualized process. Inthis

nectibn Stolurow .warned the Commission not to confuse the present,'

reaUty of al with ita po ential: "Projections bled upon today's

same degree of fidelity a projections

brbthers' first plane would have had

n of the supersonic, transport."
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Today, there are fewer than 1,000 computer-assisted

instruction terminals serving fewer than 20,000&

public-school-students. When we:Subtract fkom

these totals terminals and students involved. in

limited experimental and,demonstration,projeCts,,
we find that'the paramdters of operational corn-
puter-assisted instruction shrink to less than.

500 terminals and 16,000 students.

* * *
Until now mathematics drilland practice at the

elementary 'school level accounts for a largo

centage of what ha-a, been defined as operatiorC

-computer-assistO, instruction.

There has been practically no systematic assessment.

and "` 'evaluation of the effectS of thg use of compu-,,,

ter- assisted instruction whereit has been employed.

In some cases, CAI installations have hot had access,

either internally ,or externally, to.personnel
qualified'to conduct valid evaluations; in.other-

instances, the,individuals responsible.for CAT have

been preoccupied with the-myriad-problems accoMpany-

ing the-introduction of a highly innovative program

and, therefore, have postponed evaluation; t

There is aft urgnt need td deeply, involve special-

iste in learning.research fiom the'Univetsity com-

munity in the systematic asbessment and-evaluation

of present and future computer-assisted instruction
'applications in the public schools. Federal and

state educational funding authorities must assign

A higher priority to'this.need than. they have in

the past.

* *

The relatively few studies which have been conducted

on CAI effectivenels,do create a basis for optimism

about .the `eventual contributions of the medium.

Iawrence Parkus
Radio Corporation of America



Dial Access

There are n estimated 120 dial acces s information retri va

'systems in* schools, colleges, -and univeisities 'acre

enabling the teacher in the claSsroom aild the mdividual student

4 1966; has 136 audio channels and-one, receptienpoint for each of

; the thousand-plus students on campus. elt has enabled substantial

in the study carrel to tetrieve, by dialing a "limber, limited

amounts of fnst:fuctlo al material. (The material is

and clistrib Ited via audio and/or audio-video channels..) 176r

ae'velopea

the system at Ohio State University, which..lilte many others

out of a language, laboratOry has approxir;lately 400 dif-

ferent reception points at various, campus,..locationS:.

biA dial-access system at Oklab kinristi College opened in

revisions of teaching Tr ethodology. to 'take place. A major problem in

the disparity in, background knowledge which students bring.
a

being tackled at Oklahoma Christian with special

pes,, to which any student can listen whene4er he wants .

institutions,, however the effectiveness of dial access

Hardware was developed without appropriate softwa,

not . sufficiently consulted, curricula were not revised

media and the dial-access equipment, often costing

over a hundred thousand dollars has been ieft to gathe
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Games and S inarlat ion
a

O

simulatin, which ca

media, have been used quite exten

teach Military strategy- and to

highly icomplek' electronic .eque'
also proving popular in bus

training. In medical edu

Medical Research at Mc

iVilstructional needs

to become the most

156.

n-be enactd-,via a -variety of

sively by the armed services to,,-

train servicemen ,n the handling of

nt. Simulation techniques are

iness, particularly for management

catiol Hilliard Jason Diecton.of

higan State: 'University, told the Commission:

are of such complexity that simulation is likely

iMportantrnew,educ tional development of the decade."

The Board of Gooperativ'e Educational Services in
Yorktown, New Yorki has developed a game .using a
computer which perniits the studeiit to experience
directly the basic principles of a primitive
agrarian economy. An IBM 1050/7090 computer
system simulates selected elements of the economic
functioning of ,p,Sumerian city-state around 3500

B.C. The student sitting at tte typewriter terminal
is the King,, and the e,omputer asks him on the bapis
of economic reports to decide how to use resources,
while trying to keep the population stable and well
fed.

Games and simulation ar ing, to a.small nunibe

schools and colleges. A relatively uncomplicated application is

education. Mor e. omplicated are games such as those designed

by the Educational DevelopMent- Center in Newton,,Eassachuietts,

for.use by elementary and se9ondary,schop7 students in social

Empire, for oxamp,1le, enables children to gain an u'nderstancli
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of.mid-18th:century trading patterns bOetting theM play the roles'

of New England mcratants,Southe p planters, and admiralty clstoms

Tnen. The.student seeks information, uses it aetively, ta:kes

decisions and then sees almost 1 diately ~the results of his

\OOCIS110 S.

e'

V

4
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Appendix

,THE CAUSES OF TECHNOLOGY'S LACK OF IMPACT

ON AMERICAN EDUCATION

There is hprdly a school. system or university that does not have

.one,or more film proje ct ors, slide projectors, record players,
r

Jel6vision 'sets or other technological devices and materials.

But the actual use of such media for instrUction plays a Very'

small part in the nation's total educational-effort, and the sys°-

tematic.harnessing of technology to tmprove leirniig has been
i

)

atttMpted only rarely. i

Why has progress leen so slow in futfilling technology'

..-----

recegnized pbtential for education? What has impeded technology's

impact on'instructimi?

There are many causes.. ThOggh most have been touched on in'

t, recommendat ofis and in-the text of this report, it seemed use-

ful. to .summarize them. here. ,

The causes of instructional technology's present low status

are so intertwined that it is difficult to separate them. Moreover,

the Cd ission's study has revealed that certain conditions 1--

perhaps the'most-basic and telling-causes of all -- are not peculiar

'to technology Les se but pervade all American/education. 'The, first

Q.
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and most far= reaching of these is lack of practical understandil

.___ILabout-the-prtieess of human learning. Despite recent progress

educationel research and development, educatore still have-ifew
.

reliable, validated guidelines for choosing one instructional

medium over another.

The degree .of,ignorande about fhig process of

educati6n is far greater'than,I had thought.
Rese,arch results. are more meager or more con-
traaidtpry and piogress toward the_development
of viable' theories of learning,and instruction
is far slower..

Charles E. Silberman, Director
Carnegie Study :of the Education

of Educatots

On a. more prodaic level, .education.suffers from insuffrcient

money. Taxpayer resistance, outmoded sources. of support, and

rising demands for-extended schooling have~ created. major problems

for education in ganeral, The hard fact is that only small

fraction of school or university budgets is ever available for any

form of instructional*materiuld. The implications ter instruc-

tional technologY and'other innovations are obvious. Most edu-
.

cational dollars are earmarked for staff salaries, and for new- ,

construction.- maintenance.

p..
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Both inadequate knowledge of the learning proc ss and lack

of funds contribute to.a third major barrier to 'needed educational

reform.. This is the Very) structure of today's formal edUcation,

a pattern of grades, courses., credits, departmentalization tour

years of higher education added to twelve yeats of elementary and

seconds y education which affords scant leeway for substantive,

!effective change in schools and colleges.,

Until we stop out futile efforts at minor adapta-
tions of our obsolete egg-crate schools and build .

a new organizational and administrative .structure,

we have small prospect for success iivgaining the

full- potential of recent, advances in sCience. = and

technolegy to dramatically improve learning in et

our tchoola.and colleges.

T. H. Bell
Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Sta e of Utah

Thoughtful critics of education within and without the estab-
,

lishment, are beeoming convinced that only by rad4cal rearrangement

of the prevailing patterns- of schooling, can education be sharply

improved. Some of the chief Ostacls to fulfilling. the potintial

of instructional -teclynology reflect

organie defects in the educational system itself.

according to these critkcs

t .1
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There is no system to reward the innovator. A
system doel---n.ot exist whictr'giVes r
promotion4 salary increase) to those interested
in improving instruction. The\larganizationeand

the institutionalization of education itself have
formed:the greatest barrier to the use of instruF-
tional technology. The research on instructiona\
technology has consistently occurred within the \\

system -- affected and controlled by the systemi- \\
zationtready in existence, This system can-
trols hat we may experiment upon, how we may
experiment and how we are to treat the results.

Richard E. Spencer
Professor of Educational
Psychblogy

University of Illinois

Innovationsvpatch4d on the conventional

A

indifferent results. Na matter how good

instance, it will find only marginal use

structure produce

a programed text is for

in a group-paced school.

Broadcast television programs,, even with repeats, seldom.fi in

.

with standardacademio schedules, especially in. secondary and

higher education. Innovations' like prograMed instruction and

television;

only as part

curriculum.

it*would,'Appear,.:can effectively improve instruction

of an integrated systematic reconstruction of the

A. curriculum is a thing.in balance that cannot
be developed first for content, then for teach-
ing method, then for visual aids, then for some,
Other particular feature.

Jerome S. Bruner
ProfesSor of Clinical
Psychology

Harvard University



Within this overall context constraining chaige, them arc

a number of more specific reasons for instructional technology's

limited progress to date:

a.
s.

Indifference or antipathy toward usini
technology in

162

Many administrators of school districts, colleges of education,

universities, or state education departments regard technology,

Professpr Elton Hocking -of Purdue University told the Commission,

as a kind of profanation of the classroom." The term "teaching

machine," :coined by early programed-instruction

zed the dehumanizing, depersonalizing influence

by many critics.

enthusiasts, cpitomi-

of technology feared

Teachers exhibit:a "bi-stable" attitude with
respect_to the use of technology:

If they-haven't used it' or if what
they've ilsetViras- been an irrelevant-
part of their-bpSYsdhedules,,they're
sure they don-V-1-iaVeftilne to_ use

If, on the other hand-, they have used
it and it has been a coherent part of
a full set of learning aids,' they say
they ,don't have time snot to use it.

Jerrold R. Zacharias
Professor of PhYsics
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
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2... ,Poor programs

Many educators believe that:

The-majority of television lessons, instructional
films, programed texts, comp ter programs for irstruc--
tion are of poor quality.

Television is often little more' than the distribution

of a_dull lecture.
4

Manny programed texts are unintereptihg;-unirispired,
and just plain tedious.

Instructional films are unsophisticated and' tnprofes-
sionalln comparison with' offerings of the locAl movie
theater or television stations.

Poor software is itself the manifestation of many contributing

difficulties: lackof-money, lack of trained' and 'imaginative

writers,-directors, and programers; and resistance of educators to

materials that are foreign to current classroom practice.

.Much of "the industry" is still to much outside'
the thought stream of professional.education;
there is too much tendency to "think ups'' films,

ete., And then try to merchandise them later. We

do not, in saying this, point a derisive linger
at the industry. The schools have done far too
little to help achieve a unified approach. Never-

theless, the lick of media programs that are
genuinely.rooted in the schools' concerns remains
very serioUs.

40

Fred T.Idilhelms
Executive Secietary
The Association for
Supervision ani Curriculum
Development
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Inadequate ectuiPment

Equipment frequently is not good enough to meet:the needs o

the classrooms. - It breas down, and there is s-otten no ptOvision

k3r immeiti.ite repairs. Not unti14echnical equipment in education

\

bpcomes as foolproof, teacherproof, and childproof as common house-

hOd appliances will teachers use it everywhere. But today such

eql..\ipment ischaracterized by:

Poor design -- For years educators have complained_

about the fact that equipment is poorly designed-for.

thdir particular needs. So-called daylight .screens,

for example, in fact require darkened rooms; 16mm

film projectors are difficult to,operateheavy to

carry around and expensive; reels of filmkdo become

unwound in the classroom.

The hardwareis really in. a never=znever,land of

great promfie and disappointing"achement.
content is usually nonexistent, where used it is

irrelevant, and its integration with the rest of

the curriculum is ha;hazard.-

Howard-3. Hausman, Head
Student and Curriculum
Improvement Section

National Science Foundation

.01



In part the problem i that educators frequently atquire

eqUipment that is designed primarily for noneducation

markets. The -equipment does not 'fit education precisql.

eample, one company's deciiion to limit its new 8mm

filth cartridge to as faur-minute running-time was.based

on home uSe'of 8mm cameras which generally accommodate

four minutes of fillM "in each load.
4,*

Incompatibility -- A videotepe recorded on the equipment

made by one manufacturer cannot be shown on the equip-

ment made `by another. A computer program is- usually

designed for use on ::only one cotputer -system.

.Our-first acquaintance with the videotape recorder
brought sharply to our attention the problems
related to the fact that there is no compatibility,
between the products-manufactured by one firm and
another. Thus software produced with-one brand of
videotape recoY r cannot be utilid onanother.
This certainly. oses a major handicap forfore those

o Wish to pro uce educational software.

John K. Hemphill., Director
_FAx. Weft .Labbratory for
Educational Research and
Development

.41r Obsolescence Once \urehased, equipment usually has to-

be kept until it wears, out completely.. Thus schools

.

and colleges cannot_gtu adopt easy-to-use
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equipment in place of oUtmoded har,if-to-use equIpMent

which they have on hand.i
I

axe

Considering- the ctrrqnt inakcessOility,-of motion
pictUres in-education; 1,6* films might - better ,be
likened to manuscripts, chaihed to monastery r
ing tabiesi which-case rt3min might be the bbok
liberated ia.4 made ubiquitous, 11y- the invention of
lirint _with movable type-.0.

Louis Forsdale, Professor of
EnglisDA`, Teecthers College
Columbia University
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Inaccessibility

Neither. the existence o goo4. films), television lessons, or

programed courses nor, the desire to use, them guarantees extensive

use; A major problem is accessibility. Expensive film prints are

housed in central libraries= to be distributed to teachers who have
4....to requisition them months in advance. In many schools (and es-

..

. ,

pecially big school' systems) thet red :tape is almost insurmountable.,

The process is annoying and time- constm ng, and alienates many)

-teachers.

Other problems of accessibility include:

School 'television producers' find it difficult to\

obtain film footage, stills, ar fesearch'data on
tik

optimal ways of designing progams for the imProve-

ment of learning._
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Copyright, has made ac e ss

tremely complex.

During a recent visit to an inner-city school in-

a large city, it was brought to my attention by

the princiipal and teachers that in order for them

to use the equipmant available, it would be neces-

sary for the teacheis,to leave their classrooms
unattended while obtaining the use of the equip-

ment. In a situationvhere free time is not even
provided,for'the teacher, to eat lunch, it seems
ridiculous td exp6ct them to take the time neees

sary to actually physically secure the equipment,
not to speak of the time necessary to plan for

its use in order to be effective.

fi

Instructional teChnology lacks a well-funded and coMprehensive

Freeman Ii. Vaughn, Director,
of School Projects,
Industrial, Relations Center
University of Chicago'

system for disseminating materials, research data on effectiveness

and information about institutions which a

f ie9hnOlogy.'

e maki g significant.uses

5. ' Teachers not trained in instructional technol-gy

Where the're are good programs, and access themoiswell-

organized, ,ehe use of materials is often minimal because teachers

are inadequately trained to exploit what is available. Nopt colleges

of education do not integrate the.basics of instructional technology



ling programs. Most courses at' such colleges are

resovz se to instr ctionaltechlology. In-servicetaught without

training progra as in schools vhich do us

y should.influence than th

technology exert less

Regardless of whether a s hoof buys a closed-
circuit television system language lab, science

lab, or shop equipment, aly pretraining in the
operation of the equipment is Minimal. The equip-

ment, therefore, in many cases lies idle, waiting
for an instructor to learn how to use it and to
develop confidence in its usefulness in teaching.

Bruce Boal, President
lolickock Teaching Systems,Inc.

Media specialists excl.udcci from central ' fanning

If media.specialists are consulted about curriculum and

organization at all, it is usually after key decisions have been.

made. As a result, schools-and colleges usually make'little effort
.6

to weave new kinds of materials and modes of-instruction into.the

fabric of the institution; generally the best programs utilizing

the.newer media are tacked on as afterthought or optional "enrichment

Though many-instructional technologists blame this critical

flaw on the conservatism of the edicational system, there is reason

to place some of the responsibility on the innovators themselves.

In a recent address to a conference of thstructional television.
-



specialists, gbbert L. Hilliard,- chief of the educational broad-

casting branch of'the Federal Communications Commission, said:

"We have teeneOntent to bow gracefully aWayiroM 6-direct

impact uponthe curric lum and permit a curriculum coot-

Iiinator to determine exactly what will be televised so that

-

it can 'enrich. -and supplement' -- not change IA* the,present

outmoded content andprocess in learning and teaching."

What has become no unfortunately, for most
school communications people is a world full of
mad dashes from one crisis to the next. There-
is seldom time for effective planning and for-
doing creative work which is-the lifeblood of
progreSs. The technological phase of schooling
is now mature enough so that it should have its
staffing needs met in a businesslike manner.
Limited staff is now the-most critical item hold.-
ing up progress in this area

A...Richard Clark, Director:-
Educational Communications
Deportment
Scarsdale 0.Y.) Public
Schools
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Appendix

TIE COST AND COSTING OF "INSTRUCTIONAL CHNOLOGY

Intproduction

Ten or fifteen years from now
lot

schools colleges, and univer-

sities 'will probably be able to detern:tine, how much it costs to

teach a child arithmetic, what it-costs per unit of instruction

;to teach in the summer as compared with the winter or to teach at

night or on Saturdays as-compared with the regular school day,

how much it costs per unit of achievement to teach .inner-city,
4

children as compared With suburban chtlAren, what it costs to use

instructional television or computer-assisted instruction as a.

part of the regular teaching process compared with, not using

these devices;

Today, none of; these compailsons are possible because the
- :

accounting practices of educationalimstitutionsot produce

the required data. Present practices are priMarily

their primary purpose is to assure thein nature; that

public that each dollar received is properly accounted for and

that each dollar spent has been properly authorized.

Fiduciary ad-counting systems are used extensively by trust

departments. of banks and by most government agencies -- federal,

state, and local. They serve an important function i.n society.

However the figures derived from such records cannot be used
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directly for the management of 'an enterprise, whether a govern-

ment agency, or (a- school system. The data have to be .reptoces'sed,

suppleMenf:ed, and analyzed, sometimes at great cost and effort,

to make them infosmativ, useful, and even understandable to any

boy= but the keepers_ of the records. Without this processing or

it is frequently impossible to 'make direct cost compari-

sons between school systems-, or even to compare one system'

costs from. one year to the next.

Nor is this problem new. Beardsley Rural once chairman o
,R. Macy's in New ,York and a A.ong-time in analyzing

educational economics (from the early 1.92069 to his death in 1960),

called it to the attention of the U. S Office of Education more

than a decade ago.

cost of Ins tructi Technology-

)

)
I

"

Well aware then of -the inadequacy and limited compar -

ability. of most _available economic dtra--irr-education, the _

staff of the Commission on Instructional Technology examined

a group-of reports by experts on the cost and, costing of

instructional technology. The conclusions were as follows:

Only a mal.1 percentage of the annual budget of an 'school,

cone e or.universit as availabctional
-materials (including books).
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A paucity of funds is a major obstacle to the introduction

of instructional technology. ,No more than 4 percent of per

pupil expenditures in public schools in y year is spent for

instructional materials of all types -- including textbooks,

library books, maps, :charts globes, and laboratory it ms,

well as the newer media.

Per Pupil Expenditures for Instructional Materials
in Public Schools

1967-68 and 1968-69

Item

D011ar
Expenditu-res

Teaching,
materials

Textbooks

Percentage of
total ,per pupil
expenditures

Teaching
materials

National
Median

1967-68 1968-69 1967-68 1968-69 1967 68
I

High Top
uarter Tenth

1968-69

$14.75

Textbooks

5.10

3.27.

$15.08

5.58

F

18.94

7.04

2.9% 3.8%

20.64'2 $24 98

7.'67 9 19.

1.4%

3.7 %., 4.9%

1.3% 1.9%

$27.35

9.66

4.7%

1.7h

Source: gomau EttAngT21, January 1968 and January 1969-

On -tom other hand most school systems colleges, and universities

spend more than 60 percent of their operating budget on instruc-

tional salaries./ When the heavy costs of building construction

and maintenance are added, the average school;-ollege has little

left over to meet change through tetlinolog cal or ather -experiments.,
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Commenting on this dilemma Charles J. Hitch, president of

the.University-of Califolnla 'told an intermtional con-

ference in Paris (April 1969):

Changes in acadomic organization, when a
univeysity does want to strike out in a
new direction, almost inevitably require
that most potent of all social lubricants=
lots of money.

was not usually available.

The coatis-- of instructional technology very widelvz., depending

upon the range of equipment and services.

For example:

AboUt $700 can buy a 16mm film projector.

Fifty to sixty thousand dollars can cover the
initial cost of a dial-access information
system in a college or university but costs

-----can run into the hundreds of thousands.

On the average, a closed - circuit television
system costs $178,000 to install, and can be
operated for $86,000 per year.

Nil-lb self-instruction 1 units of a physiology
*course developed and roduced at Michigan
State University; maing. use of carrels, audio
tapes,- slides, 8rnm films and programed texts,
cost $49,,000 /

The high school physiies course produced by the
Physical Sciences Study Committee (PSSC) cost
$6.5 million.

The Midwest Program on Airborne Television
Instruction cost $18 million for the period
1961-1965
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A simple tel6Vised ledture car be produced for
as little as $50 anihour, While a presentation
making use ZYffliiiand other visual materials
might cost as must as $6,000 an hour.* --,

.NC_mputer-assisted instruction of the drill
practice variety is likely to cost $27.2
million a year in a school district of 100,000
students. But using the computer more
creatively as a sorts of tutor puts the price.
'tip to $71.8 million.*

These ara,eosts for individual applications. On a'nationwide

basis, the figures are very large. Booz, Allen and Hamilton

(dhicago-based management consultants) concluded.that:

If instructional television were installed in
he'16,000 public school systems which represent
75 tai` 80 percent of our elementary and secondary
school population, the cost for ITV would be
$265 Million to $1.5 billion.*

In the spring of 1969, the American. Library Association and

-the National Educ tion-Association published a book of

* Source: Carter, Clyde N., and Walker, Maurice J. Costs of
Installing and Orxeratings Instructional Television

andComuterAssistbdinthePublic
Schools. Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc.,

1968. Pr pared for the Committee for Economic
Development in 1968 during a study which led to
the publication of the report Innovation in
'Education: New-Directions for the American
School, Committee for Economic Development, New
York, 1968.



gaidelines*.settina forth standards of equipment and°

materials'requird for Aedia programs of good luality

and establishing criteria for the Ilectia services

resources, and facilities essential in the educational

process. Loran C. Twyford, Jr.,"Chief of the Bureau of .

Classroom Communications of the New York State Education
47?

Department, reviewed the standards and then estimated'

that if they were fully implemented in one year, the

cost would be $38 billion classified in broad categories

as follows:
-4,

Public elementary and secondary
schopls an billions. of dollars)

$ 8.04
16.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Subtotal, public schools $27.0

Nonpublic schools 4.0

Higher education 7.0

Total $38.0

Equipment
Materials
Professional staff
Supporting sQtaff
Film rental and television

* Standards, for School Media Programs, American. Library Association

and National Education' Association, Washington, D.C., 1969. The
standards presented were prepared by a joint committee of the
American Association of School Librarians of the American Library
Association and the Departnent of Audiovisual Instruction of the
National Education Associationo in Cooperation with an advisory
board consisting of representatives from 28 professional .and civic
associations. The publication notes that although the American
Association of School Librarians revised its standards in 1960,,
and the Division of Audiovisual Instruction released- standards in
1966, significant social changes, educational developments, and
technological innovations made it imperative to bring standards in
line with the needs and requirements of today's educational goals.



TwYford calculated that once this invq$tment bed been made,.

it would cost (al billion per year to opelate and maintain

system of:instructional technology in the nation's schools,

colleges, and u iversities, including the replacement each

year of the equipment and mate ials becomi5g worn out or

6solete. S. Barry Morris, A sistant Superintendent for

Finance; airfax County schools, Virginia, esti-

mated that for a school with 1,006 pupils the annual, cost ot
r

maintaining and replacing equipment and materials alone would

amount to about $42;000 a year or an ;average of $42 per pupil.

The costs of instructioaal tesimplom22121412e reduced

in a number Ofisys. For example:

(a) By increasin the number of students who r'eteive

instruction thEalahaESELiSELEEtt022101EK!ZEJ&
-

increasin&the period of time over which the

equipment is used. The cost of operating an in-
,

structional ter. vision system for 10,000

/ 1
students may/be as much as $250 a year per

student; h, wever, if the number of students

using teeVision were to rise to 500 000, the

cost per student could be as low as $12 a yeer.

* Based on date'from Costs of iliqalliya_algiontaiing Instructional
TelevisitsmcUmputer Assisted Instruction in the Public Schools,

prepared for the Committee for Economic Development, 1968.



If the television system could be operated for more

'than the usual number .of hours in a typical school

day, and for more than the usual nuMber of --days in

a typical school year, then the cost per student

could be cut again.

Richard E.'Speagle, profeseor of finance; at Drexel

In$titute'of Technology, observed after analyzing

data'on the costs of instructional technology sub-
.

mitted to the Commission:

The annual bill at schools, colleges, and

universities for.physical facilities, like

science and language laboratories, gets .

folded into
and_intensity

without reference

o degree and intenSity of use

industry, by contraat, inputs of plant

equipment 'are firmly controlled by a

ark of performance,' "Aandard costs."
shoot. up sharply when the utilization

1 .below a desitect peicentage. of

In
and
benc
These
rate
capacity

In order, then, to benefit 'from the economy of large--scale

ration, schools, colleges, d Universities would

have to pool, resources. To dat however, cooperative

arrangements between Oucationa institutions of the

requisite magnitude have not bee made. A prime

reason appears to be opposition bY those teachers who

resist any threat to their traditional autonomy.



(b) By stepping up the output ofplalusl.sLLhaiorsi
want.

ignthg bu51d 3 j.nstructional

spec: f. ... for inStructieall_zummm.

LaWre.nee Pafkus of Radio Corporation of America

told _the Commissidn that the IBM 1500 systern
t.

for examples which is being used for computer-

assisted instruction, was originally designed

for such tasks as process control of cracking

towers in petroleum refineri6s. Consequently,..,f>

the system ;Incorporates many expenstve features

not needed in elementary and sccobdary schools.

Some people believe thateso. computer designed

especially to meet school needs mIght: be-Cheip-er'

than existin3,or projected commercial models

altiiough the Commi ssion has heard from yell-

informed sources b lieve otherwise.

",
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ThL hZ11LIfl g.OL1I of cciputtQssisted instruction '
--

1fl clem3nLaLy £k'I(l sccody ec1uctton hs been, '

)

I

abovci all, a, function of Ihe hig1, indeed eiorbitant
cosLs of the ucdii. iliosecosts inciuc1e harth,re, g

sOftV3?, flC1 gencra1 aperetin ciprses. Unt1
r

these cosL are £igniftcantly reduced, itis
inpo:: si..bie to prcdicL when, if ever, compuler-

I I assisled vstruc12on wilJ bc absorbed into the
' mcnnslrenm of the nstrucLiomt1 process it the

I:

c1onwnLary Tttd sccOjic1a d1s.

ITheic :s rather nde1yhe1d bc1$cf.wat1iin the
Oduccit3onl community -- b, those wbc aic involved
in conputo r-s3 is Led research and deve 1oprncnt as

! well as thos who ar'e users -or pteñtia1 users of
the iechurn -- thac-'thc adviing state of the art

- f- redcc
the cos1 of eornpuL.-r and peripheral equipucmt.
TILlS belief refiects a serious misunderstanding
ol: ti ctc industry end its major rnirkeLing

,.

uirust.: : T

1%

:

..,
: ,

'.\ .'** '. .

r'
Data processirt equ!pmcnt is, is, and will continue

,

a: to bc dcsigftcd to serve the needs of extensive and '

, wc11-cnJowed coinmercia1 and seientfic markets . Th
/ users in these markets require data processing

ccuprnEnit that possesses cxtremcly sophisUcated
and complex capabilities. Computer-assis ted ins tru

tibn systeis now used in educaUon are creited front

/ this equipient which, in any cases, offers
capabilities not needed, in other cases lacks

\
/

capab3litles required in education.
1

:

/
I

/ If the potential of cømuter-assistod instruction is

: to be realized within a reasoiahlc .tine;a system

/ muL be developed for education which possesses the
data processing capabi ities peculiarly required by
c1'catOrs and falls in a much lower price range than
is possible at present. Federal and state educational
fundag authorities must upp1y thç initiat'ive for
this program of resea ch and development.

*

Lawrence Parkus -.

Radio Corporation of America

0 a

/

a

- **1__ --- - ---- -- - ----
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11 creasin t e...142LhisLes0ich ,sty den± learns.

4

If the. average st dent iald d by truce onal' technology

could master a given curriculum in less t lane than with

traditional methods, the cost of his education

could di7pp. In some branches- of the Air Force,

for example, the introduction of programed instruction

ha-s reduced training time by about 30 percent, with the_

financial savings more than offsetting the

cosies of progrAmedinttructiol.

eve 1 pment

fn order to achieve,these saVingsi however, educttional

institutions may have to reorganize themselves. In some

cases ,
for instance, a student able to obtain the objec-

tive of a programed course more vapidly than the rest

of his group cools his heels until the rest of the -amass

catches up.

-Most'-dateati. ostScoliV-iiittfifotionaltechnblpir''.10Ck the

v.

1122egstazAtaaptandies_tii to mans ers make

201SY_...4!.'471§191511T'.

The data are usually subject to man: tations and footnotes,

sometimes to a heavy burden of re
N,.

4,%; -

ations. In some sFases the

data yield only future odels. 'For. these the range of cos

estimates varies rAdely, depesnc ihg upon the assumptions.-.



For example, a model pr

is:turned:*

pa d by floor, Ariel and

A system hul.ng (a) a studepopulation-of 100,000
:in grades one to 12...;(b) 152 schools of 24 classrooms
00.; (0:30 perelementaryClaos and 25 per
secondary clot's; (d) corctinuoUt-operation through a
six-hour school day fOr450:instructional,days:per se11061
year; 'and--(6) one hoOr Of'inttrnetion4e*r'ttudent par
day through h-television and.one hour through Computer-
assisted instruction.

cr this single specific model, cost projections ranged from

$800,000 to $4,6op,opo a year. Obviously a range of this magna

tude -- where the top figure is more than five times as large

as thec bowboom fig re -- rules out the making of. a firm policy

decision

The costs of instructional technolocr,y cannot be c9nsidered in

itolation. They JELIELheLsauared with the costs, of other forms

instruction, as well as the real costs toLOci.e1=an tap-,

0

..productive

The comparative figure's needed depend on (or can only. be generated

by) the kind of cost analysis techniques pioneered recefiti)i' by

,

business and goverl ent,0Aludcfig -systems analysis, cost-beefit

and cost-effectiveness,:inalysis, and planning-pfpgraming-budgeting

sy tem (PPBS).4 Aew educational institutions, such as,theUniver-

sity,of California under President Hitch (a key figure in

introducing PPBS into.the Department of Defense), Stanford

University, Princeton University, and, the University of TorontO are

experimenting with these. ,techniques, financed partly by grants from

Prepared for,the Commtttee or pconomic Development in 1968 during
a study^which led to the *lb 'atilt= of the repO, t Innovation in%.

ollsattmlNw Directions for he American Seii. C 1, Committee for
EcohOmic Developme-nt, atirewcYo.,-k, 1
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. And a cost - benefit analysis hao been worked out
O

to identify the felativeyeffectiveness of various Job Corps centers.

Notes on tech 3.que.s of cost analysis;

Systems anal:, sis,- a technique for problem solving already used
by industry and government (Someday it may be used 'exter.3i-krely
in edycatio-i) raises three-main questions about an organization's
activrties..

1. tat are the objectives to be reached?

2. AIow can these objectives be reached most efficiently?

3. How do we know when the objectives ha-Ve been reached?

In developing answers to these questions, the researcher has to
consider-the_ organize tion involved both as a whole and in' parts;
also the relationship of the virt6i16-parts-.---When-applied_to
education, the technique considers the many different components
which interact with each other (in a school, for example, such
components as students, teachers, parents, buildiugs, books,

technology, lunch Programs). Although precite descriptions of
the interrelationships are vital to the process,, they are,
obviously, difficult to obtain.

Cost-benefit and costleffectiveness analysis arc used in the
second stage of systems analysis in order to choose among
alternatives for reaching the desired objectives, The best
alter,pative is the one which has the highest ratio of benefits
to cost. Cost benefit, the broader categofy,. includ44, cost

effe'ctiveness, which may be measured concreXely in dollars
or 'valld test scores. In.addition, cost benefit includes
such aspects as enjoyment or recreation,, which may be
deeply; felt but defy precise quantification.

124112EinEEE2EYsminamilELling,§Ystem (PPJ3S) is, in effect, cost-
benefWanalysis conducted on a big scale. It is a fiscal form
of systetns analysis designed,/to assist decision-making.

James G. Miller, vice president of DIXON, states the problem
hick PPB8 sets Zut to answer a# followS: "With a given level

resources, available, the task of an educational administrator
is to select the policies, people, facilities, and equipment
that t:01.11 give the students the / 'best and biggest education per

buck: '"

Richard-E. SPeagle
:Drexel. Institute of

Tgehr!olopY-,

S.:
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Until now the results of.costtanalysis techniqUes at educa-

tional institutions have-been fairly crude. The reasons are not

hard to find. To be succesfulthese techniques require far more
.,/

knowledge about the process of "vdtcation than is vailable today.

For example, what are the specific objectives of education? of

teaching particular' subjeets or particular skills? 'What input or

volume of resatices applied to a learning situation causes which-

output? which beneffts? What is the relationship to teaching and

learning of nonschool factors (as, for instance, how much does diet

affect learning ability),?

In writing about these matters, Richard Hoop r Harkness F llow

studying, educational techpology in the United States -told the Com-
i-

mission that tile: 4gquisttrtop, of objective data-about the costs and

tenefits -Oft vart-ous' forms of instructional teehnology would .require

a "great will,r',,to;110 the) j;pb4' ,01.,,,Frto accompany a...vastry increased

research.program. 'Even grafting that ,such effort could'be mounted,
;

4 .4

moreover'', Hooper noted that-education essentially a= human process

would always defy, measurement. He added:

If analytical techniques to those used in
industry which deal 4n. definable products and,prof t.
objectives) are \ applied\suncreatively, they ,might

,drixe otit the -moments of spontaneity, the intuitive
idea,, and the unpredictability\of human relationships.

The benefits of education which can be given a dollar
value (for example, td tents' earning power in later
life) shonld,not be evereMPhasized at the expense
of benefits which resist economic analysis.
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A pendixD

INST4LICT1ONAL-TECANOLOGY AND TELL POOR

an technology-help to meet Ohat many regard .as the most press-

ing problem in education today: the needs of the poor -- in. the

central cities, in depressed rural areas on Indian reservations.

Not,surprisingly there "4s very little evidence at present

on;mhich to bast a_soUnd conclusion. Most Of the experimelitation

with instructional tedhnology has been in the more affluent*-sehool

systems. It .ls hard to find money for teaching madhines and

television sets in # school ,which la0s paper and pencils decent

acleAtua-te plumbing or even minimum maintenance .anci ,p7afety

provisions,

But based on what little 'evid does exist, an,,d on the

judgments offered to the Co lissioniby educators specialists, and

students thethselves, it does seem that technology, wisely and com

prehensively ii:Oed could-.help greatly to upgr#de theeducation of

the poor. if so, the investment required should.surely assume high_

priority on the nation `s list of unfinished business 4'

This section highlights the magnitude of the problem and a

few of its salient features, and then 'Presents pcsitive and

negative views on instructional technology's potential role in

reachini some tolutions.
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The Nagnitude of the Problem

Some of the inequities in the nation's educational system stem

directly from geog aphy, some froM the way sdhools are financed.

Other are the bitter heritage of poor and minority groups blacks,

Puerto Ricans Mexican - Americans, Indians ,.the rural poor, and

7;P
migrants to the city.

One majof obstacle to fulfilling America s;commitmbnt to

universal public education and equality of educationalopporttnity

tttt

is the .haphazard pattern,of support for education across

..e

b

per pupil wh e others spend less

not necessarily an indication of a

their schools. The district paying

the nation. ome school districts spend more than $1,00 per /year

han $400. These. figures are

communityls effort to sUpport

$400, for instance, might be

taxing: itself two ar three times more per dollar earned than the

1

richer district paying $1,500. Noreover since the bulk of revenue

.going to schools ls, drawn fram local property taxes (about 52 per-

cent nationally) thoie communities with the most valuable (that is,

taxable) properties .fare much better than the poorer communitAt.

fi'

This. grant of unequal power' to tax, is the central
fact of life in school finance,- and if taken by
itself implies.a.public policy that the ,rich de-
serve better educational services than the poor.

National Committee for
for Suppor of the
Public. Schools
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inequities in educational opportunity penalize mall ions of

.American children. In attempting to bettei the lot of children'

thus penalized,educators, technologists, and social reformers

should consider a number of spd4a1 factors.

II The Rural Poor There are 14 '.million rural poor in America.

(There. would be more if so many. hadn't moved to the cities.) Low

salaries coupled with the drawbacks many teachers find in small-

town ilife, make it difficult for rural schools 0 attract and hold

f

qualified teachers. The percentage of u certified teachers in

rural areas is twice as high as it is in. metropolitan areas.

In recent,years there has been a considerable amount of

consolidation ofimall:school dist. icts enabling schools to

have better fdcilities and staff -- but many rural schools-ar

1A
still ill-equipped, 'some with-outdoor privies,,sOne without),,runtling

water: And todthere are still about-10000 one -room schools in
,o

this country. Schools lacking basic necessities (and even many which

have them) naturally lag' far :behind in more sophisticated equipment --

language ands s̀cience laboratories eic. 4

e

'Almarican Indians == In the United States abdut 600,000 people

belong to more than 300 different Indiati.tribes. Almost half leave
I

school before completing high school,' arid 75 percent live on incomes

under $3,000.
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At one4.elementarysChool for Indian hildreii a highly
elaborate teaching 'ay.steM,:wiit 'set up under the direc-
tion of a private cOMpany. '-Daily,tests were adminli;-,
tered on the 'concepts that had,.been taught in each
subject area. Test resulte were proceesed by a .com-
puter,. and a printout of the coneeptual areas in ry

which- each chl..14 was fleficient was _given_to-- --teaehefi
before thebegi.m,_Ii_il,7-o-f-s-choi---A7----the next day.

/

r

Ast the same time, Several hundred films had been
-catalogued according to the concepts they presented.
The computer searched out the films which corresponded
to the areas i2n which most of the students appeared*
deficient. The re) evant films were transmitted by
closed-circuit TV throughout the school, l'achers
could make the. choice as to whether they xlphed their

-class to view a film, which film, an& when.

The elaborate program was discontinued the next year
much to the'relief of stlidots-_and teachers.' The
term nconcept"'had not been sufficiently 'defined;
many of the 'films which were to teach specific
"c-Oncepts" actually were irrelevant to the teachers
purppses; or the film took much too long to achieve
what tlao teacher could ,do alone in a, matter of
,minutes. Ohservers reported that toward the end
of the school year most teachers ;eft their TV
receivers turned off all 'day long.

Vincent P. Kelly
Bureau -of -Tndian Affairs

Most Indian children enter school handicapped by impoverished

backgrounds and also by a serious .language problem: At a school on,

one large-reservation, for example, 95 percent of the six-year olds

regularly begin school speaking no English at all;

The educational needs of American Indians are not too different

from those of other minority ikoUps: more and better teachers;



teachers who understand and respect them; a curriculum which is

'relevant to' Indian history, and_culture. But perhaps most

pressing is the Indi ns' need for active participation inidtheir

children's education, and control over their own schools.

Mexican-Americans -- One-sixth pf the school age population

the five southwestern states is Spanish-speaking. Ina..9fiOin

California alon about half the population of Spanish-speaking 14-

year olds and over had not gone beyond kb. 'eighth.` grade . Here again.

the language problem is- fundamental.

.Ironically thdkchil4 who enters school with a
language deficiency and the cultural Aeprivation
of long-con iiited pogtrty is often made, unbear-
ably aware 6f his disadvantages.. School is
supposed to help him solve these problems; -in-
stead it convinces him that they are beyond
solution.

Herschel T. Manuel
Spanish S eakingSh ldr en

of the Southwest
Their EdtTation and
the Public Welfare

OIMINNIMI=1111111.1.111...M110.111.111.=1.711M.

O

4. In 1965 the Education Associgtion asked a group of

Tucson Arizona( teachers to study the 'education. of Spanish-

speaking ,people in the Southwest.. The results of the survey,

publ.ished inta book called The Invisible Minority, were summed up

thus: "Is there something inherent in our system of pane, dchool-

ing than impedes the education of the Mexican-American child -di, that
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indeed drives'him to drbp out? And the answer, unhappily, must

be yes.

c'Urban Ghettos -- The most concenttated, dangerous-problem

--
in American education today lies fin the

The schools there 'have
--

ben,overwhelmed

the capacity to master them.

ghettos of our big cities.

by difficulties,and lack

Urban schoq, s haVe not succeeded in providing the vast majority

of black, Mexican-American,.and Puerto Rican chiidren w th education

that migit help overcome the,effects of discrimin4tIon...nd poverty.

The"*ColeMan report* revealed that black studelts 911 f rther behind

whites for each year of school completed. In the' metrop litan. North

east, for example black students on the. aver begin the first

grade with somewhat lower scores on standard aChieVement tests than

white students, lag-about 1.6 grades behind by the sixth grade; and 4:

have fallen.. 3.31 grades behind by the twelfth ,grade. result is

that iittkliy more 'black than white students drop out school.'of SChool

the metrOpolitan North and West, black students' .are more than three

times as likely as white studEnts' to drop out :of school by _age 16-.17.
4

Jame6 S. Coleman,.et Egmlity of EduCatilnalitp,20u
U. S. Office of Education 19661

5



An official' repor-t- on the eauca tional,,systeM Newat
Nei Jtkr§2y, -s the picture tistical'term

0nel-h6.1.f of secondar =pupils are or, be
---lunctiOnal.Iy illiterate when they complete

their.their.hIgh'-school edudation.

In grade seVen, Newarklis,:average on ,k1i'e
.

Stanford.:arithmedtic -t..;Its,t as ,5.1 compared to
Ole national -norm, of 7.2.: - ,. ,

f'--,,
ii. The dropout rate .from, 1962-1966 cumul.ative )
w.f was 32 percent. -,

The publi.rtc. school iystemis'.$250' lbett-.4
in capital'. Construct ion,,,let the st
bard have reached le&al. bonding

30of the 75 'buildings were construpteir be or
1900; 44 arare more than- 50 yes;old.

the 50 elementary Schoo_is, are ofterating
rOm 101 to .151 percent of capacity. r.

;#- 4' '1*

.

.,Orc,ent the.. children leave Newark's sys.;::
t each year for suburban or 'parochial .sc1130` ,

"r they are .replaced by-' southern Negro immigrenrs .

and Puerto Ricans from New York City;

Report _for Actif,n
Governor's Select Commission

on Civil Disorder
_State,*6f New ..Terey
iebreary 1968

!

Te=make matters worse, the economic.cardS are stacked against
-?those blaeks who ``do persist through seltpoi. and college, -According

vi

. .

to 'a recant Census Bureau report black college graduates earn only

74 percent as much as white college gradUates, and their median

income isonly l.3 more per'' year than 'that of whites 'Who laver

went beyond high school.,

14.Siii
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Present Obstacles

These problems will not yield to any panacea. When America

finally began to recognize the state of ghetto education a few years

ago, the prevailing view was that once certain handicaps were sur-

mounted, the disadvantaged child could then benefit from the

standard school fare designed for middle-class white youngsters.

Based on this approach, preschool programs have provided needed

health and psychological services, as well as some of the social

experiences common to most middle-class homes or nursery schools.

But the spurts of measurable growth thus achieved and the momentum

begun in such programs are imperiled once children move into public

school. Studies now suggest that "compensatory" education must

begin in infancy or shortly thereafter.

As for secondary schooling, many educators have now concluded

that mere "enrichment" -- exposure to experiences commonplace among

middle-class youngsters -- is unavailing in the struggle to hold

the interest of the ghetto adolescent. As with the youngest child-

ren, a quite distinctive program appears essential, including power-

ful components of ethnic culture and projects that really mean

something to the students
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Only in the American public-school system is the
Indian still roaming the plains in search of
bison, the black still on the plantation, and
Africa still a dark continent.

Ben A. Watford, Student
Graduate School of Educa-
tion

Long Island University, N.Y.

192.

Bernard E. Donovan, former superintendent of New York City Schools,

recently defended the schools as "still doing exceptionally well

those things they have always done well" -- that is, educating the

majority of middle-class white children. But; he said, "deficiencies

lie in the system's difficulty of coping with a new and massive

group of seriously disadvantaged children. . . .Unfortunately we,

in addition to every other large city in the nation, have not been

able to marshal effectively our own and all the other forces of

society which must be brought together to solve this problem."

The failure of schools to cultivate the most basic skills of

reading and writing is particularly critical. David X. Spencer, a

black community leader and the elected chairman of the Governing

Board in East Harlem's I.S. 201 Complex, put it plainly to a white

reporter: "I don't care what your hangups or my hangups are. We

can get along as long as my kid is learning to read and write."
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The sheer complexity of the problem of ghetto education pre-

cludes a technological or any other "fix." A noted black

psychologist, Dr. James P. Comer of the Yale Child Study Center,

told the Commission:

Instructional technology introduced into a school

or system operating at a "survival level" can be

another burden for administrative and teaching

personnel. Increasing the vocabulary of a child

through instructional equipment will usually be of

limited value in a chaotic system not capable of

producing or sustaining a learning environment.

All too often, help for the inner-city school has

been an input of new ideas, people, programs,
etc., without systematic attention to the critical

aspects of basic school programs.

Unlike the good football teams'which, when showing

signs of slipping, revert to fundamental patterns

of blocking, tackling, and passing, schools have

gone for the razzle-dazzle plays. Cultural

enrichment, ethnic relevance, new technology,

fancy new buildings, and the.like have been the

response to the crisis in inner-city education.

The principal of one inner-city school recently

counted twelve new program inputs in his school

within three years, all now abandoned, none care-

fully evaluated, with little apparent impact on

the youngsters.

In some respects, resistance to the introduction of technology

into ghetto schools resembles the resistance encountered even in

wealthy suburban school systems. Some educators and citizens feel

that instructional technology would merely serve to distract atten-

tion from basic problems; in the case of the ghetto -- control,

governance, financing. And some critics believe instructional tech-

nology may even have positive disadvantages. In this view, the

slum child's prime need is a continuing close relationship with his
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teacher; he may react adversely to the intervention of impersonal

technology.

In reviewing for the Commission the situation in sixteen cities

Alva R. Dittrick,of the Research Council of the Great Cities Program

for School Improvement, reported a number of promising technological

experiments, but summed up overall progress as follows:

At the present time, a direct assessment of the

impact of instructional technology on making

learning more relevant for ghetto children cannot

be made adequately. Operational situations

simply do not exist in which large-scale co-

ordinated use of instructional technology is being

applied to classroom situations.

Isolated success stories and promising practices

related to the use of specific machines or pro-

gramed instructional materials can be identified.

For the most part, they are singular instances
without consistent application as a regular integral

part of daily instructional activities. At this

point in time, the application of instructional

technology must be considered to be in a trial-and-

error, exploratory period.

There is, then, need for sustained and well-financed research

and development programs which could point the way toward effective

and comprehensive use of technology in ghetto schools.

The State of the Art

What has been learned from the limited experience to date in

using technology to enhance learning for the children of poverty?

Three chief points wdre stressed by the experts whom the Commission

consulted:
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1) Instructional technology should put the student in an

.
active, independent learning role, in contrast to conventional

classroom procedure which requires him to spend most of his time

passively sitting and being talked at. There should be ample

opportunity for students to actually touch and use equipment them-

selves in order to gain a sense of mastery.

2) To be effective, instructional technology must be

responsive to the people it is designed to serve. There is a

fear, for instance, that since ghetto schools have received the

short end of the stick in education generally, they are destined

to receive only the most pedestrian, shortsighted, and harmful

applications of technology. In the design and use of hardware,

therefore, and even more in the concept and production of programs,

ghetto* residents -- students and adults -- should have an important

VOicJ.

3) Instructional technology should be used comprehensively.

Merely introducing a film or a record from time to time will not

make any significant impact in the ghetto (or any other) school.

Only through a coordinated and intensive use of a broad repertoire

of new media -. including the most effective use of good teachers --

can a significantly bettor environment for learning be created.
ti
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. In the St. Louis School System emphasis is being placed

on speech improvement in inner-city schools through the

use of tapes, tape recordings, and radio lessons.

. The Baltimore School System has developed closed-circuit
television instruction in math for selected children in
junior highs with large concentrations of disadvantaged
children. Longitudinal studies are being made to
determine effectiveness of this technique over conven-

tional approaches. A similar study is being conducted
in senior highs with experimental and control groups.

. The Los Angeles Public School System has developed and
is'evaluating instructional programs designed to improve
oral English of Negro and Mexican-American children,

using various media including recorders and auto-tutors.

. In San Diego junior highs, electronic classrooMs have

been organized to teach foreign languages. Closed-
circuit television is being used to transmit 75

systematically prepared tape lessons to facilitate
teaching English as a second language.

. The Cleveland Public Schools are studying the effect of

programed instructional materials on develOpment of
basic reading skills, in an attempt to identify success-
ful approaches with children in six inner-city schools.

. The New York Public Schools' "More Effective Schools

Program" has made abundant quantities of equipment and
instructional materials available to teachers. The

effects of mechanical facilitators such as overhead

projectors, film cartridges, film libraries,and teach-

ing machines are being studied.

. The Philadelphia schools have developed a Language Arts

Communication Media Program. Students are provided

with opportunities to employ communication media such as

motion pictures, still photography, and tape recorders

to extend theirs und tending and appreciation of
literature and compeLence in spoken and written ex-

pression. Teachers are trained in techniques neces-
sary to implement the program. Teachers and students

work with various types of equipment. Much individual-

ized instruction is required.

. The Boston School System has developed an Interdisciplin-

ary Slide/Film Program. This material was created by

ninth-grade students. The Concept of The Hero was

developed in an interdisciplinary context making use of

a elide /tape presentation.

Alva R. Dittrick
Research Council, Great Cities
Program on School Improvement
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Today, if only in a small way, instructional technology is

helping teachers to establish new educational contact with poor

children. Where with traditional techniques children have failed

to reach a satisfactory level of achievement, new approaches --

such as talking typewriters and other programs and equipment speci-

fically designed to improve reading instruction -- are offering

fresh alternatives and options. Materials and machines are creating

environments that challenge children to respond as they have not

in the past.

An important element in altering the educational environment

which various forces of instructional technology can provide is a

reward system that evokes the child's intrinsic drive for competence.

Programed instruction, for instance, can enable the child to grasp

a relationship or an idea and thereby generate enthusiasm for further

learning.

Hopes for the Future

Limited as it is, experience to'date suggests that technology

could help solve major instructional problems of schools in districts

serving poor and minority-group students. Cameras and recorders,

for example, help to dilute the oververbalism of schools and relate

education dramatically to the students' out-of-school life. These

and other media foster original experession and help to make

learning more individual and effective. On the basis of results

thus far, many hold high hopes for technology's potential effectiveness
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in ghetto and other disadvantaged schools. Technology would at least

replace incompetent or unsympathetic classroom teachers for some of

the time. Too often teachers in ghetto schools disapprove of students'

styles of behavior or speech, and sometimes, knowingly or not, of their

color. A teacher's belief that children are not capable of learning

can become a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Technology, properly used, could sidestep many of these

problems. A teaching machine or talking typewriter is infinitely

patient and adaptable to a child's pace or needs, and is not

offended by his dress or speech. A film or language tape can

provide information and drill unaccompanied by censure and irrita-

tion. In particular, instructional technology could prove

invaluable in facilitating what many feel to be the most acute

problem of all -- learning to read. Programed instruction and

the computer with its capacity for endless'repetition are likely

reading tutors for the ghetto child, as experiments are beginning

to demonstrate.

Technology can serve as a powerful creative tool for all

kinds of students, but most of all perhaps for the underprivileged.

In Philadelphia, a group of young gang members and former delinquents

formed a movie production company which provided not only emotional

and artistic satisfaction but which also vastly expanded their per-

ception, understanding, and pocketbooks. In many large cities ghetto
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youth, provided with cameras by various film companies, have felt

Whole new horizons open out before them.

Putting all these pieces together, some observers.see in

instructional technology the promise of developing a comprehensive,

potent teaching strategy which could be uniquely effective with

deprived and minority -group youngsters. It could actively engage

them in the learning process through all their senses and modes

of awareness; it could adjust to the individual learning style of

each child; it could bring material of relevance and interest into

the school; it could filter out the antagonism and indifference

of sortie teachers; it could open the school to the media-rich

environment. Such a comprehensive system of instruction is ad-

mittedly visionary, but experience to date is hardly an adequate

guide to future possibilities.
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Appendix E

TECHNOLOGY AND THE EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED

Toward the end of its study, the Commission on Instructional

Technology noted that the Congress was considering legislation for

the establishment of a National Center on Educational Media and

Materials for the Handicapped.

This center is expected to provide a comprehensive program for

developing instructional media and materials for use in educational

programs for the handicapped; adapting instructional media and

materials now in use for the handicapped; and familiarizing and

training teachers of the handicapped to use the new educational

media and materials available.

When the congressional committees responsible for the legis-

lation reported out the bil1a providing for the establishment of the

center (in mid-1969), they observed that although the federal govern-

ment has been committed for nearly a decade to programs for training

teachers for handicapped children, there are still far too few

teachers available. The testimony presented to the committees

showed that:

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

estimates that more than 300,000 teachers, speech

pathologists, audiologists, and other specialists are

needed at the present time to work with handicapped

children. Only 75,000 to 80,000 teachers and special-

,
ists are now available for those children.
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oi)nly 2 million of the 51/2 million handicapped

children needing special education services are

receiving them.

Even if funds were available it would not be possible in

the near future to educate and train a sufficient number

of teachers and specialists for handicapped, children.

The problem is that a sufficient number of trained per-

sons who can train teachers of the handicapped does not

exist.

Many applications of communications technology can be

made to the special problems of the handicapped. For

.example, educational television, commercial radio and

television, and computer-assisted instruction may

help solve teacher shortages and provide educational

programs to those handicapped children not able to

attend a speaial school. The potential of these

developments has yet to be carefully analyzed.

The Office of Education has been supporting 14 regional

Instructional Materials Centers. These centers have been
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so successful in demonstrating the usefulness of instruc-

tional materials in the teaching of handicapped children

that states and local communities,using lo-eal sources of

funding, have established more than 80 associate centers

to distribute these materials;

There is a need for a national center which will coordin-

ate the various aspects of a comprehensive media and materials

research, development, and delivery system for making instruc-

tional media available to all handicapped children.

Interdisciplinary, collaborative research is a must in
the study and investigation of the needs of the mentally,
physically, and emotionally handicapped in any state pro-
gram. In order to give depth and breadth of understand-
ing to the concepts which underlie the principles of
special education and rehabilitation, it is necessary for
workers in the fields of psychology, sociology, and
medicine to combine their knowledges in conducting research
for physically and mentally ill children and adults.

Research findings, in order to be of some value, must be
made readily available to practitioners. These include
workers on all levels as well as professional educators,
supervisors and administrators, employers, families, and
the general public.

Peter J. Salmon, Chairmen
Ad Hoc Committee on Education.
and Training of the Handicapped

The Commission on Instructional Technology noted as its report

was about to be completed that both the findings and the recommenda-

tions by the congressional committees were consistent with those the

Commission has incorporated into other sections of this report.
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Appendix F

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
COMMISSION ON INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY

AND THE CONDUCT OF ITS STUDY

Establishment of the Commission

On November 7, 1967, before 500 educators and broadcasters

and a battery of television cameras, the Public Broadcasting Act

became law. Created thereby was the Corporation for Public Broad-

casting, a quasi-governmental body designed to rally and focus

support for noncommercial television and radio.

In signing the act into law, the President said:

Noncommercial television can brings its

audiences the excitement of excellence in

every field.

A vital and self-sufficient noncommercial
television system will not only instruct,
but inspire and uplift our people.

The need for the Corporation had been described some months,

earlier by the Carnegie Commission on Educational Television, a

committee of educators and civic leaders established and privately

financed as a public service by the Carnegie Corporation of New

York: Although the Carnegie commission had excluded from its

study the formal instructional aspects of television and radio,

it had emphasized their potential importance, and recommended a
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study of the instructional uses of these and other technological

media. The Public Broadcasting Act provided for this study, but

the title involved did not receive an appropriation from Congress.

In March, 1968, the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare

appointed a nine-member Commission on Instructional Technology and

asked the Office of Education to allocate the needed funds for its

activities. On April 22, 1968, the Commission met with the U. S.

Commissioner of Education to discuss. the scope of its assignment.

The Commissioner provided a broad mandate for the study by

saying:

The scope of the Commission's work should be wide-
ranging. Every aspect of instructional technology
and every problem which may arise in its develop-
ment should be included.

He then went on to say:

The independence of this Commission must be

maintained. The Commission is not an adjunct
of the U. S. Office of Education. Therefore,

except for this initial meeting, neither th'

Commissioner of Education nor any member of
his staff will take part in the Commission's
activities, unless asked specifically for
information.

In July 1968, the Commissioner further described the rationale

for the assignment to the Commission when he said at a national

convention:
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We have reached the point where we have simply got

to come up with a more orderly, informed way of

taking advantage of all that the new technology has

to offer.

The new educational technology holds no more.excit-

ing prospect for American education than the
possibility of providing -- on a scale and to a
standard far beyond our grasp -- an educational

system able to respond to the unique needs and

abilities of the individual learner.

One problem is: how do we do this economically,

at a price both industry and educators can afford?

Even more important: how do we design and develop
this technology so that it meets the needs of

both the individual student and the educational

system as a whole?

These are questions that none of us -- in education,

in industry, in government -- Can answer except

by asking them of each other, over and over and

over again.

How the Study Proceeded

At the April meeting the Commission on Instructional Technology

selected the Academy for Educational Development, a nonprofit

educational research and consulting firm, to undertake the necessary

staff work. The Commission and the staff then proceeded, in the

light of the broad mandate for the study, to:

Examine the whole gamut of instructional technology --

old, new, and future; printed, mechanical, and electronic;

automated and cybernated; from books to computers, from

carrelsto learning centers, from overhead projectors to

satellite transmission; from preschool to graduate school.
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op Study instructional technology as a whole, as a

system greater than the sum of the various media.

Consider the many critical questions raised by ,the

application of technology to education.

op Weigh technology's potential toward alleviating

the urgent problems now confronting America's

schools and colleges.

Examine the federal role, past and potential, in

educational, technology.

The Commission invited observations and opinions from a broad

sample of the educational community, business and industry serving

education, and other institutions, individuals, government agencies,'

and associations interested in education or technology. In

addition, invitations to communicate with the Commission were

placed in trade and professional publications.

Simultaneously, a series of questions were drawn up that

were designed to probe broad policy matters as well as technical

details and specific uses of instructional technology, in order

to obtain expert information and opinion on every phase of the

Commission's mandate. The Commission arranged for the preparl-

tion of more than 150 papers from "establishment" representatives

as well as mavericks, fiom scholars, politicians, social critics,

and geAeralists as well as from specialists and practitioners.
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Commission meetings were convened at various places through-

out the country in order to permit visits to be made to a variety

of projects (in public schools, universities, the armed services,

industry, the Job Corps, etc.). The meetings often included

discussions with theorists and practitioners in instructional

technology.

The Commission also participated in a number of seminars

arranged to elicit a range of views and experience in different

aspects of instructional technology. For example:

, A seminar to explore communications satellites and

their implications for instructional technology, which

included representatives of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration, the National Association of

Educational Broadcasters, the Federal Communications

Commission, National Educational Television, the U. S.

Office of Education, the President's Task Force on

Communications Policy, and the Joint Council on

Educational Telecommunications.

Al A seminar to explore developments in instructional

television, which included network, ETV station, and

school people,.as well as representatives from such

associations as the National Association of Educa-

tional Broadcasters, the Joint Council on Educational

Telecommunications, and the National Education Association.



4, A seminar to probe student reaction to instructional

technology (both pro and con); participants were

twenty high-school and college students, all of whom

had had varied experience with technological media.*

A seminar with fifteen elementary-school and high-

school teachers of varying background and experience

in instructional technology.

A number of seminars with technology specialists,

and with representatives of educational and

industrial associations concerned with technology.

Meantime, staff members and special consultants conducted

interviews and field trips, and prepared reports on a wide variety

of projects and organizations involved with instructional tech-

nology. Included were military installations, museums, and

business organizations, as well as programs and activities con-

ducted by schools, colleges, and universities.

The staff also searched out and catalogued a library of

relevant materials, both published and unpublished. Selections

from this material as well as the reports prepared especially

for the study were reviewed by the Commission.

* The student seminar was co-sponsored by the Institute

for Development of Educational Activities, Inc.
(I/D/E/A), an affiliate of the Charles F. Kettering

Foundation.
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Finally, liaison was established with departments and agencies

of the federal government concerned with instructional technology,

with Congressional bodies, and with quasi-governmental organizations.*

The Commission was gratified by the interest manifested in its

work. Scores of distinguished people -- scholars, technicians,

practicing schoolmen, reformers, and others -- prepared papers or

granted interviews. Hundreds of thoughtful letters came in

response to the Commission's invitation. They came from industry;

from superintendents and staff members of big school systems such

as Detroit, Chicago, and New York, and from dozens of smaller

places; from nearly every state office of education; from the

deans ofeducation of leading universities; from college deans,

department heads, and professors in many specialities, including

computer science, behavioral research, medicine, engineering,

instructional resources, communications and television.

Including the Federal Communications Commission; the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting; officials in the U.S.

Office of Education charged with administering such legis-

lation as the Educational Professions Development Act
(which provides grants to help solve the critical shortage

of education personnel and to improve their training),

the National Defense Education Act (which provides grants

and loans for the acquisition of certain kinds of equip-

ment), Title I of the Public Broadcasting Act (which

provides federal financial assistance for noncommercial

educational radio and television broadcast facilities),

the Higher Education Act (which provides funds to institu-

tions of higher education for the acquisition of television,

laboratory, and other special equipment), and the Higher

Education Facilities Act (which provides grants and loans

for' construction and improvement of facilities); and

sponsors of such proposed legislation as the Educational

Technology Act of 1969.



Through all these varied means, the Commission was enabled

to arrive at a realistic picture of instructional technology as

it exists today in the United States, to assess its values, and to

form a responsible judgment on its probable future.
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Appendix G

PART I: PAPERS PREPARED AT THE REQUEST
OF THE COMMISSION ON INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY

4 ,

ALTER, Chester M.

The Potential of TechnologicalInstruction for
the Less Affluent College

ANDERSON, Robert H.

Changes Necessary in the Organizational Patterns
and Administrative Procedures of Schools and Colleges

in Order for New Techniques to Effectively Improve

Instruction

BAIR, George E.

The Promise that Technology Holds for Education

BAZEMORE, A. W. and SILVERZWEIG, Stanley

Toward a Learning Technology for the Inner City

Schools

BEAMISH, Eric E.

Educational Technology and the Preparation of Teachers

The Instructional Technologist and Some Recommendations

for his Professional Preparation

BECKWITH, Hugh

Innovation in Industry that Appears Likely to Affect
Instructional Technology During the Next Ten Years

BELL, T. H.

Changes that will be Necessary in thi Organizational

Patterns and Administrative Procedures of Schools

and Colleges in Order for New Technologies to Effec-

tively Improve Education

BELZER, Jack

Patterns for Development of Education in Information

Science
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BITZER, Donald L. and SKAPERDAS, D.

The Design of an Economically Viable Large-Scale
Computer-Based Education System

. BLAISDELL, W. M.

Instructional Media Activities in USOE Research and

Development Centers

BOLVIN, John 0.

The New Technology and Its Implications for Organi-

zational and Administrative Changes

BORD, Nancy A.

Application of Cost Analyses to Instructional Technology

BPEITENFELD, Frederick, Jr.

-Instructional Television: The State of the Art

BRIGHT, R. Louis

Should Educators Generate Specifications for the

Purchase of Equipment?

BROWN, B. Frank

Instructional Technology and the Student: The State

of the Art

BUSHNELL, Don D.

Introducing the Docile Technology in Memorium of CAI

CARROLL, John B.

The Role of Measurement and Evaluation in Educational

Technology

COGAN, Eugene A.

The Use of Systems Analysis in Introducing Educational

Technology into Schools

COLEMAN, James S.

The Role of Modern Technology in Relation to Simulation

and Games for Learning
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COMER, James P.

Technology and the Inner City School

CONGREVE, Willard J.

Possibilities in the Use of Technology for the
Education of Underprivileged Children

CRIM, Alonzo A.

Use of Technology to Improve the Pre-service and
In-service Training of Teachers Who Work with Ghetto
Children

DAVIES, Don

Training Personnel for Roles in Instructional Technology

DAVIS, Robert B.

Past Practices and Likely Prospects for the Use of
Technological Devices in Relation to School Mathematics

DE LONE, Richard H.

Sketching a Context for Instructional Technology

DEMPSEY, Rev. Michael J.

Some Reflections Upon the Relationships Between the
Restructuring of Schools and Communications Technology

DIETRICH, John E. and JOHNSON, F. Craig

Cost Analysis of Instructional Technology

Changes in Administrative Organization Required for
the Introduction of Appropriate Educational Technology

DITTRICK, Alva R.

Developing Relevant Education Through Instructional
Technology

EDINGER, Lois V.

Educational Technology and the Teaching Profession

EVANS, Rupert N.; SREDLE, Henry; CARSS, Brian, and WALKER, Robert W.

Instructional Technology and Vocational Education
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FADIMAN, Clifton

Communication and the Arts: A Practitioner's Notes

FINLEY, Robert M.

Changes in Patterns of School Organization, Management,
Staffing, Facilities, and Finance are Required if
Technology is to be Effective in Improving Instruction

FLORY, John

Films for Learning

FORSDALE, Louis

8mm Film in Education, Status and Prospects -- 1968

FORSYTHE, Richard 0.

Instructional Radio: Its Broad Capabilities as an
Educational Delivery System

FREDETTE, Albert P.

The State of the Art Relative to the Use of Radio in
Medical Education

FRIEDENBERG, Edgar Z.

Effects of the Technological Mystique on Schooling

FUND FOR MEDIA RESEARCH

Survey on Industry's Use of Technology for Education
and Training

Use of Instructional Technology by the Job Corps and
Peace Corps

GABLE, Martha A.

Instructional Television and its Relation to Other
Forms of Educational Technology to Serve Needs in
Urban Areas

GINTHER, John R.

Technology, Philosophy, and Education
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GLASER, Robert and COW, J. Steele, Jr.

Comments on the Proposal by CED to Create a Commission

on Research, Innovation, and Evaluation in Education

GODFREY, Eleanor P.

Availability and Use of Instructional Media

GOODLAD, John I.

Education and Technology

GREEN, Alan C.

Instructional Technology and School Buildings --

Influences, Conflicts, and Guidance

GREEN, Robert L. and THOMAS, Richard

Racism and Attitude Change: The Role of Mass Media and

Instructional Technology

GREENHILL, Leslie P.

The Expanding Usage of Instructional Technology in Japan

GROVE, Richard

Increasing the Educational Effectiveness of Museum

Exhibitions through Applications of Instructional Media

HAMMEREL, Mary Ann and LAIDLAW, William J.

Instructional Technology and the Job Corps Curriculum

HAROLD, John W.

The use of Technology as a Strategy for Crossing

Language and Cultural Barriers

HEATHERS, Glen

Educational Philosophy and Educational Technology

HITCHENS, Howard B., Jr.

Instructional Technology in the Armed Forces:

Part I Precommissioning and Professional Training

Part II Technical Training

Part III Opinion, Trends, and Outlook for the Future

HOCKING, Elton

Technology in Foreign Language Teaching
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HOOPER, Richard

Observations on the Use of Instructional Technology
at 20 Important Educational Institutions in the U.S.

HUDSON, Robert B.

The School Broadcasting System in Japan

HUGHES, Thomas P.

Some Problems of Technological Innovation

HULL, Richard B.

Random Audio and Video Access Information Retrieval

Systems

HYER, Anna L.

Activities of the National Council for Educational

Technology in Great Britain

JAMESON, Spenser and IANNI, Francis A. J.

The Reading Process and Processed Reading

JASON, Hilliard

Instructional Technology in Medical Education

JENNINGS, Frank G.

The Prospect for the "Book" as an Educational Medium

JOHNSON, Harry Alleyn

The Promises of Educational Technology in Ghetto Schools

KELLY, Vincent P.

Instructional Technology and the Education of American

Indian Children

KENT, Allen

Information Science: Media Implications of the New

Means of Infoimation Organization

KEPPEL Francis and CORNOG, Michael L.

Evaluation and Measurement of Instructional Technology
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ti

KIESLING, Herbert J.

On the Economic Analysis of Educational Technology

KOMOSKI, P. Kenneth

Toward the Development of Effective Instructional

Technology for American Education

KOZOL, Jonathan

Prospects and Problems in Using Instructional

Technology to Meet the Needs of Negro Children in

the Big-City Ghettos

KROPP, R. P.

What is the Role of Measurement and Evaluation in

Technology?

KURLAND, Norman D.

Educational Technology in New York State -- Theory,

Practice, and the Future

LANGE, Phil C.

The Teaching-Learning Process and Instructional

Technology

'LEITMAN, Allan

The Public School: Agent of Community Education

LEVIN, Henry M.

Cost Effectiveness Evaluation on Instructional Tech-

nology: The Problems

LIEBERMAN, James

Instructional Media in the Biomedical Fields

LOCKE, Robert W. and ENGLER, David

Instructional Technology: The Capabilities of Industry.

to Help Solve Educational Problems

LYONS, Charles A. Jr.

How Can Instructional Technology Help Solve the

Problems of the Less Affluent Small Colleges?



MARKLE, Susan Meyer

Programming and Programmed Instruction

MARTIN, John Henry

Technology and the Education of the Disadvantaged

MARTINSON, John L. and MILLER, David C.

Educational Technology and Future of the Book

MARX, Leo

Notes for a Humanist Critique of Technological

Innovation in Teaching

MASON, Ward S.

Instructional Media in USOE Research and Development

Centers: How the work of the R&D Centers relates to
instructional technology and plans for the future

MASTON, Robert E.

Instructional Technology and Language Learning

McCAFFREY, Austin

The Prospect for the "Book" as an Educational Medium

in an Era of New Technological Developments

. MEAD, Margaret

Age Discrepancies in the Understanding and Use of

Modern Technology Especially in the Mass Media

or
Haw Parents and Teachers Fail to Tune in on the

Children's Media Environment

HEANEY, John W.

The Multimedia Age

MESTHENE, Emmanuel G.

Instructional Technology and the Purposes of Education

MILLER, Arthur R.

The Invasion of Privacy and Instructional Technology
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MILLER, George E. and HARLESS, William F.

Instructional Technology and Continuing Medical
Education

MILLER, James G.

The Nature of Living Systems

The Living Systems Involved in the Educational Process

A Suggested Ten-Year Phased Program for Developing,
Evaluating, and Implementing Instructional Technologies

Deciding Whether and How to Use Educational Technology
in the Light of Cost-Effectiveness Evaluation

MILLER, James G. and RATH, Gustave J.

Priority 'Determination and Resource Allocation by
Planning-Programming-Budgeting and Cost-Effectiveness
Analysis in Educational Systems

MINEAR, Leon P.

Reinforcing Teacher Education through Exposure to the
New Educational Technology

MORGAN, Robert M.

Instructional Technology in Vocational Training

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS

Television-in-Instruction: The State of the Art

Observations on Instructional Television and
Instructional Technology

NELSON, Lester W.

Some Alternative Approaches to the Establishment of
A National Effort in Research, Innovation, and
Evaluation in Educational Technology

NORTH, R. Stafford

Dial-Access as an Instructional Medium

NYGREN, Carolyn

Combining the Insights of Linguistics and Educational
Technology to Teach Language in the Black Community



PARKUS, Lawrence

Computer Assisted Instruction in Elementary/Secondary
Education: The State of the Art

PODSHADLEY, Dale W.

Instructional Technology in Dentistry

POSTMAN, Neil

Curriculum Change and Technology

RAINSBERRY, F. B.

Educational TV in Canada

RANKIN, John H.

. Production Problems Involved in Producing Art Courses
to be Taught Utilizing the Latest Developments in
Technology

RIPPY, Wilbur

The Technics and Techniques of Educational Technology

ROSENFIELD, Harry N.

Major Problems of Copyright Law as Viewed by the
Ad Hoc Committee on Copyright' Law Revision

RUMMLER, Geary A.

What is Programmed Learning?

RYAN, Kevin

Teacher Training in InstrUctional Technology

SAETTLER, Paul

SAND, Ole

SCHULLER,

Lessons for.Education Drawn from a Study of the Effects
of New Technologies in Various Areas of Society

and McCLURE, Robert

Instructional Technology and Curriculum Change

Charlei F.

Production Facilities Needed in Order for a University
to Adequately Satisfy its Instructional Technology
Requirements
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SCHURE, Alexander

Technological Systems for Education which Adapt

Technology to People

SELDEN, David and BHAERMAN, Robert

Instructional Technology and the Teaching Profession

SINGER, Ira J.

At Will and At Once -- The Audio-Video Dial Access

Information Retrieval System

SIZER, Theodore and KIRP, David L.

Technology and Education: Who Controls? .

SMITH, Karl U.

Recommendations Regarding Further Emphasis in Educa-

tional Technology as Based on Behavioral Cybernetic

Projections

SMITH, Mary Howard

Cooperative Planning and Production: Problems,

Pitfalls, and Privileges

SMITH, Robert G. Jr.

The Media Manufacturer and the Educator

SPEAGLE, Richard E.

Cost Estimates of Major Instructional Technologies

Cost Benefits: A Buyer's Guide for Instructional

Technology

Systems Analysis in Education

SPENCER, David X.

New Machines and New Methods for New Education

SPENCER, Richard E.

The Role of Measurement and Evaluation in Instructional

Technology

STAHR;Elvis J. and CLARK, David L.

Establishment of a National Study Commission on

Research, Evaluation, and Innovation in Education
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STARKWEATHER, John A.

Adaptive Machine Aids to Learning

STONE, C. Walter

Some Reflections and Recommendations Concerning the
Chief Problem of Instructional Technology Application
Access

STONE, Sonja H. and JONES, Leander

Instructional Technology and the Inner City .

STREET, David

New Instructional Technologies and the Teaching
Profession

SWANSON, Don R.

Education and the Communication of Scientific Information

SWANSON, J. Chester

Instructional Technology in Service to Vocational
Technical Education

THORNTON, Basil

The Instructional Media in Italy

VANDERMEER, A. W.

How Teachers and Administrators Can be Given a Better
Indoctrination on the Potentialities and Uses of
Instructional Technology

WAGNER, Robert W.

The Generation of Images: A State-of-the-Art Report
on Sixteen-Millimeter Film

WEINBERG, Meyer

Instructional Technology and the Disadvantaged Child

WENTWORTH, John W.

Cable Television and Education



WILSON, John D.

The Idea of Living-Learning: Innovations in the
Academic Use of Residential Facilities

WINSLOW, Ken

The Adoption by Education of Videotape Techniques for
the Creation and Use of Instructional Materials and the
Development of Sources for the Inter-Institutional
Distribution of Prerecorded Videotape Materials

WITHROW, Frank B. Jr. and GOUGH, John A.

Instructional Technology for the Handicapped

WOLFE, Arthur B.

The Combination of Instructional Technology with
Technological Instruction
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PART II: OTHER PAPERS SENT TO THE
COMMISSION ON INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY FOR INFORMATION

ADELSON, Marvin

Decisions, Decisions, Decisions: Is Education

Important Enough? The Technology of Forecasting
and the Forecasting of Technology Educational
Ends and Innovational Means

ALL, Stephen A.

Suggestions and Possible Solutions for Some of the

Problems of ITV in the Great Cities

ALLEN, William H.

Audiovisual Instruction: The State of the Art

BARUCH, Jordan J.

The Extended Use of Public Broadcasting Facilities

BENSON, Charles S.

The Application of Economic Reasoning to Resource

Allocations in Education

BITZER, Donald L.

Some Pedagogical and Engineering Design Aspects

of Computer-Based Education

BOOCOCK, Sarane S.

Restructuring the Education System for Advantageous

Use of Instructional Technology

BOWER, Richard.S.

Computer Time-Sharing and the Teaching of Economics

BUNDERSON, C. Victor

The Computer and Instructional Design

BUSH, Robert N.

New Directions for Research and Development in

Teacher Education
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BURRIS, Russell W.

Major Areas of Emphasis for Instructional Engineering

CARPENTER, C. R.

*Abstracts of Seminar Discussions on Quality Factors
in Instructional Materials

Educational Media Production System for the Southern
Region

*Quality Factors of Media and Conditions of Learning

Summary: A Constructive Critique of Educational
Technology

TeleinstructiOn and Individualized Learning

Toward A Developed Technology of Instruction - 1980

CARTER, Clyde N. and WALKER, Maurice J.

Costs of Installing and Operating Instructional
Television and Computer Assisted Instruction in
Public Schools

CHASE, Francis S.

Educational Research and Development: Promise or
Mirage?

Problems of Autonomy and Accountability in Govern-
ment Contracts for Research and Development in
Education

*CHU, Godwin G. and SCHRAMM, Wilbur

Learning by Television

COULSON, John E.

Computer-Assisted Instruction and Its Potential
for Individualizing Instruction

* USOZ commissioned project for the Commission on Instructional
Technology.
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DEIGHTON, Lee C.

Instruments of Instruction: The Book Plus the New

Media

ELLIS, Allan B., and TIEDEMAN, David V.

Can a Machine Counsel?

FERRAGALLO, Roger J. and HOMITZ, Wallace T.

Proposal to Investigate the Effectiveness of Controlled

Manipulation of Classroom Environments in the Teaching

of Junior College Subjects

FERRY, W. H.

Tonic and Toxic Technology

GAGNE, Robert M.

Learning Theory, Educational Media and Individualized

Instruction

*GENERAL LEARNING CORPORATION -- Educational Services Division

Cost Study of Educational Media Systems and Their

Equipment Components

Part I: Guidelines for Determining Costs

of Media Systems

Part II: Technical Report

Part III: Supplementary Report: Computer

Assisted Instruction

GLASER, Robert

Educational Technology -- The Design and Programming

of Instruction

*USOE commissioned project for the Commission on Instructional

Technology.
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GOODLAD, John I.

.
Thought, Invention, and Research in the Advancement
of Education

GREENE, Hugh

Instructional Technology in the Context of Educational
Theories

HADDON, Alexander M.

A Low-level Technical Systems Design for Programmed
Instruction

HENDERSON, John

The Audio-recorded Tutorial Method of Assisting
Students .in Specific Problem-solving Difficulties

HILGARD, Ernest R.

The Psychological Heuristics of Learning

HOBAN, Charles F.

The Concept of Instruction as a System within Which
to Approach Instructional Technology

HUDSON, Robert B.

The Future of Educational Television

HUNTER, Walter E.

Using Automation for Instruction

JACKSON, Philip W.

The Teacher and the Machine: Observations on the
Impact of Educational Technology

JAMES, H. Thomas

Financing More Effective Education

ONO
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JERMAN, Max

Characteristics of Computer Assisted Instruction
from an Author's Viewpoint

JOYCE, Bruce R. and JOYCE, Elizabeth H.

Data Banks for Children

The Principal and His Staff: The Multiple Systems
Approach to Curriculum

KANTNER, Harold H.

Telecommunication Tools for Schools: Opportune
Policy Soon?

KELLEY, Allen C.

The Economics of Teaching and the Role of the Teaching
Information' Processing System

*KENT, William P. and associates, System Development Corporation

Feasibility of Using an Experimental Laboratory for
Identifying Classroom Multi-Media Problems and
Requirements

KOPSTEIN, Felix F. and SEIDEL, Robert J.

Computer-Administered Instruction Versus Traditionally
Administered Instruction: Economics

KRATHWOM, David R.

Proposal for Development of National Institutes of
Education in the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare

LANIER, Vincent'

The Teaching of Art as Social Revolution

*USOE commissioned project for the Commission on Instructional
Technology.



LESSINGER, Leon

Educational Stability in an Unstable Technical
Society

MC MURRIN, Starling M.

Technology and Education: A Consideration of Ends
and Means

MEIERHENRY, W. C.

Whither Instructional Technology?

MEISLER, Richard

Technologies for Learning

MINOR, Frank J., MYERS,Roger A., and SUPER, Donald E.

4,

An Experimental Computer-Based Educational and
Occupational Orientation System for Counseling

MORRIS, Albert J. and GRACE, Donald J.

Conceptual 'Design of a Television System for Con-
tinuing Education

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS

Proposal for Electronically-Facilitated Educational
Parks in Harlem

RAO, Penna Lakshmikanth

Broadcast Satellite System for India

RATH, Gustave J.

Models, Means and Measurement in Education

RICHARDS, P. H.

The New System of Education Needed in Today's
Technological Age

RUTHERFORD, William L.

Proposal for a National Instructional Materials Center

SCHRAGER, Phillip E.

Line of Sight: A Communications Feasibility Study



SEIDEL, Robert J.

The Copernican Revolution in Education/Training

SIMMONS, Robert F. do

Linguistic Analysis of Constructed Student Responses

in Computer Assisted Instruction

SMALLWOOD, Richard D.

Optimum Policy Regions for Computer-Directed
Teaching Systems

SMITH, Donald K.

Federal Support for University-Based Programs of

Instructional Research and Developmerit

STOLUROW, L. M.

Computer Assisted Instruction

STRINER, Herbert E.

Counselling: A New Process in a Dynamic Economy

SUPPES, Patrick and MORNINGSTAR, Mona

Four Programs in Computer-Assisted Instruction

TAYLOR, John W.

The Effect of Modern Technology in Education

TIEDEMAN, David V.

Can a Machine Develop a Career?

The Information System for Vocational Decisions:

Description, Subsequent Development,. and Implications

TWYFORD, Loran C.

Proposed Federal Legislation and Suggested Guidelines

in Educational Technology
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TYLER, Ralph W.

The Problems and Possibilities of Educational
.Evaluation

Evaluation: The Ultimate Reality

UTTAL, William R.

A Generative Computer Teaching Machine Project

* WAGNER, Richard V., LYBRAND, William A., and REZNICK, Wayne M.

A Study of Systemic Resistance to Utilization
of ITV in Public School Systems

Problems Public Schools Face in Increasing
Utilization of Instructional Television .

WAGNER, Robert W.

Modular Ddsign for a Series of Films on Communication
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